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SELECTED
Charles S. Wilder,
INTRODUCTION
This report Presents estimates
HEALTH CHARACTERISTICS
BY OCCUPATION
Formerly Division of Health Interview Statistics
for’ selected
health cha;acter~stics of persons in the labor
force. The labor force is defined for the pur-
poses of the Health Interview Survey as those
persons aged 17 years and over who, during the
2 weeks prior to the household interview, were
classified as currently employed or currently
unemployed. Currently employed persons are
those who were working, had a job (but were
not on layoff), or had a business during the 2-
week reference period. Currently unemployed
persons are those persons who, during the 2-
week reference period did not work, had a job
or business but were looking for work, and
those who had a job but were on layoff and
looking for work. Currently employed persons
are classified into four categories by type of
occupation—white collar workers, blue collar
workers, service workers, and farm workers.
Most of the estimates of health characteris-
tics presented here are averages based on data
collected during 1975 and 1976. The characteris-
tics include limitation of activity due to chronic
conditions, numb er of short-term disability
days, incidence of acute conditions and persons
injured, length of stay in short-stay hospitals,
and utilization of physician and dentist services.
Estimates of the health insurance coverage of
the labor force were measured in 1976. Esti-
mates of the per capita out-of-pocket health
expenses during 1975 were measured jn January-
March 1976 through responses to a self-
enumeration questionnaire left with the family
or unrelated individuals subsequent to the com-
pletion of the household interview.
+in earlier report, Series 10 No. 21 entitled
“Selected Health Characteristics by Occupation,
United States, July 1961-June 1963,” placed its
main emphasis on occupational categories in the
labor force–the combined currently employed
and unemployed. The present report shows
occupational categories for only the currently
employed. Thus comparison between the two
sets of data may be made only at the labor force
level.
SUMMARY
The data presented in this report can be
summarized as follows:
1. Limitation of activity due to chronic con-
ditions affected about 10.5 percent of the labor
force. An estimated 6.7 percent of the labor
force was limited in major activity, primarily
working. Among the currently employed popu-
lation, white collar workers (especially the pro-
fessional, technical, and kindred workers) had
the lowest percentage with chronic limitation of
activity. In contrast, farm workers and the un-
employed had relatively high proportions of
persons with chronic limitation of activity.
2. Unemployed persons 17 years and over
reported substantially higher rates of restricted-
activity and bed-disability days per person per
year than did the currently employed. The rate
of restricted-activity was 28,5 days per currently
unemployed person, compared with 12.3 per
currently employed person.
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3. The incidence of acute conditions re-
quiring medical attention or reduced activity for
at least 1 day was 187.3 per 100 persons 17
years and over in the labor force. Persons in
service occupations reported the highest rate—
209.6 conditions per 100 persons per year.
4. Blue collar workers reported a rate of
40.6 persons injured per 100 currently em-
ployed workers per year. The injury rate for all
currently employed persons was 32.5.
5. Unemployed persons reported 19.6 short-
stay hospital discharges per 100 persons per
year, compared with 11.0 for currently em-
ployed persons.
6. Unemployed workers had a higher rate of
physician visits than did the currently em-
ployed–5.6 and 4.4 visits per person per year,
respectively. Blue collar workers reported a rate
of 3.7 physician visits per person per year.
7. An estimated 90.1 percent of white collar
workers 17-64 years of age reported private hos-
pital insurance, compared with 85.9 percent for
all currently employed persons and 56.3 percent
for unemployed persons.
8. An estimated 96.6 percent of all cur-
rently employed persons 65 years and over had
private hospital insurance or Social Security
Medicare.
9. In 1975 the average person 17 years and
over in the labor force had out-of-pocket health
expenses of 8254, of which $69 was for health
insurance premiums and $61 was for doctor
bills.
SOURCE AND LIMITATIONS
OF THE DATA
The information from the Health Interview
Survey (HIS) presented in this report is based
primarily on data collected in a continuing
nationwide survey conducted by household
interview. (The information on health expenses
was collected by self-enumeration, as explained
later.) Each week a probability sample of the
civilian noninstitutionalized population is inter-
viewed by trained personnel of the U.S. Bureau
of the Census to obtain information about the
health and other characteristics of each family
member of the household living at the time of
interview.
Many of the estimates in this report are for
the 2-year period 1975-76. During these 104
weeks the sample was composed of approxi-
mately 80,000 households containing about
229,000 persons living at the time of the inter-
view. The total noninterview rate for 1975-76
was about 3.4 percent, of which 1.7 percent was
due to respondent refusal and the remainder was
primarily due to the failure to find an eligible
respondent at home after repeated calls.
The information on health insurance cover-
age presented in this report is based on data col-
lected in 1976. The sample was composed of
about 40,000 households with about 113,000
persons living at the time of the interview. The
noninterview rate was about 3.7 percent, with
2.1 percent respondent refusal.
The data on the 1975 health expenses were
obtained from responses to a questionnaire left
with the respondents to the health interviews
conducted for HIS during January-March 1976.
During these 13 weeks the sample was composed
of 10,394 occupied households; of these house-
holds 10,001 containing 28,006 persons were
interviewed. These persons were members of
10,423 family units, either a family of two or
more related members living together or an unre-
lated individual in the household. During
January-March 1976 the total noninterview rate
was about 3.8 percent. Following completion of
the household interview, the interviewer left a
family medical expenses questionnaire for each
family or each unrelated individual for self-
enumeration. Completed questionnaires were
mailed to the U.S. Bureau of the Census. After
followup of nonrespondents, the response rate
was about 90.1 percent of the 10,423 family
units. (A more detailed description of this inter-
view technique may be found in the report on
“Personal Out-of-Pocket Health Expenses”
Series 10, Number 122.)
A description of the design of the survey,
the methods used in estimation, and general
qualifications of the data obtained from surveys
are presented in appendix I. Since the estimates
shown in this report are based on a sample of
the population rather than the entire popula-
tion, they are subject to sampling error. There-
fore, particular attention should be paid to the
section entitled “Reliability of Estimates.”
Sampling errors for many- of the estimates are
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of relatively low magnitude. Charts of relative
sampling errors are shown in appendix I.
In this report the detailed tables contain
population estimates and rates or percents for
the health characteristics. To obtain the relative
sampling error of the numerator of a rate it is
necessary to multiply the rate by the population
value. For instance, the unemployed population
reported an annual rate of 28.5 days of re-
stricted activity for each of the 7,470,000 unem-
ployed persons, or about 212,895,000 days for
the entire group. An estimate of this size has a
relative standard error of about 3.7 percent
according to the chart on page 70 (A). In this
report an asterisk is placed in front of certain
figures to indicate 30 percent or greater relative
standard error. Figures marked with an asterisk
are given primarily to allow the reader to com-
bine them with related estimates and thereby to
possibly produce a more reliable overall estimate
for a broader category.
Definitions of certain terms used in this
report are presented in appendix II and have
specialized meanings for the purpose of the
survey.
Selected portions of the questionnaire used
in 1975 and 1976 are illustrated in appendix III.
The entire questionnaire used during the two
years is illustrated in the “Current Estimates”
reports in Series 10, Numbers 115 and 119.
Questionnaire design and interviewer train-
ing have aimed at minimizing the effects of re-
spondent differences in reporting. However, it
should be pointed out that respondents in health
interviews report only those things which they
know about and are willing to talk about in an
interview situation.
SELECTED HEALTH CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE LABOR FORCE
The Labor Force
During the 2-year period, 1975-76, the
average number of persons 17 years and over in
the labor force was 92,638,000, of whom
85,168,000, or 91.9 percent, were currently
employed and 7,470,000, or 8.1 percent, were
currently unemployed. Currently employed per-
sons are defined for the Health Interview Survey
(HIS) as persons 17 years and over who reported
in the health interview .that they had worked
sometime in the 2 weeks prior to interview. This
category includes some persons who had a job
and were looking for work but were not on lay-
off from the job. Currently unemployed persons
are those who, during the 2-week reference
period, did not work, had no job or business, or
were on layoff, but were looking for work. As
explained in appendix II, the HIS definitions of
currently employed and currently unemployed
differ somewhat from the official labor force
definitions published by the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics. Since HIS is primarily con-
cerned with measurements of illness and dis-
ability and the utilization of medical and dental
services, the procedures to measure these items
and the population from which these measure-
ments come are tailored to meet these objec-
tives. A reference period of 2 weeks or more is
usually required to obtain reliable estimates for
health-related items.
Persons in the labor force are classified by
occupation to code categories in the Classified
Index of Occupations and Industries of the U.S.
Bureau of the Census used for the 1970 Decen-
nial Census. The 12 occupational classes plus the
residual class of new workers and persons of un-
known occupation shown in the detailed tables
are collapsed from more specific occupation
codes in the Classified Index. The 13 classes are
further condensed for analysis into four cate-
gories as follows:
White collar workers .... Professional, technical,
and kindred workers
Managers and adminis-
trators, except farm
Sales workers
Clerical and kindred
workers
Blue collar workers ...... Craftsmen and kindred
workers
Operatives, except trans-
port
Transport equipment
operatives
Laborers, except farm
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Service workers. ........... Service workers, except
private household
Private household work-
ers
Farmers and farm mana-
gers
Farm laborers and farm
foremen
was 92,638,000 persons. Table A shows the
number and percent distribution of this popula-
tion by occupation group, age, sex, and irmuaI
family income. Since differences in levels of
certain health characteristics are associated with
differing composition of the population by age,
sex, and family income, the percent distribu-
tions shown in table A are of interest. For ex-
amde, farm workers are relatively older than
Farm workers ..............
per~ons in the other groups-abou~ one-half of
farm workers are 45 years or over. In addition,
Unknown
As mentioned
average size of the
earlier, during 1975-76 the
labor force 17 years and over
there are more males-than females “among farm
and blue collar workers. The white and blue col-
Table A. Number and percent distribution of persons 17 years of age and ovar in tha labor force by selectad characteristics, according
to employment status and occupational group: United Stetas, 1975-76
Currantly employad
All Currently
parsonsl White Blua unemployedTotal 1 Sewica
collar
Farm
collar
Selected characteristic
Number in thousands
Total labor forca2 ........................ ...................
Age
—
17-44 years .....................................................................
45-64 years ............ ................ ............ .............................
65 yaars and ovar.................................... ........................
Sax
—
Male ................................................................................
Femala.................................. ..........................................
Family income
Lessthan $10,000 ..........................................................
$10,000 or mora ......... ....................................................
Total labor force2 ...........................................
A&
17-44 yaars .............................................................. .......
4564 years .....................................................................
65 years and over................................. ...........................
sex
—
Male .............................................. ..................................
Female ............................................................................
Family income
Lessthan $10,000 ..........................................................
$10,000 or more .............................................................
92,638 85,168 I42,835 27,822 11,202 2,555 7,470
61,269
28,353
3,016
55,118
37,520
26,413
59,498
100.0
55,492
26,832
2,844
51,119
34,049
22,935
56,015
100.0
28,036
13,521
1,278
18,521
8,691
610
7,137
3,440
624
4,245
6,957
4,864
5,448
1,292
952
311
2,189
366
1,243
1,064
5,777
1,521
173
3,999
3,471
3,478
3,483
100.0
21,475
21,360
22,737
5,084
8,252 8.434
31,796 17,387
Percent distribution
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
63.7
30.7
5.6
37.9
62.1
43.4
48.6
66.1
30.6
3.3
59.5
40.5
28.5
64.2
65.2
31.5
3.3
60.0
40.0
26.9
65.8
65.5
31.6
3.0
50.1
49.9
19,3
74.2
66.6
31.2
2.2
81.7
18.3
30.3
62.5
50.6
37.3
12,2
85.7
14.3
48,6
41.6
77,3
20.4
2.3
53.5
46.5
46.6
46.6
1Includes persons of unknown occupation and new workers.
*Includes unknown family inconm
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Iar workers have higher proportions of persons
with incomes of $10,000 or more than the other
grOUPS do.
Limitation of Activity Due to
Chronic Conditions
In the Health Interview Survey long-term
disability due to chronic illness or impairment is
defined as the inability to carry on the major
activity for one’s age-sex group, such as working,
keeping house, or going to school; a restriction
in the amount or kind of major activity; or re-
striction in relation to other activities, such as
recreational, church, or civic interests.
Since the population under consideration in
this report is the labor force 17 years and over,
the most common major activity for this popula-
tion would be working. Relatively few persons
who have entered the labor force but whose
usual activity status during the year prior to
interview was not working are included in the
population. For instance, a student who gradu-
ated from school in June and obtained a full
time job in July and was interviewed in August
would report attending school as his usual
activity during the past year, even though he is
now working. Whether or not his activity was
limited would be based on his response to ques-
tions asked of students.
Tables B and 1-3 show the percent of the
labor force with some degree of limitation of
activity due to chronic conditions. The tables
combine the usual categories of “unable to carry
on major activity” and “limited in amount or
kind of major activity” shown in other Series 10
reports on long-term limitation because there are
so few persons in the labor force who have re-
ported themselves as unable to carry on their
major activity. During 1975-76 an average of
434,220 persons were so classified, of these an
average of 254,830 were currently employed
and 179,390 were currently unemployed.
An estimated 10.5 percent of the average of
92.6 millions persons in the labor force were
limited in activity to some degree, while 6.7 per-
cent were limited in major activity. Among per-
sons currently employed, 10.2 percent were
limited in activity. However, for currently unem-
ployed the percent was substantially higher
(14.7). The percent of currently employed per-
sons with chronic limitation of activity was
lowest among white collar workers and highest
among farm workers.
As mentioned earlier, about one-half of the
farm workers were 45 years or over. Since
chronic limitation of activity increases with an
increase in age, it would be expected that farm
workers have the highest proportion of persons
with limitation. The substantial proportion of
Table B. Number and percent distribution of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force by limitation of activity due to chronic
conditions, according to employment status and occupational group: United States, 1975-76
Employment status and
Number
in
occupational group thousands
Total labor force ... .... .... .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .... . ... ... ..... . .. 92,636
Currently employed ... .... .... ... ..... . .. .. .... ... .... . ..... .... . ..... . ... .... . 85,168
White collar .. ..... .. .. ... .. . .... ... .... ... ..... .. ..... . ..... .. .... ..... .. ... .. . 42,835
Blue collar .. .. ...... .. ... ..... .. .. .. ...... .. . ..... .. ..... ... .... .... ... .. ... .. .. 27,822
Sawice . .. .. .... .. ... ...oo. .. .. ... .....o... ... .... .... .. ... ... ...... .. ... ... .... . .. 11,202
Farm .. .... .. ... ... .. .. .. .. ... .. ..... .... .... .. .... .... . ... . .... .. .... .... . ... .. ... 2,555
Currently unemployed ..... .. ..... ..... .... ... . .... ... ... ...... .. .. .... ... ... . 7,470
With limitation of activity
With no
All limitation Limited, Limited
persons of All but not
act ivit y limitations
in major
in major
activity 1
activity 1
Percent distribution
E
100.0 89.5 10.5
100.0 89.8 10.2
100.0 90.6 9.4
100.0 69.9 10.1
100.0 88.2 11.8
100.0 83.6 16.4
100.0 85.3 14.7
3.9 I 6.7
3.8 6.3
4.1 5.4
3.7 6.4
3.5 8.2
3.6 12.8
4.1 10.5
lMajor activity refers to ability to work, keep house, or engage in school activities.
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unemployed persons limited in major activity
can probably be explained by the number of
limited persons who would like to work but are
unable to find jobs because of their handicaps.
Among the 13 occupational classes clerical
workers (8.5 percent ) and professional, techni-
cal, and kindred workers (8.6 percent ) had the
lowest percent of limited persons. Farmers and
farm managers and private household workers
had the highest proportions, with 20.2 and
21.3 percent, respectively.
Table 2 shows that currently employed male
workers had a higher proportion of limited per-
sons than females did. Workers with family in-
come less than $10,000 per year report more
limitation of activity than do persons with in-
come of $10,000 or more (table 3).
The leading causes (main and secondary) of
limitation of activity among currently employed
persons were impairments (except paralysis) of
back or spine (11.9 percent), heart conditions
(11.7 percent), and arthritis and rheumatism
(11.1 percent) (table C). The six leading causes
of limitation of activity are reported to cause or
contribute to about 57 percent of the limita-
tions among workers.
Short-Term Disability Days
Another aspect of disability measured by
HIS is short-term disability. Short-term disabil-
ity refers to days of disability associated with
episodes of illness and injuries. These days are
classified
disability
restricted
stantially
as restricted-activity days, bed-
days, or work-loss d;ys. A “day of
activity is one on which a person sub-
reduces his or her normal activity for
the whole day because of illness or injury. Each
day spent in bed for all or most of the day is
also a day of restricted activity, but not the con-
verse. These terms are defined in more detail in
appendix II.
Unemployed persons reported substantially
higher rates of restricted-activity and bed-
disability days than currently employed persons
did (tables D and 4-6). The annual rate of
restricted-activity days for currently employed
workers was 12.3 days per person per year, com-
pared with a rate of 28.5 days per person for un-
employed workers. A similar difference in rates
for these employment status groups was noted
for the bed-disability day rates–4.2 and 10.9,
respectively. In 1975-76 the annual rate of days
lost from work among currently employed per-
sons was 5.3 d“aysper person.
Among the 12 occupational categories (ex-
cluding the unknown and new worker group)
the range in rates of restricted activity varied
from 10.1 days per person for farm laborers and
farm foremen to 16.7 days per person for pri-
vate household workers (table 4). The annual
rate of days lost from work ranged from 3.7
days per person for farmers and farm managers
to 6.9 days per person for operatives, except
transport.
Table C. Numbar and percent of currently employed persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force with limitation of activity due
to chronic conditions, by leading causes of limitation and occupational group: United States, 1975-76
Causa of limitation
Number with limitation of activity .. .. . ... .. .... . .... ... .. .... .... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .... ... ... .. .... ... ... .
Impairments (except paralysis) of back or spine .... ... .. .. .... .. ... .. .. .. .... .. ..... ... ... .. .. .. . .... ... .. ....
Heart conditions ... .. ... .. .. .... .... .. ... .. ..... ... .. .... ... ... ... .. .. .... ... .. .... .. .... ... ... .. . ..... ... .. ... .. ..... . ... .... .
Arthritis and rheumatism ... .... .. .... .. .. ... .. . ..... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. ... ..... .... .. ... .. .. . . ... .. .... . .... ... .
Other musculoskeletal disorders . ... .... .... .. .. .. ... . .. .. ... ..... . ..... .... ...... ... ... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. ... .... .. .... .
Impairments (excapt paralysis and absance) of lower extremities and hips .... ... ... .. .. .. .. ... ..
Hypertension without heart involvement .. ...... .... .. .. .. .. ... ... .... .. .... .. .... .... . .. .. .. ... ..... . .. ... .. .. ...
Currently employed persons
11 1 i k
Total White Blue Service Farm
collar collar
Number in thousands
8,661 II 4,034
11.9 11.7
11.7 12.2
11.1 10.5
8,9 10.0
8.0 7.7
5.4 5.1
2,815 I 1,320
Percent
13.2 10.8
10.4 12.3
9.6 13.4
8.3 7.8
9.2 7.0
4.4 8.7
420
9.3
14.8
19,0
6.2
6.0
6.4
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Table D, Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and averaga number of days of disability per persons per year,
by employment status and occupational group: United States, 1975-76
Number Restrictad- Bed- Work-
Employment status and occupational group in activity disability loss
thousands days days daysl
Total labor force ...... .. ... . ... ... ... .... .... .. .... . .. ... .... .. ... .... .. ... ... .. ... . .... ... . .. .. .. ..... . .. 92,638 13.6 4.8 . . .
Currently employed ... .... .... .. .... . .. . ..... .. ... .... ... .. .. .... .. ... ... .... .... .. .... ... .. .... .... ... ... .. .... .. .... . . 85,168 12.3 5.3
White collar ..... .. . ... ..... ... .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. . .... ... .... .. .... .. . .. ... ... .. ... ... .... ... ... .. .... .. ..... ... ... .. .. 42,835 11.4 :: 4.4
Blua collar ,., ,,..,. ,,.,.,.. .,,,, . .,,,0,.,.,.,,,.,.,., .. .... .. ... ... ... ..... .. .... ... .. .. ..... . .. ... .... . ... ... .. ..... . ... 27,822 13.1 4.1 6.3
Sarvice ... ... ... .... .. . .... . ... ... ...o.... ... ..... ...... ... . .. .. .... .. .... .... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... ... .. ... .... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. 11,202 14.2 5.2 6.2
Ferm .... .... .. .... .. .. . ,.,..!.,,...!..,,., . .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ... ,.,0,..,...,,,,.!!,. ... , .,..,,,,..!,.!.. ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . 2,555 10.8 2.9 4.2
Currently unemployed .,, ,. ,0,,,, ,,, ,0.,, . .. ... ... .. .... .. .... .. .... .... .... .. . ... .. .. . .... ... ... .. . .... .. .. .. . .... ... . 7,470 28.5 10.9 . . .
lWork-loss days reported for currently employed persons only.
Currently employed female workers re-
ported higher rates of disability days than male
workers did (table 5). In general, this sex differ-
ence was present in each of the occupational
categories, Disability day rates were substan-
tially higher among currently employed workers
with less than $10,000 annual family income
than among those with larger incomes (table 6).
The disability day rates for the currently em-
ployed population 17 years and over were sub-
stantially less than the rates for all members of
the civilian noninstitutionalized population 17
years and over. For example, in 1976 the rate of
restricted-activity days per person per year was
21.2 days, compared with 12.3 days per person
for currently employed workers. Similarly, the
rates of bed-disability days were 7.9 and 4.2, re-
spectively. (Current Estimates, Series 10, No.
119, and derived from tables 12 and 25.)
Incidence of Acute Conditions
For the Health Interview Survey the inci-
dence of acute conditions include illnesses and
injuries which have lasted less than 3 months
and which have involved either medical atten-
tion or restricted activity for at least 1 day. In
1975-76 persons in the labor force had an aver-
age of 1.9 acute conditions per person per year
(tables E and 7-9). About one-half (54.1 per-
cent) of these conditions were respiratory in
Table E. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average incidence of acute conditions and acute respiratory
conditions per 100 persons per year and percent medically attended, by employment status and occupational group: United Stetes,
1975.76
Employment status and occupational group
Total labor force ... .. .... .... ... ... .. .. .. .. ... .. . .... .... .. ... .... .. .. .. .. ... .....
Currently employ ed .... .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. ... . ..... . .. .. ... .... ... .... ... .. . .. ... . ...
White collar .... ... .. .... .. .. ... ... .. ... . ... . .... ... ... ... .... ... .... . ... .. .. ... .... ... .. ... . ...
Blue collar ., ,,, ,,, .,,,,,,.,,,,, ,,, .0.. .. .. .... .. .. .... .... .... .. .. ... .. ... ... ... ... .... ... .. ... .
Service ....m... .... .. .. .... ... ... .... .. .... . ... ... .. ..... .... .. .. ... .... .. ... .. .. ... ... . .. .... .....
Farm ... .. ... ... .. ... .... ..... ... .... .. .. .. .. ..... .. ... .... .... . .... .... ... .. ... ... .. .. .... .. ... . .. .
Currently unemployed ... .... ... .. .... .. .... .... ... .... .. .... . .. .... ... .. ... .. ..... ... . .. .. ... .
I All acute conditions
Number I I
in Incidence Percent
thousands per 100
persons
madically
attended
par year
92,638 j 167.3 [ 52.4
1 1
65,168
42,835
27,822
11,202
2,555
7,470
188.3
195.4
175.7
209.6
124.0
175,6
52.0
49.9
54.5
54.2
56.7
57.2
Acuta r
con
Incidence
per 100
persons
per year
101.4
102,6
112.7
88.5
109.2
60.8
88.3
ipiratory
tion
Percent
medically
attended
36.0
35.7
35.1
%
40,2
39,2
NOTE: Excluded from these statistics are all conditions that involved neither restricted activity nor medical attention.
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nature. The incidence rate of all acute condit-
ions was highest for service workers (209.6 con-
ditions per 100 workers) and lowest for farm
workers (124.0 conditions per 100 workers). As
is the usual pattern with the incidence of acute
conditions, the rate declined with increasing age.
The incidence rate for persons 17-44 years in the
labor force was 213.9 conditions pdr person per
year. The rate was 139.9 for persons 45-64 years
and 93.1 for persons 65 years and over (table 7).
Incidence of PersonsInjured
During 1975-76 the annual incidence rate of
persons in the labor force sustaining injuries re-
quiring medical attention or reduction in activ-
ity for at least 1 day of their usual activities was
32.5 persons injured per 100 persons (tables F, .
10-12). A person injured is one who has sus-
tained one or more injuries in an accident or in
some type of nonaccidental violence. Each time
a person is involved in an accident or other event
in which he sustains one or more injuries requir-
ing medical attention or restricted activity for at
least one day, he is counted as a person injured.
The same person may be counted more than
once in these statistics. Persons injured are clas-
sified in four general groups: moving motor
vehicle accidents with traffic accidents as a sub-
class, accidents occurring while at work, acci-
dents occurring in the home, and other acci-
dents. The classes are not mutually exclusive; for
instance, a person may be injured in a moving
motor vehicle while he is at work, or a person
may be injured in the home while he is at work,
say as a carpenter.
Blue collar workers had a higher rate of in-
jury (40.6 per 100 workers per year) than white
collar workers did (27.2 persons injured per 100
workers). The injury rates for fanp and service,
workers were 34.2 and 32.8, respectively. Blue
collar workers ,and farm workers had noticeably
large rates of injury while at work.
In general, the rate of injury was higher for
males than females. The injury rate was higher
for the workers whose income was less than
$10,000 than for those with incomes of $10,000
or more.
Shott-Stay Hospitalization, Physician,
and Dental Visits
Information is obtained through the Health
Interview Survey on the utilization of medical
and dental services by the civilian noninstitu-
tionalized population. Two measures of hospi-
talization in short-stay hospitals are derived
from questions about the hospitalization of each
household member during the year prior to in-
terview. One of these measures is the number of
hospital episodes lasting at least 1 night in the
Table F. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average number of persons injured per 100 persons per
year, by class of accident, employment status, and occupational group: United States, 1975-76
Class of accident i
Number All
Employment status and occupational group in Moving motorpersons
thousands injuredl vahicle At At Other
work home
Total Traffic
I I Per 100 persons per year
Total labor force .... .. ... ... ... .. ... .. .. .... ... ... ... . ... ... . .. .. ... .. ... 92,638 32.5 3.0 2.7 . . . 9.7 11.2
Currently employed ..... .. .. ... .... .... ... .. .. ... .... ... .. .... .. .... .... .... ... .. ... .. . 85,168 32.5 3.0 2.7 11.2 9.2 10.9
White collar ..... .. .... .. ... ... .... .. .. .. .. . ... ... ... ... ... ... .... .. ... ..... .... .. .. ... . 42,835 27.2 2.3 2.2 5,1 10.4 10.4
Blue collar ..... ... ... .... ... ... ... .. .. .... .. ... ... .... .. .... ... . .. .. ... ..... ... ... .... .. 27,822 40.6 3.8 3.1 21.0 7.5 11.1
Sawice ... ... ... ..... .. ... .. ... .... .. ... ..... ... .. . ... .. ... ... ... .. ... .. ... ..... ... .. .. .. .. 11,202 32.8 4.2 4.2 8.9 9.0 12.6
Farm ... .. .. . .. ... .... .. .. .. .... .. ... .... ... ... ... .. .. .. .. ... ... ... .... .. ... .. ... ... .. .. ... 2,555 34.2 *0.9 *0.9 19.8 l7.O 10.3
Currently unemployed ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .... .... ... ... ..... .. ... .... ... 7,470 32.7 *3.6 l2.9 . . . *15.7 14.9
lThe Summation of ~ate~ bY ~la~~ of accident maY exceed the rate of p~rso~~injured because the classes are SIOt SIIUtUdy eXCkISkW.
NOTE: Excluded from these statistics are persons with injuries that involved neither restricted activity nor medical attention.
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past year, or as used in this report, the propor-
tion of persons in the labor force who had at
least one hospital episode in the past year. The
other measure is the rate of short-stay hospital
discharges. A short-stay discharge is defined as
the completion of a hospital stay of 1 or more
nights as an inpatient after which the patient
was discharged alive.
An estimated 9.4 percent of the labor force
had one or more short-stay hospital episodes in
the year prior to interview (tables G and 13-15).
The proportion of workers who had such an epi-
sode was substantially higher for the unem-
ployed (14.1 percent) than for the currently
employed (9.0 percent ). Among currently em-
ployed persons, farm workers had a somewhat
lower percent of hospitalization than members
of the other occupational groups did.
The number of short-stay hospital discharges
per 100 persons per year was higher for the un-
employed than for the employed workers. Simi-
larly, the average length of stay per discharge of
8.1 days for the unemployed was longer than
that of 6.7 days for the currently employed.
The number of hospital discharges and the
average length of stay increased with increasing
age (table 13). Female workers had a higher rate
of hospital discharges but a Iower average length
of stay than male workers did (table 14). Child-
bearing probably accounts for these differences.
An estimated 73.4 percent of the labor force
saw a medical doctor at least once in the year
prior to interview. The proportion of those with
a visit was about the same for white collar and
service workers, but was lowest for farm
workers.
Each currently employed worker averaged
4.4 physician visits per year. Unemployed per-
sons reported an average of 5.6 visits per person
per year. The rate of physician visits was higher
for white coIIar and service workers than for
blue collar and farm workers.
About one-half (52.5 percent) of the persons
in the labor force made a visit to a dentist within
a Year Of the interview in 1975 or 1976. The
percent of currently employed persons with a
visit was somewhat higher than that for the un-
employed. The number of dental visits per per-
son per year was 1.7 for currently employed
workers and about the same for the unemployed
(1.8). White collar workers reported a rate of 2.1
dental visits per person per year.
Health Insurance Coverage
The 1976 Health Interview Survey question-
naire included questions about the private health
insurance coverage of the population and Social
Security Medicare coverage of persons 65 years
and over. Appendix III illustrates the questions
asked of the sample households.
An estimated 85.9 percent of the currently
employed population 17-64 years of age had
hospital insurance and 84.2 percent had surgical
insurance coverage (tables H and 16-18). The un-
employed population 17-64 years of age had
56.3 percent hospital coverage and 54.7 percent
surgical coverage. About 90.1 percent of the
Table G, Number of persons 1
Employment status and
occupational group
Total labor force .. ....
Currently amployed ... .. ... .... .... .
Whita collar,,..., ... .. .... . .. .. .. ...
Blua collar ... . ... . .. .... .... ... .. ... .
Service . ..... ... .. .... . .. ... ...... ... ...
Farm ... .. . ... .. ....... ... .... .... . .. .. .
Currently unemployed ... .... .. .. . .
yaars of age and over in the labor force and average rate of utilization of medical and dental services, by
employment status and occupational group: United States, 1975-76
Short-stay hospitals Physician visits Dental visits
Number
Percent Discharges Averagain Percent
with
Visits Percent Visits
thousands per 100 length of with visit
episode
par person with visit
persons stay per
per parson
in year par year
in year per year discharge
in year per year
92,638 9.4 11.7 6.9 73.4 4.5 52.5 1.7
85,168 9.0 11.0 6.7 73.3 4.4 52.9 1.7
42,835 9.2 11.3 6.4 77.0 4.8
27,822
62.5 2.1
8.5 10.5 7.1 67.9 3.7
11,202
42.4 1,3
10.1 11.9 7.0 76.5 4.9 45.9 1.6
2,555 7.6 9.0 6.7 60.7 3.4 39.8 1.1
7,470 14.1 19.6 8.1 73.9 5.6 47.6 1.8
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Table H. Number and percent distribution of persons 17-64 years of age in the labor force by private hospital and surgical insurance
covarage, according to employment status, and occupational group: United States, 1976
Employment status and occupational group
Total labor force .. .. .. .... .... ... . ... .... .. .... .... . .. ... ..... .. .. .... ... ... .
Currently employed ... .. .. .... ... ... ... . .. ... . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ..... ... .... .. . .. ... ..
White collar ..... .. ... .... ... ... .. .... .... .. .... .. .... .. ... .... .... ... . ... .. ... .... ... .. ...
Blue collar ... .. ... . .... ... ... .... .. .... . ..... .... .. .... .. .... .... .. .... .. .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .
Service ...... .... ... .. .... ... ... ... .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. ,,, ,,. ,
Farm .. .. .. .... .... .. .. ... ..... ... .. .... ,, .,..,,,,,,, .,, ,.,,.,,.,,,., ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, .... ., ..,,.,,,
Currently unemployed .... ... ... .. ... ... ... .... .. .... .. ..... ... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .
1Includes persons of unknown hSUri311Ce St.StUS.
white collar workers in this age group reported
hospital insurance coverage, and 88.6 percent
surgical insurance.
The proportion of employed persons 45-64
years with hospital insurance coverage was
higher than that of persons 17-44 years. There
was little difference, in general, in the hospital
insurance coverage of male and female workers
17-64 years of age (table 17). There were sub-
stantially higher coverage rates for workers with
incomes of $10,000 or more than for workers
with lower incomes (table 18).
An estimated 96.6 percent of currently em-
ployed persons 65 years and over had either pri-
vate health insurance or Social Security Medi-
care (tables 19 and 20). Although the question
on Medicare coverage did not include the type
of coverage, it was assumed that a person re-
porting “yes” to the question had Part A (hospi-
tal) insurance coverage. There was relatively
little difference in insurance coverage of persons
65 years and over by sex or family income.
Out-of-Pocket Health Expenses
During January-March 1976 a mail-in ques-
tionnaire was left with each family and/or unre-
lated individual interviewed in the Health Inter-
view Survey. The questionnaire asked about
direct out-of-pocket health expenditures during
1975 for each person in the family unit, that is
each family consisting of two or more related
members living together or each unrelated indi-
r., ,
personsl
Insured Not Insured Not
insured ins
I Percent distribution
91,128 ] 100.0
84,231
42,907
27,739
10,635
2,155
6,896
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0K
83.7 15.0
85.9 12.7
90.1 8.7
64.7 13.9
77.0 21.4
64.9 34.3
56,3 42.4
81.9 I 14,8
84.2 12.6
88.6 8.5
83.1 13,7
74.5 21.2
62.5 34,2
54.7 42,3
vidual in the household. A report on the “Per-
sonal Out-of-Pocket Health Expenses, United
States, 1975” (Series 10, No. 122) contains the
results of this survey and more details about the
collection procedure.
The average person in the labor force in
January-March 1976 had out-of-pocket health
expenses in 1975 of $254 for all types of ex-
penses, including health insurance premiums
(tables J and 21-23). Unemployed persons s’pent
an average of $214. White collar workers spent
$288 and farm workers $266. Blue collar
workers spent the least among currently em-
ployed workers, with an estimated expenditure
of $217.
There was little variation in average spend-
ing for hospital and doctor bills by the em-
ployed and unemployed groups, but for the
other five types of expenses, the unemployed
reported lower expenses.
In general, older workers spent more out-of-
pocket than younger workers did (table 21).
Also, female workers had more expenses than
male workers did (table 22).
Workers with family incomes of $10,000 or
more spent considerably more for out-of-pocket
dental expenses than workers with lower in-
comes did (table 23). However, this was not a
consistent relationship for the other types of ex-
penses. Spending was about the same for pre-
scribed medicines, slightly higher for the lower
income group for hospital bills, and somewhat
higher for the larger income group for doctor
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Table J. Number in January-March 1976 of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and per capita out-of-pocket health
expenses, by type of expense, employment status, and occupational group: United States, 1975
Employment status and
occupational group
Total labor force ......
Currantly employ ed .................
White collar .........................
Blue caller,...,., ....................
Service ................................
Farm, ..................................
Currently unemployed .............
All types of expensesl
Number
in Including Excluding Hospital Doctor Dental Prescription
thousands insurance insurance medicine
premiums premiums
Per capita expenses in dollars
92,276 254 185 23 61 51 30
84,895 258 188 23 61 30
43,875 288 211 22 6B z 32
26,914 217 159 23 53 36 27
11,274 232 170 26 56 41 31
1,964 266 162 30 46 35 33
7.382 214 160 25 60 38 22
Health
Optical insurance Other
pramiums
IL
19 69 5
19 70 5
23 78 5
16 58 5
16 65 5
“10 101 12
12 52 3
lThe sum of ~xPenSeSmay ~~t add to total beca”~e of ~ffering levels of known data.
bills, optical expenses, and health insurance
premiums.
Comparison with a Previous Survey
As mentioned in the “Introduction,” the
primary emphasis in the report for July 1961-
June 1963 was on occupational categories of the
labor force. In this report occupation is shown
only for the currently employed. This means
that when the unemployed have a different rate
for a health statistic than do the currently em-
ployed, the statistics by occupation are not com-
parable between the two reports. However, some
comparisons can be made for the labor force
totals. Table K shows that the labor force popu-
lation was about 30 percent larger in 1975-76
than in 1961-63. The labor force was somewhat
younger in 1975-76 than in 1961-63; there was
a higher proportion of females in 1975-76; and
the proportion of currently employed workers
was smaller.
Table L shows comparative rates or percents
for selected health characteristics of the labor
force in 1975-76 and July 1961-June 1963. In
general, the rates or percents were higher in the
1975-76 period than in July 1961-June 1963.
Since the later population was relatively younger
Table K. Number and percent distribution of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force, by selected characteristics:
United States, 1975-76 and July 1961-June 1963
Selected characteristic
Total labor force ..... ... .. ..... .. ... .... .. .... .. .. .... ... ... .... .. .... .... .. .. ... .. ... ... ... ...
Age
—
17-44 years . . ... .. .. . ... .... .. .... .. . .... ... .. .. ... ... .... ... .. ... .. .. .... ...... . .... .. .... ... ..... . ... .... ... ....
45-64 years . ... ... ...... .. ... .. .... .. ... .. ... ... .. .. ... ... .. .. ... .... . ...... .... .. .. . ... .... ... .... ... ... ... . .. .. .
65 years and over .. .. .. .. ... ..... .. .... .... ... ... .... .. .... .... ... ... ... ... ..... .. .. . ... . .... ..... . .. .. .. .. .. . .
Sex
.
Male .. ... .. .... .. .. ... .. .. ... ... ... ... ... .... .. ... . .. ... .... ... .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .... .. .. .. ... ..... . ... .. .
Female ..... ... ... .. .. ... .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .. ... .... . .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. ..
Currantly employed .. ... .... ... ... ... .... ... ..... . ..... ... .... .. .. . .. .. ..... .. .. .. .... . .. ... .. .. . .... ... .... .
1975-76
Number
in
thousands
92,638
61,269
28,353
3,016
55,118
37,520
85,168
Percent
distribution
100.0
66.1
30.6
3.3
59.5
40.5
91.9
July 1961-June 1963
Number
in
thousands
71,485
Percent
distribution
100.0
42,923
25,167
3,395
46,707
24,778
67,857
60.0
35.2
4.7
65.3
34.7
94.9
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Table L. Comparison of rates between selected health characteristics for persons in the labor force: United States, 1975-76 and July
1961 -Jwse 1963
Selected health characteristics
Percent of the labor f orce with:
Limitation of activity ..... . .. .. ... .... . .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ...... .. ... ... .... .. .... ...... ...
Limited, but not in major activity .... .. .. .. .. ... .... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... . .. .. .... .. ... . .. .. .... .... .. .... .. .... ... ... .. .... .... ... ... .. .. .. ..
Limited in major activity .. ... ... .. .... .. .. .... .. ..... . .... .... .... .. .... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ... .... ... ... .. .. ... .... .... . .. ... .. ... .... .... .. .......
Restricted-activity days per person per year .. .... .. . .. ... .... .. ..... . ... .... .. . .... .. .... .. .... .. .. . .... .... .. ... ... .... ... .... .. .. . .. .. .... .. .. .
Bed-disability days per person per year ... . .... .. .. .. .. ... .... .. ... .. ... ... .. .. .. ... ... .... .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .... . ... .. . ..... .... .. .. .... .. . ...
Work-loss days per currently amployed person per year . ... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .. ..... .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. ..... ... . .
Incidence of acute conditions per 100 persons per year .... .. .. ..... . .. . ..... . .... .. .. ..... .... . ..... ... .. .... ... ... .... ... .... . .. .. .... ... .
Incidence of acute respiratory conditions per 100 persons per year .... .. ... .. .. ... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . ... ... . .... .. ..... ... .. ... ..... . ..
Incidence of persons injured par 100 persons par year ... .. .. .... ...... ... . .. ... .... . .... ... ... . ... ... .... .. .... .. ... .. .. .. ... .... .... ... .. ..
Persons injurad while at work per 100 currantly employed persons par yew .. ... ... ... .. . ... .... .... . .... ... .. ..... ... .. ... .
Persons injured in the home per 100 persons per year . . ... ...... .. .. .... .. .... .. .. . ... ... ... .... ... ... .. ... .... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... .
Short-stay hospital discharges per 100 persons per year . ... .. .. .. .... .. .. . .... ... ... ... .. . ... ... ... .. . ... ...... .. .... .... .. .. . .... ... .... .. .
Average length of stay per discharge .. ..... . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .
Percent of persons 17-64 years with:
Private hospital insurance . ... .. .. ... .... .. ... .... ... .... .. .... .. .... .... .. .. .. ... .... ..... .. .. .... ...... .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .... ... ... .. .... .. .. . ... ......
Private surgical insurance .... .. ..... . ... .... .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... . .. .... ... . ... . .... .... .. .... .. .... .. .. . ... ... .. .... ... .... .. .. ... ... .......
1975-76
10.5
3.9
6.7
13.6
4.8
5.3
187.3
101.4
32.5
11.2
9.7
11.7
6.9
83.7
81.9
July 1961-
June 1963
11.0
3,7
7.3
12.4
4.4
5.9
165.8
95.0
26.6
11.7
7.7
8.4
8.6
76.6
71.6
but had more females than in the earlier labor s~eculate that health insurance coverage has
force population, these changes in population b“een increasing because of the education-of the
probably account for some of the changes. How- public arid the need for such coverage because
ever, the rise in health insurance coverage proba- of the increasing costs of medical care.
bly cannot be explained in this way. One might
000
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Table 1, Numbar and percent distribution of persons 17 years of age and over in tha labor forca by limitation of activity dua to chronic
conditions, according to aga, employment status, and occupation: Unitad States, 1975-76
Age, employment status, and occupation
All agas
Total labor force ...........................................................
Currently employad ......................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ...........................
Manegers and administrators, except farm ,,,,.,.,,,.,,,,.,,,,.,,,.,,....
Salas workers ...........................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers ........................ ...........................
Craftsmen and kindrad workers .............. ...................... ...........
Oparat[vas, axcapt transport ................... .................................
Transport equipment operatives .,, ,,, ,..,,,,.,,,., ,... .,. ,..,, ..,, ,,.,,.,,.,.
Laborers, axcept farm ............................................. ........ .........
Farmers and farm managars................... ..................................
Farm laborers end farm foremen ................................. ............
Sarvice workers, except private housahold.,, ,,, ..,,, ........ ............
Private household workers .,,, ,,, ,,, ,,,, ,.. ,... ...................... ............
Unknown ............... ...... ..................,.,. .,, ............... ,........... ........
White collar .............................................................................
Blua collar ...............................................................................
Sarvlca ...................................!.. ...............................................
Farm ,,,,,,,,,,,, ,..,.,.,,. ,,,,..,.,,,,. !!,...!.. ,,........................................ ..
Currently unemployed ..................................................... .............
17-44 years
Total labor forca ...........................................................
Currantly employed ...0.,... ,.,,!,!... ..................................... ..............
Profassionel, tachnicel, and kindrad workars ...........................
Managers and administrators, except farm ...............................
Sales workers ...........................................................................
Clerical and kindrad workars ...................................................
Craftsman and kindred workers ......... .......................... ............
Operatives, axcept transport ....................................................
Transport equipment operatives .................................. ............
Laborers, excapt farm ..............................................................
Fermers and farm menagers......................... .................... .. ......
Farm laborers and farm foremen .............................................
Servica workers, except private household...............................
Privata household workers .......................................................
Unknown .................................................................................
White collar .,, .,, ., ., ., ...,,.., .......................................,.,. ,,. ...........
Blue coller .............. .......................................... .......................
Sawice . .. .. .. .... .. ....o. .... .. ..... ..o..o.... ... .. ...o.. ... .... ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ..... .. ..
Farm ........................................................................ ................
Currently unemployed .......................................................... ........
Total labor force
Number
in
thousands
92,638
85,166
13,176
9,581
5,391
14,6B7
11,296
9,798
3,180
3,548
1,505
1,050
10,146
1,056
755
42,835
27,622
11,202
2,555
7,470
61,269
55,492
9,215
5,219
3,347
10,256
7,167
6,594
2,119
2,642
568
724
6,709
429
505
28,036
18,521
7,137
1,292
5,777
Percent
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
With limitation of activity
With no II ,
limitation Limited, Limited
of Total but not
activity
in major
in major activityl
ectivityl
1 II I
Percant distribution
89.5
69.8
91.4
88.8
89.1
91.5
89.9
89.7
90.7
89,7
79.8
89.0
89.2
78.7
90.2
90.6
89.9
88.2
83.6
85.3
92,5
93,0
93.3
91.9
93.1
93,9
92.7
92.4
93.0
92.8
91.5
93.4
93.1
90.2
92.7
93.2
92,7
92.9
92.6
88.1
10.5
10.2
8.6
11.2
10.9
8.5
10.1
10.3
9.4
10,3
20,2
11.0
10.8
21,3
9.7
9.4
10.1
11.8
16.4
14.7
7.5
7,0
6.7
8.0
6.8
6,2
7.3
7.6
7.0
::
6.6
6.9
9,8
;:
7.3
7.1
7.4
11.9
3.9
3.8
4.4
4.8
4.3
3.2
4.0
3.6
3,4
3.2
3.7
3.4
3.4
4.5
l2.6
4.1
3.7
3.5
:::
3.2
3.2
3.8
4.1
3.3
2.6
3.4
2.8
2.9
2.8
l 2.8
l2.3
2.8
l4.O
l2.2
3.4
3.1
2.9
2.6
3.9
6.7
6.3
4.2
6,4
6,6
5,3
6,1
6,7
6.0
7.2
16.5
7.5
7.4
16.8
7.0
5.4
6.4
8.2
12.8
10.6
4.2
3.8
::
3.5
3.6
3.9
4.8
4.1
4.3
5.5
4.3
4.1
5.8
::
4.3
4.2
4.8
7.9
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1. Number and percent distribution of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force by limitation of activity due to chronic
conditions, according to age, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76–Con.
Age, employment status, and occupation
45-64 years
Total labor force ... ... . .. . .. . .... ... .. . .. ..... . .... .... .... .. .... .. .... ... .
Currently employed .... . .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .... .. .. . ... .. .. .. ... .... .... ... .. .... .... .
Professional, tachnical, and kindred workers .... .. ..... . .. .. .... ... ... .
Managers and administrators, except farm .... .. ... .. .. .... ... ... .... .. ..
Sales workers . ... .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. .... .. ... ... .. .... .... ... . .... .. .... ..... . ... . .... .. .. .
Clerical and kindred workers ...... .. ... . .. .. ... ... .... ... ... . ..... .... .. .. .. .. .
Craftsmen and kindred workers ... .. .... .... .... . .... .... . ..... ... ... .. .... .. .
Operatives, excapt transport ... .. ... ... .... .. .... .. .... . .. .. ... .... .... .. .. .. .. .
Transport equipment operatives .. .. .... ... .. ... .... .. ... .... ... ... ... .... .. ..
Laborers, excep~ farm .... . .. .. .... . ..... .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .... .. .... .. .... .. ..... ..
Farmers and farm managers . ... . ... .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .... .... .. .
Farm laborers and farm foremen .. .... .. .. . ... .... ... ... .... ... .. ... ..... .. ..
Service workers, except privata household .... .... .. .... .... ... ... ... ... .
Private household workers .... . .. .. .. .... ..... .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .... . .. .. ... ... ..
Unknown .... . .... ... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ...... . ... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... ... ... ... ..
White collar ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .... ... .. ..... . .... .... ... .. .... . .. ... .... .... . ... . .... ... .
Blue collar .. ..... .. .... ... .. .. .. .. ...... . .... ... . .... ... .... .... . .... ... .... .. .... ... . .
Service . ...... . ... .... ... ... ... ..... . .... .... ... . ..... ... .... .. ... ... .. .. .... .. .. ... .... .. ..
Farm .. ... ... .... .... ... ... .. .... .... . .. ... ... .. ... ..... .. .... ... ... .... .. .... .... .. .. .. .. ...
Currently unemployed ... ... .. .. ... ... .... .. .. .... .... ... ... .. .. .. .... ... .... .. ..... . ...
65 years and over
Total labor forca .... .... ... .. .. .... . .... .... ... .... .... ... .... .. .. . .... .. ..
Currently employed .... .... ... ... .. .... .. ... .. . ..... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .... .. .... ..
Profe&ional, technical, and kindred workers .. . .. .. .... .... .... ... ... ..
Managers and administrators, except farm ..... .... .... .. .... .... .. .. .. ..
Sales workers ... .. ... ... .... ... .. . .. ... . .. ... .... .. .... .. .... .. .. .. ... .... .... ... ... ... .
Clerical and kindred workars .. .. ... .. .... ..... . .. .. .... .. .. .. ... .... .... .. .... .
Craftsmen and kindred workers .. .. .. .. ... .. .... .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. .... .... ....
Operatives, except transport ... .. .. .... .. .. . ... ... ... ... ...... . ..... .... ... . .. ..
Transport equipment operatives .... .. ...... .. .. .. .. .... ... ... .... .... .. ... ...
Laborers, except farm ..... .. .. ... ..... ... .. .. ... . ..... ... ... .. ... ... .. .. ... . ... .. ..
Farmers and farm managers ..... .. .. ..... .... .. .. .... .... .... ..... . .... .... ... ..
Farm laborers and farm foremen .... .. .... ... ... ... .... .. .... .... .... .. .... ..
Service workers, except private household ... .. .. .. .... ... ... .... . ..... ..
Private household workers .... . .... .. ... .. .... .. ... ... ... ..... .. ... .. ... . ... .. .. .
Unknown ...... .. .. .... .. .... .. .... .... .... .. .. .... ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .. ... ... .. .
White collar ... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. . .... .... ... .. .. .. ... ... ... .. ... . .... ... .... .. .. . .. ... ...
Blue collar . .... ... .. .. . ..... ... .. .... .. .... ... .. .. ... .... .. .... ... ... . .. ... .... .. .. . ... ..
Service . .... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... . ..o. ... .... ... ... ... .. .. ... .. .... ....o..o.o...o.o...o....
Farm .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. . .... ... ... ... .. .. .. ..... .. .. .... .... . .. ... ... .. .... .... .. .... .. .. ... .
Currently unemployed ...... .. .. .... ... ... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... . .... ..... ... .... . ..... .
Total labor force II I With limitation of activity
in
thousands
28,353
26,832
3,616
3,975
1,780
4,150
3,873
3,014
1,006
798
685
267
2,966
475
228
13,521
8,691
3,440
952
1,521
3,016
2,844
346
387
264
281
256
190
55
108
252
59
471
153
*2 I
1,278
610
624
311
173
Percent distribution
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
84.6
85.1
87.7
86.1
83.5
66.7
85.9
84.5
86.1
82.6
79.1
80.1
82.9
71.2
87.3
86.4
85.1
81.3
79.3
76.1
73.2
73.1
78.3
73.6
76.1
78.3
72.3
77.9
81.8
64.8
55.2
76.3
74.5
69.3
*7 I .4
76.5
73.4
73.2
58.8
74.6
15.4
14.9
12.2
13.9
16.5
13,3
14.1
15.5
13,9
17.4
21.0
19.9
17.1
28.8
12,7
13,6
14.9
18.7
20.7
23.9
26.8
26.9
21.4
26.4
24,2
21.4
27.7
22.1
*18,2
36.1
44.8
‘23.7
25.7
30.7
~33.3
23.5
26.6
26.8
40.8
25.4
5.0
5.0
5.5
5.5
5.4
4.5
4.9
5.1
4.4
4.0
3.8
“6.0
4.7
lT9
5.2
4.9
4.7
4.4
4,7
5.9
5.9
7.5
6.2
8.3
*6.O
l6.6
*5.3
l5.5
“3.7
l5.6
*5.1
*4.5
+3.9
l-
7.0
5.6
4.5
*5.5
l5.2
10.4
9.9
6.7
8.4
11.1
B,8
9,2
10,3
9,5
13.3
17,2
13.9
12.5
23.6
lB.8
8,4
10.0
14.0
16.3
19.3
20.9
21.0
13,9
20.2
15.9
15.3
21.1
17.4
lI 2.7
32.4
39.3
“20.3
21.0
26.1
*33.3
16.4
21.1
22.4
35.7
20.2
lMajor activity refers to ability to work, keep house, or engage in school activities.
NOTES: For official population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the
United States, in Current Population Reports, Series P-20, P-25, and p-60; and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly rePort, Employment
and Earnings.’
Relative standard errors of estimatea for this table are found in appendix I. An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the
relative standard error is more than 30 percent.
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Table 2. Number and percant distribution of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force by limitation of activity dua to chronic
conditions, according to sex, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76
Sex, employment status, and occupation
,Both sexes
Total labor force . .. .... ... .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .
Currently employed ..... .. .... .. ... .... .. ... .... .... ... ... .... .. ..... ... .. .. .. ...... .. .. .
Professional, technical, and kindred workers .... ... .. ... ... ... .. ... . ...
Managars and administrators, excapt farm .... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .... .. .... .
Sales workers ... ... .... . .... .. .. .... .. .... ..... . .. ... ... .. .. .. .... .. ... .... .... ... ... ...
Clerical and kindred workers ... . ... .. .. ... ... ... .. .... . ..... .. . .. .. .. .. ... ... ..
Craftsmen and kindred workers .. .... .. ... .... ..... . ... ... .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Operatives, except transport ...... .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .... .. .... .. ... . .. .. .. .. ....
Transport equipment operatives ..... ... ... ..... .. .... .. ... .... .. .. .. ... .... ..
Laborers, except farm ... ... . .. ... .. ... ..... .. .. .. ... ... ... ... .. .. ... ... .... .. ... .. .
Farmers and farm managers . .... ... ... .. .. .. .... .. ... ... .. .... .... . ... .. ... ... ..
Farm laborers and farm foremen ...... ... ... .... ... .. .... ... ... ... . ... ... .. ..
Servica workers, except private household .... .. .. ... ... ... . .. ... ... ... ..
Private household workers . ...... .. .. ... .... .... ... ... ... ... .... ... . ... . ..... .. ..
Unknown ... .. .... .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .... ... ... .... ... .. . .. ...... .. .. .. .. .... ... . ... .. .. ...
White collar ... .... .... .. .. .... .... .. .... .. .. .... .... ... ... .. .. .. .... ... ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .
Blue collar .. ... .. . ... ... ... ..... ... .. ... . ... .. .. .. .... ... .. .. .. ... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Sawice ... .. ... .. .... .. .. .. ... ... ... . .. .. .... .. .. . ..... ... .. ..... .... .. ... .. .. .. .... .... ....
Farm .. ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... ..... ... .. .... ..... . .. .. .. .... .... .. .... .. ..... .. .. .. .. ... .... ...
Currantly unemployd .. ... ..... .. .. .. . ..... .. .. . ..... .. .... ... . .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ..
Male
Total labor force . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .
Currently employed ... ... .. .. . .. .. .. ...... .. .... .. .... .. .... .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .... . .. . .
Professional, technical, and kindred workers .. . .. ... ... .. .. ... . .. .. ....
Managers and administrators, except farm .... .. ... ... ... .... .. .. .. ... . ..
Sales workers ..... ... .... .. .. ... ... ... .... . .... ..... .. . .. ..... . ... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ...
Clerical and kindrad workars . ... ... ... .. . .... ... .... .. ... ... .. . ... .. .... .. ... ..
Craftsmen and kindred workers .... ... ... .. . .... .... ... . ..... . .. .. .. .. ..... . ..
Operatives, except transport ..... .. .. .. ... . .. ... .... ... .. .. . ..... ... . .. .... ... ..
Transport equipment operatives .. .... .... . .. ... .. .... . ... . ..... .. ... .. ... ....
Laborers, except farm ...... ... .... ... ... .. .. ... .. .. ... . ... . ..... .. ..... .. ..... .. . ..
Farmers and farm mana@rs ..... . .. .. ..... . .. .. .... .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. ... . .. ...
Farm laborers and farm foremen ... ..... ... .... ... .. .... .... .. .... ... .... .. ..
Sarvice workers, except private household .. ... .. ... .... .. .. .. ... .... .. ..
Private household workers . ....... .. .. ..... ... . ....... .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
Unknown .... . ... ..... . ... ... .. .. .. .... ... .... ... ..... ... . ... .. ... ... .... .... .. .... .. .. ...
White collar .... ... ... . .... .. .... .. ..... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .... ... ... .. .. .. ..
Blue collar .. ... ..... .... . .... ... .. .. .... ... .... .. ..... .. ... .... .... ... .. ... .. .. .... .. .. ..
Service ..... . .. .. .... .. .. ... .... ... .... .. .. . .. .... ... .. .. .... .. ... .. ..... . ... .. .... .. . .. .. ..
Farm .... .. .... .... .... .... .. ... .... .... .. .. . ..... .. ... .... .... .. ... .. ..... ... ... ... . ... . ... .
Currantly unemployed .. .... ... .... ... ... ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... . .. . .. ... . .. .. .. .. ...
See footnotes at end of table.
Total labor force With limitation of activity
Number
in
thousands
92,638
85,168
13,176
9,581
5,391
14,687
11,296
9,798
3,180
3,548
1,505
1,050
10,146
1,056
755
42,835
27,822
11.202
2,555
7,470
55,118
51,119
7,695
7,405
3,079
3,297
10,615
5,929
2,984
3,210
1,414
775
4,212
33
472
21,475
22,737
4,245
2,189
3,999
Percent
With no
limitation
of
I
Limited,
but not
Limited
Total in major
in major
activityl
activitv 1
II I II I
Percent distribution
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
89.5
89.8
91.4
88.8
89.1
91.5
89.9
89.7
90.7
89.7
79.8
89.0
89.2
78.7
90.2
90.6
89.9
88.2
83.6
85.3
88.6
88.9
90.6
88.4
88.2
87.8
89.8
89.0
90.4
89.6
79.5
88.8
87.3
66.7
89.6
89.1
89.7
87.2
82.8
84.0
10.5
10.2
8.6
11.2
10.s
8.5
10.1
10.3
9.4
10.3
20.2
11.0
10.8
21.3
9.7
9.4
10.1
11.8
16.4
14.7
11.4
11.1
9.4
11.6
11.8
12.2
10.2
11.0
9.6
10.4
20.5
11.2
12.7
‘33.3
10.4
10.9
10.3
12.8
17.2
16.0
3.9
3.8
4.4
4.8
4.3
3.2
4.0
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.7
3.4
3.4
4.5
‘2.6
4.1
3.7
3.5
3.6
4.1
4.2
4.2
5.0
5.0
4.9
4.0
4.1
3.8
3.4
3.1
3.7
3.4
3.8
l9.1
l2.5
4.8
3.8
3.8
3.6
4.4
6.7
6.3
4.2
6.4
6.6
5.3
6.1
6.7
6.0
7.2
16.5
7.5
7.4
16.8
7.0
5.4
6.4
8.2
12.8
10.5
7.2
6.9
4.4
6.6
6.9
8.2
6.0
7.1
6.2
7.3
16.8
7.9
8.9
l27.3
7.8
6.1
6.5
9.0
13.7
11.7
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Table 2. Numb and percent distribution of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force by limitation of activity due to chronic
conditions, according to sex, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76–Con.
Sex, employment status, and occupation
Female
Total labor force ...........................................................
Currently employed ......................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ,,.,, ,,, ..0,..,,... ,., !..,.
Managers and administrators, except farm ...............................
Sales workers ............. ..............................................................
Clerical and kindred workers .,.,,,.,..,,,,..,,. ,,................! ,,. ,., ...!.0.
Craftsmen and kindred workers ,,.,.....,...0,,,., ,..,.,,,.,..,,,.,., .........
Operatives, except transport ,,... !..............................................
Transport equipment operatives ..............................................
Laborers, except farm .,............................................................
Farmers and farm managers.....................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen .............................................
Service workers, excapt private household.,..,,,..,...,...,.............
Private household workers .......................................................
Unknown .................................................................................
White collar .............................................................................
Blue collar ....................,. ., .............. ..!......................................
Service .....................................................................................
Farm ........................................................................................
Currentlv unemployed ..................................................................
Total labor force With limitation of ectivity
Number
in
thousands
37,520
34,049
5,481
2,176
2,312
11,390
681
3,869
196
338
91
275
5,934
1,023
282
21,360
5,084
6,957
366
3,471
+
With no
limitation t-
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
L
Limited,
but not
Limited
in major
in major
activityl
activityl
Percent distribution
90.6
91.2
92,6
90.0
90.4
92,6
90.9
90.7
93.9
89.9
83.5
89.8
90,5
79.1
91.8
92.1
90.8
88.9
88.3
86.9
9.2
8.8
7.4
10,0
9.7
;::
9.3
*6.1
10.1
l15.4
10.5
9.5
20.9
8.5
7.9
9.2
11.1
11.7
13.1
3.3
3.3
3.6
4.1
3.5
‘%
3.2
*3.1
+’4,1
*3,3
*3,6
3.2
4,5
l2,8
3,3
3.1
3.3
*3.8
3,9
5.9
5,6
3.8
5,8
6.2
4.4
6.9
6,1
*3.1
*5.9
l12,1
l6.5
6.3
16.4
l5.7
4.6
6.1
7,8
7.9
9.2
lfvlajor activity refers to ability to work, keep house, or engege in school activities.
NOTES: For official population estimates formore general use, see Bureau of the Census reportson the civilian population of the
United States, in Currerrt Population Reports, Series P-20, P-25, and P-6 O;and Bureau of Labor Statktics monthly report, Employment
and Earnings.
Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendix l. Anasteriak in front ofanestimate indicates that the
relative atandard error is more than 30 percent.
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Table3, Number and percent distribution ofpersons17 years of ageandover inthelabor force by limitation of activity due to chronic
conditions, according to family income, employ mentstatus, and occupation: United States, 1975-76
Family income, employment status, and occupation
All incomes2
Total labor force . . ..... ... ... .. ..... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. .. ... . .... .. .. .. .. ... .
Currently employed . .. .. .... .. .. . .... .... ... .... . .... .. ..... .... .. ... .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. ..
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ... . ... .. . .. .. .... .. .... .. .
Managers and administrators, except farm ... .... ... .... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . .
Sales workers .... .. ..... ... ... ... ... ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .... ... .. .. .. ... ... .. .. ... . .... .
Clerical and kindred workers . ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Craftsmen and kindred workers ... ..... .. ... ... .. . ... .. .... .. .. ... ... ... .. ... .
Operatives, except transport ... .. ... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. . .... .. ... .... ...
Transport equipment operatives .. .... .... .. .... .. .... .... ... ... .. ..... ... . ...
Laborers, except farm .... .... . ..... .. .... .. .... ... ... ..... .. .. ... .. ... ... ... ... ... .
Farmers and farm managers .. .... .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .... .. ... .... ... ... ... ..
Farm laborers and farm foremen .. .. .... ... .. .. .. .... ... .. .. . .... .. ..... . ....
Service workers, except private household ... .... ... .. .. . .. . ... .. .. .. .. ..
Private household workers ..... . .... ... .. ... .... ..... ..... . .... .... .. .. .. .. .... ..
Unknown .... .. .. . .... ... .. .... . . .. . ..... .... .. .. .. .. ... .... .... .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . .....
White collar . .. .. ... .... .. .. .. . .. . .... .. .. ... . .. ... . .. . ... .. .. . ... .... .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .
Blue collar .. .... ... .... .. .... .. .. . ... .... .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. ... .... ... .. ... ... ... .... .... . ..
Service ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. ... ... .. .... .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. ... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. ...
Farm ...... ... .... ... ... .. .. .. .... ... . . ..... .... ... .. .... .... . ... .... . ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Currently unemployed .... .. . ... .. ..... .... . ... ..... ... . .. ... . .. ... .. .. .. .... ... . .... . ..
Less than 10,000
Total labor force .... ... .... .. .... .. .... .. .... .. ..... . ... . . .. .. ... .. ... ... ..
Currently employ ed ..... .... ... .. .... .... .... .. .. ... ... .. .. .. ..... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Professional, technical, and kindred workers .. ...... .. ..... ... .. .... .. .
Managers and administrators, except farm ... ... .. .... .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .
Sales workers .... .. .. ... .... ..... ..... .. .. .. ..... .. ... .. .. ... ... ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Clerical and kindred workers .... ... .. .. ... ... .. .. .. .... ... ... .. ... . .. .. .... .. ..
Craftsmen and kindred workers . ... ... ... ... ... .. .. .... ... ... .. ... ... .. .. .. .. .
Operatives, except transport . ..... .. .... ... . .. ... ... .. .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .... .. ..
Transport equipment operatives ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .... .. .... ... ... ...
Laborers, axcapt farm ... .. ... ..... .. .. . ... .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Farmers and farm managers: .... .... .. ... ... .. .... ... .... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
Farm laborers and farm foremen .. ...... .. ... .. . .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .. ... ... . ..
Setvice workars, except privata household ... .... .. .... .. .... .. .. ... .. .. .
Prlvata household workers ..... ... .. .. .. ... .... .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Unknown .. ... ... .. . .... .. ... .... .. ...... .. . .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . ....
White collar .... .... .... .. ... .... .... ... ... .. ... ... .... ... .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .... .. .. .. ...
Blua collar .. .... .. .. .... .. .... .... .. ... ... ... ... ... .... ... .. .... .. .. ... ... ... .... ... ... ..
Sewice . .. .. .... ..... . .. .... . ... .... .. ... .... ... . .... .. ... ... .. .. ... ...... . .... .. ... . .. .. .. .
Farm .. .... .. .. .. .... ... .. .. ... .... .. .... ...... ... .. .... .... ..... .. ... .... .. ... . .. .... .. .. . ..
Currently unemployed ..... ..... .. ...... .. .. .. .. ... ... .. ... . .. .... .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Total labor force 1 With limitation of activitv
Number
in
thousands
92,638
85,168
13,176
9,581
5,391
14,687
11,296
9,798
3,180
3,548
1,505
1,050
10,146
1,056
755
42,835
27,822
11,202
2,555
7,470
26,413
22,935
2,017
1,354
1,237
3,644
2,694
3,373
949
1,417
625
618
4,141
723
142
8,252
8,434
4,864
1,243
3,478
—~ I With no I
limitation Limited,
of but not
Limited
Percent Total
activity
in major
in major
activity 1
activityl
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Percent distribution
89.5
89.8
91.4
88.8
89.1
91.5
89.9
89.7
90.7
89.7
79.8
89.0
89.2
78.7
90.2
90.6
89.9
88.2
83.6
85.3
85.9
86.5
88.4
84.5
85.0
88.8
86.6
87.4
89.0
86.9
73.3
86.9
86.8
76.1
82.4
87.4
87.3
85.3
80.0
82.2
10.!
10.>
8.6
11.2
10.9
8.5
10.1
10.3
9.4
10.3
20.2
11.0
10.8
21.3
9.7
9.4
10.1
11.8
16.4
14.7
14.1
13.5
11.7
15,5
15.0
11.2
13.4
12.6
11.0
13.2
26.7
13.3
13.2
23.9
17.6
12.6
12.7
14.7
20.0
17.8
3.9
3.8
4.4
4.8
4.3
3.2
4.0
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.7
3.4
3.4
4.5
l2.6
4.1
3.7
3.5
3.6
4.1
4.1
4.0
5.5
4.0
4.9
3.9
4.2
3.9
l2.1
3.3
4.3
3.6
3.5
4.4
l4.9
4.4
3.7
3.6
3.9
4.7
6.7
6.3
4.2
6.4
6.6
5.3
6.1
6.7
6.0
7.2
16.5
7.5
7.4
16.8
7.0
5.4
6.4
8.2
12.8
10.5
10.0
9.6
6.2
11.5
10.2
7.3
9.2
8.7
8.9
9.9
22.4
9.7
9.6
19,5
*1 2.7
8.2
9.0
11.1
16.1
13.1
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3. Number and percent distribution of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force by limitation of activity due to chronic
conditions, according to family income, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76–Con.
Family income, employment status, and occupation
$10,000 or more
Total labor force .. .. .. ... .. ... .. ... ... .... .. .. .. .. ... .... ... .. .... .... .. .. .
Currently employ ed......................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ...........................
Managers and administrators, except farm ......................... ... ...
Sales workers ...........................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers ...................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers .......................................... .....
Operatives, except transport ....................................................
Transport equipment operatives ..............................................
Laborers, except farm ..............................................................
Farmers and farm managers.....................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen .............................................
Service workers, except private household...............................
Private household workers ........... ................ ............................
Unknown .................................................................................
White collar ........................................................................ .....
Blue collar ............................................................................. ..
Service .....................................................................................
Farm ........................................................................................
Currently unemployed ........................................... .... ...................
Total labor force
Number
in
thousands
59,498
56,015
10,506
7,442
3,741
10,108
7,814
5,734
1,982
1,857
735
328
5,214
234
320
31,796
17,387
5,448
1,064
3,483
Percent
With limitation of activity
With no
limitation Limitad, Limited
of Total but not in major
activity in major
activity 1
activity 1
Percent distribution
100.0 91.0
100.0 91.2
100,0 91.9
100.0 89.4
100.0 90.5
100.0 92.6
100.0 91.0
100.0 90.9
100,0 91.3
100.0 92.4
100.0 64.9
100.0 93.6
100.0 91.2
100.0 86.8
100.0 90.3
100.0 91.4
100.0 91.1
100.0 91.0
100.0 87.4
100.0 88.2
9.0
E
10.6
9.6
7.4
9.0
9.1
8.7
7.6
15.2
6.7
8.8
13.2
9.7
8.6
8.9
9.0
12.5
11.9
3.8
3.8
4.2
5.0
4.1
2.9
4.0
3.4
3,9
3.1
3.0
*3.O
3.4
l5.1
*3.1
4.0
3.7
3.5
3.0
3.8
5.2
5.0
3.8
5.5
5.4 ,
4.5
5.1
5.7
4.8
4.5
12.2
*3.4
lV
*6,6
4.6
5.2
5.6
9.5
8.0
lMajoractivity refers toability to work, keep house, orengage in school activities.
21ncl~des ~n kylo~ income.
NOTES: For official population estimates formore general use, see Bureau of the Census reports onthecivilian population of the
United States, in Current Population Reports, Series P-20, P-25, and P-6O;and Bureau of Labor Statbtics monthly report, Employment
and Earnings.
Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendix I. An aaterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the
relative standard error is more than 30 percent.
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Table 4. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average number of days of disability per person par year, by
age, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76
Aga, employment status, and occupation
All ages
Total labor force ..........................................................................................
Currently employed ......................................................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ...........................................................
Managers and administrators, except farm ................................ ...............................
Sales workars ,,..,,,..,,,,....,.. ................................................ ...... .................................
Clerical and kindred workers ...................................... ................................ .............
Craftsmen and kindred workars ......................................... ......................................
Operatives, except transport ....................................................................................
Transport equipment opemtives .......... ....................................................................
Laborers, excapt farm ............................ .................................................................
Farmers and farm managers.....................................................................................
Farm laborers and farm foramen ,,,. ,, .,,.,....,,., ., ........... .............................................
Service workers, excapt private household ..............................................................
Private household workers ..................................................... ..................................
Unknown ................................................................................................................
White collar .......................................................................... ...................................
Service..... ........................................................................................................ ........
Farm ................................................................................ .... .................... ...............
Currantly unemployed .................................................................................................
17-44 years
Total labor force ......................................... .............................. ...................
Currently employed .................................................................... .............................. ...
Professional, technical, and kindrad workers ...........................................................
Managers and administrators, except farm .................... ............................ ...............
Seles workers .......................................................................................................... .
Clerical and kindred workers ...................................................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ............................................ ...................................
Oparativas, except tranqort ....................................................................................
Transport aquipmant operatives ..............................................................................
Laborers, excapt farm .............................................................................................
Farmers and farm managars.....................................................................................
Farm laborers and farm foramen ....................................................... ......................
Sawice workers, axcapt private household ...................... ........................................
Private housahold workers ............................................................................. ..........
Unknown ...................................!... .........................................................................
Whita collar ............................... .......................................... ....................................
Blue collar ................................................................... ............................................
Farm .......................................................................................................................
Currently unemployed .................................................................................................
Number
in
thousands
92,63B
85,16B
13,176
9,5B1
5,391
14,687
11,296
9,798
3,180
3,548
1,505
1,050
10,146
1,056
755
42,835
27,822
11,202
2,555
7,470
61,269
55,492
9,215
5,219
3,347
10,256
7,167
6,594
2,119
2,642
568
724
6,709
429
505
28,036
18,521
7,137
1,292
5,777
Restricted-
activity
days
Bed-
disability
days
Work-
10ss
daysl
Days per parson par year
13.6
12.3
11.5
10.6
10.7
11.9
12.6
14.2
12.3
12.3
11.2
10.1
14.0
16.7
9.6
11.4
13.1
14.2
10.8
28.5
12.4
11.5
10.9
9.8
9.7
11.7
11.6
13.4
11.3
10.9
9.7
7.8
12.8
13.3
9.8
10.9
12.1
12.9
8.6
21.7
4.8
4.2
4.2
3.4
3.9
4.7
3.8
4.3
4.4
4.4
l2.1
4.0
5.1
5.7
4.1
4.1
4.1
5.2
2.9
10.9
4.7
4.3
4.1
3.4
3.8
:::
4.4
4.4
4.3
‘2.3
“3.0
5.2
l5.9
l3.9
4.3
4.1
5.2
2.7
8.5
. . .
5.3
4.3
3.9
4.3
5.1
5.9
6.9
6.0
6.3
3.7
5.0
6.4
4.8
3.4
4.4
6.3
6.2
4.2
. . .
. . .
5.0
3.9
3.9
3.8
5.0
5.4
6.7
5.5
6.2
3.3
3.6
5.7
4.9
l3.1
4.3
6.0 ,
5.6
3.5
. . .
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and everage number of days of disability par person per year, by
age, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76–Con.
Age, employment status, and occupation
45-64 years
Total labor forca ... ... .. .... .. .. .. ... .... .. .. .. ... ... ... . .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .. ..... .... .. ... ... .. .... .... . ..
Currently employed ... .. .. ..... ... .... .. .... ... ... .... . ... .. .... . ..... .... .. .. ... ... ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .... .. .... ... .. ..
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ... .. . .. ... ... ... ... .. ... .... .. .. ... . .. .. ... .. .... .... .. ...
Managers and administrators, except farm ... .... . ... .. ... ... .... .... . .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .... . .. ... ... ... ...
Sales workers .. .... ..... .... ... . .... ... ..... .. ... . ..... ... .. .. .. ... ... .... ... ... .... ... .. .. . ... .... .. ..... . .. .. .. ... ....
Clerical and kindred workers . .. ... ... .. .... .. .. ... ... .. .. ... ... .. .... ... .. ... .... ... ... .... . .. . ... . ... .... ... ..
Craftsmen and kindred workers .... ... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .... ..... ... ... .. .... ... ... ... ...
Operatives, except transport .. ... ..... .. ... .. .. . .. .. .... .. .. .... ... .... .. .... .. .. ..... .. .... .... .. .. .... .... .. ..
Transport equipment operatives . ... .. .. .. . ... .... .. ... ... .. .. .. ..... .. ... .. .... ... .... . .. .. ... .. ... .... ... .. .
Laborers, excapt farm ..... ... .... . .... .... .. ... .. .. . ... .... ... ... .. .... ..... . .... .. .... .. .. .. ... .... .... .. .. .. .. ..
Farmers and farm managers ........ ... . ... .... ... . ..... ... .. .... ... .. .... .. .. .. ... .. .... ... .... ... ... .. .. .. ... . .
Farm laborers and farm foremen .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . ... .... .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. ..... ... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ..
Service workers, except private household .. .. ... . .. ... .... .. .... .. .... .. .... .... .. .. ..... . .. .. ... . .. .. .
Private household wrkers . ... .... .. .... . .. .. .. ... ... ... . ... .... ... ... .... .. .... .. ... ... .. .... ..... .. ... ... .. ... .
Unknown .. .. .. ... .. ... ... .... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .... .... .. .... .. ..... ... ... .... .. .. . .... .. . ... .. ... ..... .. ..... . .
White collar ... .. . ... .. .. .... .... .... .. . .. .... .... . .. ... .. ... ... ..... . .... ..... .. . ... .. ... ... .... ... .. ... .... ... ... ... .. .
Blue collar .. ... . .... .. .. .. ... ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... ... .. . ... ... ..... ... .. .. .. .. ... ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .
Sewice ... ..... .... .. .... .. .... .... ... ... .. .. .. .... ... ... . ..... . ..... ... ... ... ... .... ... .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .. ... ..... ... .. .. .
Farm ..... .... ... .... .. .. .. .... ... .. ..... ... .... .. .... .. . .. .... .. .. . .... .. ... .. .. .. . ... .... .. .... .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .
Currently unemployed . ....... .. .. .... .. .. ... .... .. . .... ... ..... . .. .. ... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .... ... .. .... ... .... .. .. .. .. .
65 years and over
Total labor force ... ... . .... ... .. ..... . .... .... .. .... ... ... ... ... ... .. ..... ... .. .... ... ... . .. .. .... .. .... ..
Currently employed . .... .. ..... .. .... ... ... ... . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. ... ... ... ... . .. . .. .. ..... ... .. ... .. .. ... . .. .. .
Professional, tachnical, and kindred workers ... ... .. ..... .. ... .... .. ... .... .. .. . . .. ..... .. ... ... .... .. .
Managers and administrators, except farm .. .... .... . .... ..... .. .. .... ... ... ..... . .. .. .. ... ..... .. .... .. .
Sales workers . .. .. ..... ... .. ... ... .... .. ... .... ... .. .. ..... .. .... .. ... .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. ..... .... ... ... ... .. ..... ... .. ..
Clerical and kindred workers .. .. ... .. . .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..... .. .... . ..... . ... ... .. ... ... ..... .... . ... ... ..
Craftsmen and kindred workers .. ... .... .. .... ... ... ... ... ... ..... .. ... ... ... ... .... ... . .. .. .. .... .... ... ... ..
Operatives, except transport ... . ... .. .... ... .... .. .. ... . .. ... .. .... ... . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. .... ... .... .. ... ...
Transport equipment operatives ... ... ..... .. .. .. . .... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ... .. ... .... ... .. ... .. .. .. .... .. .
Laborers, except farm .... ... ... .. .... ... ... .. .... . ... ..... .. . ... ..... .. .. .. . ... .. ... . ..... .. ... .... .. .... ... ... ...
Farmers and farm managers ... .... .... .. .. ... ..... ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .... .. .. .... ... . .. . ..... ... .. .... . .. ... ... ....
Farm laborers and farm foremen ..... .. .. .. . .. .. .... ... ... .. .. ... . ..... .. .. .. ... ... .... ... ... ... ... .... ... .. .
Service workers, except private household . . ... . ... .... ... .. .. .. .. .. .... .... ... ... ... ... ... . .. .. .. .... . .
Private household workers .... ..... .. ... ... ... ... .... .. .... ... ... .. . ..... . ... ... . .. . .... ..... . .... ... .... ... .... .
Unknown ... .... .. . ... .. ..... ... .. . ... .. .... .. .. ... ... .. .... .. ... . .. .. ... ... .. . .. . .... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .... .... .. .... .. .
White collar .. ... ... . .... ... .. ... ...... . .. . .... .... . .. .. ... .... .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .... ...... .. .. .. .. .... ... . .. .. ... .. . ..
Blua collar . ... .... .. .. .. ... ... ... .. ... . ..... ... ... .. .... ... .... .. .... .... .... .. ... .. .... ..... .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. ..
Service .... .. .. . ... .. .. ..... ... .. .... ... ... .. .. .. .... ... .. .. ... ..... ... .... .. .... .. .. .. .... .. ..... ... ... .. .... .... ... .. ... ..
Farm .... .. .... . .. .. .... .. .... .. .. ... .. ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... ... ... ..... ... .. .. ... . .... ..... .. ... ... ... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ..
Currently unemployed .... ..... .... . .. .. .. .... .. ... .... ... .... .. ... ... ... .. . .... .. . .... ... ... ... .... ... ... ... ... .... .. .
in
thousands
28.353
26,832
3,616
3,975
1,780
4,150
3,873
3,014
1,006
798
685
267
2,966
475
228
13,521
8,691
3,440
952
1,521
3,016
2,844
346
387
264
281
256
190
55
108
252
59
471
153
*2 I
1,278
610
624
311
173
ZiEIEIz
Days per person per year
15.8
13.8
13.1
11.6
12.7
12.2
14.2
15.6
14.9
16.8
11.4
16.0
16.6
19.1
*9.6
12.3
15.0
16.9
12.7
52.2
15.6
13.6
12.8
11.2
*9.6
14.4
17.9
19.4
*2.3
*12.6
14,1
*11.9
13.4
*19.2
*6.1
12.0
16.0
14.9
13.7
47.5
5.0
4.2
4.4
3.5
4.3
3.9
3.6
4.2
4.5
4.7
*1.9
*7.O
5.5
l5.9
l4,6
4.0
4.0
l?:
18.8
4.0
3.1
l2.4
l1.6
*2.9
*3.3
l6.O
“4.6
*2.3
*5.8
l2.2
*2.1
l2.5
l4.8
l2.9
*2.4
l5.2
l3.O
*2.2
* 18.0
. . .
6.0
5.2
3.9
5.4
::;
7.4
7.6
7.0
4.7
8.4
8.3
4.8
*4.O
4.8
7.1
7.8
5.7
,,.
.,.
4.2
*3.7
l2,8
*3.4
*4,6
8.6
l5.2
*0,9
*3.9
l1,7
*6.3
4.6
l4.2
*2.9
3.6
6.0
4.5
*2.6
. . .
lwork.lo~ days reported for currently employed persons OnlY.
NOTES: For official population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the
United States. in Current PorruIation Retrorts, Series P-20, P-2 5, and P-60; and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, Employment
and Earnings. ”
Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendix I. An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the
relative standard error is more than 30 percent.
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Table5. Number of persons 17 years of agaandover inthelabor force andaverage number ofdaysof disaMlity perperson peryear,
bysex, employ mentstatus, and occupation: United Stetes,1975-76
Sex, employment status, and occupation
Both sexes
Total labor force ..........................................................................................
Currently employed .....................................................................................................
Professional, technicel, end kindred workers ...........................................................
Menagers and administrators, except farm .................................................. .. ...........
Sales workers .............................................................................................. .............
Clericel and kindred wrkers ...................................................................................
Craftsmen end kindred workers ...............................................................................
Operatives, except trensport ... ,.,,,,.,,,.,.,,, ,,... ... ,,, ,., ,.. .,. .,.,....,.,,,,,,,,, ..........................
Transport equipment o~ratives ................................................................ ..............
Laborers, except farm ................................................................. ............... .............
Farmers and farm managars............................................. ........................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ............................. ............... .................................
Sarvice workers, except privata household ................................................... ...........
Privete household workers ......................................... ..............................................
Unknown .,. ,.,.,.,,,.,..,,, ........ ....................................................................... ..............
White collar .............................................................................................................
Blue collar .................................................................. .............................................
Service.,, ,,., ,,, ,.. ,., ,.. ........................................................ ..,................................... .. ..
Farm .......... ...................................................................................................... .......
Currantly unemployed ........................................ ............... .............................. ............
Mala
Total labor force .............. ..................................... .................................... ...
Currently employed .................................................................. ...................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ................... .............................. ...... .. ..
Menagars end administrators, except farm ...............................................................
Sales workers ..........................................................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers ........................................................................... .. ......
Craftsmen and kindred workers ...............................................................................
Operatives, except transport ............................................... ............... ......................
Transport equipment operatives ..............................................................................
Laborers, except farm ........................................................................... ........... .... .. .
Farmars and ferm managers.............................................. .......................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ........................................................................ .. ...
Service workars, except private housahold .. ............................................................
Privata household workars !.......................................... ........................................ ....
Unknown ................................................................................................... .............
Whlta collar ................ .............................................................................................
Blue collar .................................... ............. ..............................................................
Sarvice ,., ,.,,, ., .,, ..,, ............................. ...................................... ................................ .
Farm .,. ,,, ,,,, ,,,. ,,.,., ,, ,4,.,,,,,,,,.,.,., .,, ,,.,, ,.,, .,...,, !,.,................................................... .....
Currently unamployad ,... ,........ ....................................................................................
SW footnotes at end of table,
Number
in
thousands
92,638
85,168
13,176
9,581
5,391
14,6S7
11,296
9,798
3,180
3,548
1,505
1,050
10,146
1,056
755
42,S35
27,822
11,202
2,555
7,470
55.118
51,119
7,695
7,405
3,079
3,297
10,615
5,929
2,984
3,210
1,414
775
4,212
33
472
21,475
22,737
4,245
2,189
3,999
IE13ElE
Days par person per year
13.6
12.3
11.5
10.6
10.7
11.9
12.6
14,2
12.3
12.3
11.2
10.1
14,0
16.7
9.6
11.4
13.1
14.2
10.8
28,5
12.6
11.3
9.7
9.8
9.4
11.1
12.2
12.7
11.9
12.0
11.2
10.5
14.0
“2.8
7.9
9.9
12.2
13.9
11.0
29.3
4.8
%
3.4
3.9
4.7
3.8
4.3
4.4
4.4
l2.1
4.0
5.1
5.7
4.1
4.1
4.1
5.2
2.9
10.9
4.0
3.5
3.2
2.8
3.0
3.8
:::
4.1
3.9
l2.1
4.4
4.7
l2.8
l2.1
3.1
3.7
4.7
3.0
9.6
. . .
z
3.9
4.3
5.1
u
6.0
6.3
3.7
2
4.8
3.4
4.4
6.3
6.2
4.2
. . .
. . .
5.0
3.7
3.4
3.8
5.2
2:
5.9
6.2
3.9
E
l2.8
l2.6
3.8
6.0
6.7
4.4
. . .
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Table5. Number ofpersons 17years ofageand overinthe labor force andaverage number ofdaysof disatiliW mrpersonperyear, ~
sax, employ mentstatus, andoecupation: United States, 1975-76–Con.
Sex, employment status, and occupation
Female
Total labor force ..........................................................................................
Currently employed .......................................................... ...........................................
Professional, technical and kindred workers ............................................................
Managers and administrators, except farm ...............................................................
Sales workers .......................................... .................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers ...................................................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ...............................................................................
Operatives, except tranWort ....................................................................................
Transport equipment operatives ..............................................................................
Laborers, except farm .............................................................................................
Farmers and farm managers............................................................................. ........
Farm laborers and farm foremen .............................................................................
Service workers, except private household ................................................ ..............
Privata household workers .......................................................................................
Unknown ................................................................................................................
Whita collar .............................................................................................................
Blue collar ...............................................................................................................
Sarvice.................................................... .................................................................
Farm ...... .................................................................................................................
Currently unemployed .................................................................................................
in
thousands
37,520
34,049
5,481
2,176
2,312
11,390
681
3,869
196
338
91
275
5,934
1,023
282
21,360
5,084
6,957
366
3,471
Days per person par year
15.0
13.7
14.1
13.5
12.4
12,2
20.2
16.4
18.6
14.7
*11.8
+’9.0
13.9
17.2
12.7
12.8
16.9
14.4
9.7
27.6
5.9
5.3
5.5
5.3
5.1
4.9
7.8
5.0
*8.8
*9.2
*1 .5
*2.7
5.4
5.8
*7.4
5.1
5.8
5.5
* 2.4
12.3
. . .
5.6
5,1
5,3
4.9
5.0
8.7
7.8
*7.6
7,6
*.
*4.1
6.2
4.8
l4.8
5.0
7.9
6.0
l3.1
. . .
lWork.loss days reported for currently employed persons onlY.
NOTES: For official population estimates formore general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian poptdation of the
United States, in Currant Population Reports, Series P-2o, P-25, and P-6O;and Bureau of Labor Stathtics monfily report, Employment
and Earnings.”
Relative standard errors of estimates for this teble are found in appendix I. An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the
relative standard error is more than 30 percent.
*
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Table 6. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average number of days of disability par parson per yaar, by
family income, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76
Family income, employment status, and occupation
All incomesz
Total labor forca ..........................................................................................
Currently employed .....................................................................................................
Professional, tachnical, and kindrad workers ...........................................................
Managers and administrators, except farm ...............................................................
Sales workers .............................................................................................. .............
Clerical and kindred workers ...................................................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ...... .........................................................................
Operatives, except transport ... .................................................................................
Transport equipment operatives .......................................................... .............. .... ..
Laborers, except farm .............................................................................................
Farmers and farm managers.....................................................................................
Farm laborers and farm foraman .............................................................................
Sarv[ce workers, except private household ..............................................................
Private household workers ...................................................... ............... ..................
Unknown ................................................................................................................
White collar .............................................................................................................
Blue collar ...............................................................................................................
Servicam................o............................................................................o......................
Farm .......................................................................................................................
Currently unemployed .................................................................................................
Lessthan $10,000
Total labor force ................................................................................... .......
Currently employed .....................................................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ...........................................................
Managers and administrators, except farm ...............................................................
Sales workers ............................................ ...............................................................
Clarical and kindred workers .......................................................... ........................ .
Craftsmen and kindred workers ............................. ..................................................
Operatives, excapt transport ....................................................................................
Transport equipment operatives ..............................................................................
Laborers, axcapt farm .............................................................................................
Farmers and farm managers.....................................................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ...................... .......................... .............................
Sarvica workers, except private household ..............................................................
Private household workers ................................................... ....................................
Unknown ................................................................................................................
Whita collar ....................................... ......................................................................
Blue collar ...............................................................................................................
Sewice .....................................................................................................................
Farm .......................................................................................................................
Currantly unamployad .................................................................................................
in
thousands
92,638
85,168
13,176
9,581
5,391
14,687
11,296
9,798
3,180
3,548
1,505
1,050
10,146
1,056
756
42,835
27,822
11,202
2,555
7,470
26,413
22,935
2,017
1,354
1,237
3,644
2,694
3,373
949
1,417
625
618
4,141
723
142
8,252
8,434
4,864
1,243
3,478
IEIEIE
Days per person per year
13.6
12.3
11.5
10.6
10.7
11.9
12.6
14.2
12.3
12.3
11.2
10.1
14,0
16.7
9.6
11.4
13.1
14.2
10.8
28.5
17.0
15.2
16.6
14.3
13.4
14.9
14.7
16.8
14.6
12.7
12.1
12.7
15.9
20.0
“12.8
15.0
15.2
16.5
12.4
28.6
4.8
4.2
4.2
3.4
3.9
4.7
3.8
4.3
4.4
4.4
l2.1
4.0
5.1
5.7
4.1
4.1
4.1
5.2
2.9
10.9
5.9
5.1
5.6
3.8
4.6
6.1
4.2
5.0
4.9
4.4
‘2.4
*4.1
5.6
6.7
l7.5
5.4
4.6
5.7
3.3
11.2
. . .
5.3
4.3
3.9
4.3
5.1
5.9
6.9
6.0
6.3
3.7
5.0
6.4
4.8
3.4
4.4
6.3
6.2
4.2
. . .
. . .
6.5
5.6
4.6
5.1
5.9
7.5
8.1
6.3
6.0
4,0
6.6
7.0
5.6
l5.5
5.5
7.4
6.8
5.3
. . .
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 6, Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average number of days of disability per parson per year, by
family income, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76–Con.
Family income, employment status, and occupation
$10,000 or more
Total labor force ................................,,, ..0,,,,,.,,., ..........................................
Currently employed .....................................................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ...........................................................
Managers and administrators, except farm ................. ..............................................
Sales workers ,,. ................................ ............................ ............................................
Clerical and kindrad workers ...................................................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ...............................................................................
Operatives, except transport ...... ..............................................................................
Transport equipment operatives ..............................................................................
Leborers, except farm .............................................................................................
Farmers and farm managers.....................................................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen .............................................................................
Service workars, except private household ..............................................................
Private household workars ...............................!...... .................................................
Unknown ................!...............,,...,,,,..,..,.4,...,,,,....,., ,,..............................,..,,,,,.,.,.,..
White collar .,..............................................................................................,,...........
Blue collar ...............................................................................................................
Service.....................................................................................................................
Farm .......................................................................................................................
Currently unemployed .................................................................................................
in
thousands
59,498
58,015
10,506
7,442
3,741
10,108
7,814
5,734
1,982
1,857
735
328
5,214
234
320
31,796
17,387
5,448
1,064
3,483
5!zisEz
Days per person per year
12.2
11.2
10.8
10,0
9.7
10.8
11.9
12.9
10.8
12.2
8.9
l6.9
13.0
l9.4
10.9
10.5
12.1
12.8
8.3
28.2
4.3
3.9
3.9
3.2
3.6
4.1
3.7
4.0
3.7
4.6
l1.4
*4.5
4,8
l3.5
l4,6
3.8
3.9
4.7
*2,3
10.4
. . .
4.8
4,0
3,7
3,8
4.7
5.3
6.3
H
3.1
l3.2
6.0
+2.1
l3.4
4.1
5,8
5.8
3.1
,,,
lwork.loss days reported for currently employed Persons OnlY.
21ncludes unknown income.
NOTES: For official population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the
United States, in Current Population Reports, Series P.20, P-25, and P-60; and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, Employment
and Earnings.
Relative standard errora of estimates for this table are found in appendix I. An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the
relative standard error is more than 30 percent.
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Table 7. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in tha labor force and average incidence of acute conditions, respiratory
conditions per 100 persons per year, and percent medically attended, by age, employment status, and occupation: United States,
1975-76
Age, employment status, and occupation
All ages
Total labor forca .... .. ... ... ... ..... ... . .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .... .... .. ..
Currantly employed ..... .. .. . .... ... ..... . .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. ... ... .... .. ..
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ... ... ... ... .... .. ..... .. ... ... ...
Managers and administrators, axcept farm .... .. .... .. .. . .. .. ... .. ... . .... .... ..
Sales workers ..... .. ... .... ... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .... .. .... .. .. .. ..... .. . .. .. .. .. .
Clerical and kindred workers .... .. ..... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .... . ..
Craftsman and kindred workers ... .... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .. ... ... .... .. .... .. .. .. ...
Operatives, except transport .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. ... ... ... . .... .. .... ... .... .... ... .. .. .
Transport equipment operatives .. ... .. .... .. .... .... .. .... ... ... .... ... ... .. .. .. ... .
Laborers, except farm .. ... .... .. .... .. .. .. .... ... ... ... ... .. .. ... .... . ..... .. .... ... .. ... .
Farmers and farm managers . .. .... . .. ... ... .... .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ... ... ....
Farm laborers and farm foremen .. .... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... ... ... .. .... .... .. .. ... . .. .. ..
Service workers, except private household.., .. ... ..... ... ... ... ... ... .. .. .. ....
Private household workers ... ...... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .. . .. ... ...
Unknown ... .. ... ...... ... .... .. .... .. .. ... ... .... ... ... ... ... ... ... .... .. ..... ... .... .. .... .. ...
White collar .. ...... .. . .... ... ... ... .. .. ... .. ... ...... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .... . .... .. .. .. .... ... ..
Blue collar .... .. .. ... ... .. .... .... ... .... ... ... .... .. .. . .... .... . .. .. .... ... .. .. .... ... .. ... ....
Service ..... .. .. .. ... ... .. ...... .... . .... ... .... . ..... .... . ..... .... .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ...
Farm ....... .. .... .. ..... ... ..... .... .. .. ..... .. ... .. ... . .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . ...... ... .. .... .. .
Currently unemployed .... ... .... ... .. .. ..... .... .... . .... .. .. .. .. ..... .... . .... ..... .. . .. .....
17-44 years
Total labor force ... ... ... .... .. .... .... .... .. .. ... ..... .. ... ..... . .. ... .... .. ... ..
Currently employed ..... .... ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ... ... .. .... .. .. ... ... .... ... ... .. ....
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ... ... ... .. .... ... ... .. ... ... .. ...
Managers and administrators, except farm ... .... .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ... .. ... .
Sales workers . .. .... ... .... ... .... ... ...... .. .. .... . ... .. ...... . .... ... .. .. .... .. .... ... ... ... .
Clerical and kindred workers . ... ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. ... . .. .. .... .... .. .... ... ...
Craftsmen and kindred workers . .. ... ..... ... .. .. .... .... .. . .... .. .... ... .. .. .. ... . ..
Operatives, except transport ... .. ... . ... .. .... ..... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ... .. ..... . ...
Transport equipment operatives .. .... ... ... . .. .... ... .... ... .. ..... ... .... .. .... .. ..
Laborers, except farm ..... .. .. ... ... .... .. .... .. .. ... ..... .. .... .... ... ... .. ..... ... ... ...
Farmers and farm managers . ... . ... ... ... .... .... .. .. .. .. ... . .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....
Farm laborars and farm foremen .. ... .. .... .... .. ..... ... .. .. .. .. .... .... ... .... . ...
Service workers, except private household ..... .. .... .... .... .. .. .. ... ... ... .. ..
Private household workers ... ... ... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .... .... ... . .. .. .. ..
Unknown ..... . ... .. .. ..... ... .... .... ... ... .. . ...... .. .. .. .. .... ... .. ... ... .. .. .. .... .... .. .. . ..
White collar ... .. .. .... ... ... ...... .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .. ... . ... .... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... ... .. .. ...
Blue collar ... .. .. .. .... .... .... .... .. .... .... .... .. .. ... ... .. .. ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... .. . .. ... ..
Service ... ... .. ... ... .. .... .... .. .. ... . .. ... ..... ... . .. .. .. ... .... ... .... .... .. ..... . .. ... ... .. ... .
Currently unemployed .. ... .... .... .... .... .... .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .... .. .. .. ... . .. ... . .. ..
See footnotes at end of table.
Number
in
thousand:
92,63[
85,1 6[
13,176
9,581
5,391
14,687
11,296
9,79E
3,1 8C
3,54s
1,50E
1,05C
10,146
1,056
755
42,835
27,822
11,202
2,555
7,470
61,269
55,492
9,215
5,219
3,347
10,256
7,167
6,594
2,119
2,642
568
724
6,709
429
505
28,036
18,521
7,137
1,292
5,777
All acute conditions
Incidence
per 100
persons
per yeer
187.3
188.3
223.2
167.6
178.7
194.9
171.7
187.2
148.5
180.9
108.4
146.4
214.9
159.1
153.1
195.4
175.7
209.6
124.0
175.6
213.9
217.1
244.9
199.2
208.6
219.9
200.8
215.5
166.4
207.3
123.8
138.3
252.0
214.0
166.9
222.9
203.0
249.7
131.9
183.0
Percent
medically
attended
52.4
52.0
46.8
51.0
50.9
52.2
51.4
60.7
49.3
49.8
56.0
57.4
53.6
61.8
44.9
49.9
64.5
54.2
56.7
57.2
51.1
50.7
45.0
48.1
50.4
51.2
51.2
58.3
50.1
51.1
67.3
50.1
51.3
62.7
47.9
48.4
53.8
51.9
57.2
55.4
Acute respiratory
conditions
Incidence
per 100
persons
per year
101.4
102.6
129.4
100.6
98.6
110.8
90.3
89.1
79.6
88.8
57.5
65.5
112.1
81.0
93.6
112.7
88.5
109.2
60.8
88.3
115.2
117.4
143.9
119.5
113.3
126.0
104.2
100.7
85.7
97.5
‘54.0
67.4
129.5
95.3
105.1
129.2
99.9
127.5
61.5
94.1
Percent
medically
attended
36.0
35.7
33.1
37.6
32.7
36.6
33.2
44.9
29.8
26.5
43.1
*36.5
37.1
l39.1
l23.5
35.1
36.1
37.3
40.2
39.2
33.8
33.6
31.8
35.1
31.7
35.3
31.6
39.9
29.4
26.7
“55.7
“27.5
33.0
*34.2
*3 I .3
33.6
33.7
33.1
l38.4
36.5
27
Table7. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average incidence of acute conditions, respiratory
conditions crer 100uersons per year, and percent medically attended, by ega, employment status, and occupation: United S@test
1975-76–Con.
Age, employment status, and occupation
45-64 years
Total labor force .............................................................
Currently employ ed........................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindrad workers .............................
Managers and administrators, axcept farm .................................
Sales workers .............................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers .....................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers .................................................
Operatives, except transport ......................................................
Transport equipment operatives ................................................
Laborers, excapt farm ..................... ...........................................
Farmers and farm managers................. ............................ ..........
Farm laborers and farm foremen ...............................................
Sewice workers, except private household.................................
Private household workers .........................................................
Unknown ............................................... ....................................
White collar ...............................................................................
Blue collar .................... .............................................................
Sewice ......................................................................... ........o.....
Farm ............................................. .................................... .... .....
Currently unemployed ....................................................................
65 years and over
Total labor force .............................................................
Currently employed ......~.................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers .............................
Managers and administrators, except farm ..................... ............
Sales workers .............................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers .....................................................
Craftsmen and kindrad workers .................................................
Operatives, except tranWort ......................................................
Transport equipment operatives ................................................
Laborers, except farm ........................... .....................................
Farmers and farm managers.......................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ..................................... ..........
Sewice workers, except private household.................................
Private household workers .........................................................
Unknown ...................................................................................
Whita collar ........................................................ ....... ....... ........
Blue collar ................................................................. .......... ......
Service .......... ......................................m......................................
Farm ..........................................................................................
Currently unemployed ...................................................................(
Number
in
thousands
28,353
26,832
3,616
3,975
1,780
4,150
3,873
3,014
1,006
798
685
267
2,956
475
228
13,521
8,691
3,440
952
1,521
3,016
2,644
346
387
264
281
256
190
55
106
252
59
471
153
l2I
1,278
610
624
311
173
All acuta conditions
per 100
persons
per year
139.9
139.2
179.3
137.3
146.1
138.0
124.5
124.0
114.1
101.1
109.6
165.5
153.5
116.4
‘124.1
149.9
120.9
146.4
125.3
151.1
93.1
90.0
101.7
*5 I .9
l20. I
l12i.o
l69.9
207.9
*87 .3
* 125.9
*71 .0
*159.3
l73.2
l136.6
l142.9
73.9
124.3
88.6
l87.5
“144.5
Percant
nadically
56.6
56.1
53.1
56,3
52.2
55.8
52.2
68.9
49.0
46.5
*44.1
l76.2
61.0
* 58,6
‘40.6
54.6
57.4
60.7
56.0
63.7
57.9
56.5
l45.2
l55.2
l56.6
“60.3
‘50.3
l7I .4
*-
l16.2
l62.O
“45.7
l73.6
l66.5
*.
53.4
52.1
71.1
l56.6
*72.O
Acute respiratory
conditions
Incidence
per 100
persons
per yaar
77.5
77.8
100.3
82.1
64.0
77.5
68.7
60.0
71.0
61.3
67.9
l74.5
81.5
78.9
%4.0
85.8
65.2
81.1
69.9
71.6
47.6
48.1
l49.1
*34.4
*11.4
“47.0
l26.2
l 148,4
*.
l78.7
*37.3
l.
“58.0
* 46.4
l 142.9
36.4
71.1
l55.3
*30.2
l39.9
NOTES: Excluded from these statistics are all conditions that involved neither restricted activity nor medical attention.
Parcent
medically
attended
42.0
41.5
38.4
42.6
33.8
41.1
37.6
60.8
l30.8
*29.7
l28,6
*58.8
48.5
l44.5
*.
39.7
43.5
48.0
l37,6
51.1
48.7
47.8
l26,5
*32.3
l 100.0
*50.O
l34.3
l59.9
*.
l.
*73.4
*.
“66.7
*38.O
*.
* 39.6
l44.2
“60.6
l73.4
l66.7
For official population estimates for more general use, see Bureauof the Census reports on the civiliarr population of the Ihritcd States, in Chrrsrrt
PopuktionReports,SeriesP-20,P-25,~d P-60; end Bureauof LaborStatis$csmonthlyreport,EmploynrentandEarrringr.
Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendix I. An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the
relative atendard error is more than 30 percent.
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Table 8. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average incidence of acute conditions and acute respiratory
conditions crer 100 persons per year and percant medically attended, by sex, employment status. and occupation: United States,
1975-76
Sex, employment status, and occupation
Both saxes
Total labor force ..................................................................
Currently employed .............................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ..................................
Menagers end administrators, except farm ......................................
Salas workers .................... ..............................................................
Clericel and kindred workers ........... .................................... ...........
Craftsman and kindred workers ......................................................
Oparativas, axcapt transport ...........................................................
Transport equipment operatives .....................................................
Laborers, excapt farm .....................................................................
Farmers and farm managars........ ....................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ....................................................
Service workers, except private household......................................
Private household workars ..............................................................
Unknown ............................................. ...........................................
White collar ....................................................................................
Blue collar .............. ............................................... .........................
Sewice ............................................................................ ................
Farm .............................. ...................... ............ .............................. .
Currently unemployed .......................................... .................... ...........
Mala
Total labor force .................. .. ..............................................
Currently employed .......................................................0...... ...............
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ..................................
Menagars and administrators, except farm ......................................
Salas workers ..................... ........................... ..................................
Clerical and kindred workars ..........................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ......................................................
Operatives, except transport ...........................................................
Transport equipment operatives .....................................................
Laborars, excapt farm .....................................................................
Farmers and farm managars................... ...... .............................. .....
Farm laborers and farm foremen ....................................................
Sarvica workers, axcapt private household...... ................................
Private household workers ....... ............................. ..........................
Unknown ..................... .................................................................. .
White collar ....................................................................................
Blue collar .............................. ........................................................
Sarvice ............ ...... ..........................................................................
Farm ..................................................... .................................... ......
Currantly unemployed ..................... .................. .............................. ....
See footnotes at end of table.
Number
in
thousands
92.638
85,168
13,176
9,581
5,391
14,687
11,296
9,79B
8,180
3,548
1,505
1,050
10,146
1,056
755
42,835
27,B22
11,202
2,555
7,470
55,118
51,119
7,695
7,405
3,079
3,297
10,615
5,929
2,964
3,210
1,414
775
4,212
33
472
21,475
22,737
4,245
2,189
3,999
All acute conditions
Incidence
per 100
persons
par year
187.3
166.3
223.2
167.6
178.7
194.9
171.7
187.2
148.5
180.9
108.4
146.4
214.9
159.1
153.1
195.4
175.7
209.6
124.0
175.6
168.4
170.8
198.0
151.0
165.7
154.6
171.0
190.2
147.6
170.7
104.3
133.2
198.2
l136.4
139.2
169.8
172.9
197.7
114.5
137.0
Percent
medically
attended
52.4
52.0
46.8
51.0
50.9
52.2
51.4
60.7
49.3
49.8
56.0
57.4
53.6
61.8
44.9
49.9
54.5
54.2
56.7
57.2
50.9
50.7
44.6
50.6
49.6
51.9
51.3
59.0
49.1
51.1
52.9
64.5
49.2
l51 .1
“39.0
48.1
53.2
49.2
57.7
54.2
Acute respiratory
conditions
per 100
persons
par year
101.4
102.6
129.4
100.6
98.6
110.8
90.3
89.1
79.6
8B.8
57.5
65.5
112.1
81.0
93.6
112.7
88.5
109.2
60.8
88.3
91.B
93.6
116.4
95.2
98.2
88.1
89.4
90.1
7B.4
82.1
58.0
59.6
105.5
l136.4
74.8
102.2
B7.1
105.8
58.5
68.3
Percant
medically
attended
36.0
35.7
33.1
37.6
.32.7
36.6
33.2
44.9
28.8
26.5
43.1
*36.5
37.1
l39.1
l23.5
35.1
36.1
37.3
40.2
39.2
33.3
33.4
31.2
37.9
32.7
31.2
32.7
40.1
28.2
27.1
42.7
l47.6
30.8
+’5 1.1
l 13.3
33.5
33.4
31.0
44.6
32.1
29
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Table 8. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average incidence of acute conditions and acute respiratory
conditions per 100 persons per year and percent medically attended, W sex, employment status, and occupation: United states,
1975-76–Con.
(
Sex, employment status, and occupation
Female
Total labor force . ...... ... ... .. .. . ... ... ... ... ... .... ... .. ... .. . .. . .. .... . ... . .. ..
Currantly employed ..... .. ... ... ... ... .. .. ... . .. .. .... ... .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .. . .. ... ..... ... ... ..
Professional, technical, and kindred workers .. ..... .. .. ... .. ... ... .. .. ... .. ...
Managers and administrators, except farm .. ... ... .. .... .... .. ... ... .. .. .. .. ....
Sales workers ... ... ..... . .. .... . ... .... .... ... .. .... .. .... ... ... . .. ... .. .... .. ... ..... . ..... .. .
Clerical and kindred workers .. ... . ...... ... . .... .. ... ... ..... ... .... .. .. ... .... ... .. ..
Craftsmen and kindred workers .... .. .. .. .. ... ... .... ... ... .. .. .. .... .. ... .. ..... .. ..
Operatives, except transport ... ... .. ....... .. .. ... .... .... .. ... .... ... ... ... .. . ... .... .
Transport equipment operatives .. .... ... ... . .... ... .. ... .... .... .. .... ... .. .... .. ...
Laborers, except farm ... ... . .. ..... .. .. .... ... ... .... ... ... .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. . ... .... .. ... .
Farmers and farm managers ..... .. .... .. .. ... .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ..
Farm laborers and farm foremen .. .. .... . .... .. ... .... .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. ... ...
service workers, except private household .. ... ... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... . ..
Private household workers ... ... ... ... ... . ..... . ... ..... .. .... .. ..... .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .
Unknown .. .... ...... ... .. .. .. .... . ..... .. .... .... .. .. ... .... .... .. ... .... . ... .. ... .. .... .. .. . ...
White collar .. .. ... .... .. .. . ... .. ..... ... .. ... .. .... .. .. ..... ... .. .. ... .. .... ... .. .... .. .... .. ..
Blue collar .. ... .... .. .... .. .. ... ... .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ..... .... . ... .. .. ..... .. ... . .. .. ..... .. ..
Sewice ... ... .. . ... ..... . .. .. ... .... ... .... ... .. .. ..... . .... .. ...... .. .... .. .... ... .. .. ... .. .... ...
Farm .... . .. .. .... ... ... .... .... .. .... . .. ... ... .. .. .. ... ... ... .... ... ... ... ... .. .. ... ... ... .... ... ..
Currentlv unampIoved ... .... .... . ... ... ... . .... .. ... .. .. .. .... ... .. ..... ... . .... ... .. ... .. ... .
Number
in
thousands
37,520
34,049
5,481
2,176
2,312
11,390
681
3,869
196
338
91
275
5,934
1,023
282
21,360
5,084
6,957
366
3,471
Incidence
per 100
persons
per year
215.1
214.6
261,3
223.9
196.2
206.5
181.8
182.6
*162.2
277.8
l172.5
183.6
226.7
159.7
177.0
221.2
188.0
216.9
181.1
220.1
Percent
medically
attended
54.2
53.6
49.1
51.8
52.3
52.3
53.7
63.6
“52.2
41.9
l 85.4
‘42.8
56.4
62.2
*52.7
61.3
59.8
57.0
52.8
59.3
Acute respiratory
conditions
Incidence
per 100
persons
par year
115.6
116.1
147.7
118.9
99.3
117.3
104.8
87.5
“99.0
162.1
‘50.5
l82.2
116.8
79.1
125.5
123.3
94.5
111.3
l74.3
111.3
NOTES: Excluded from these statistics are all conditions that involved neither restricted activity nor medical attention.
Percent
nedically
attended
39.0
38.5
35,3
36.7
32.7
37.8
*40.2
52.5
l49.O
“23.3
l47.8
l13.7
41,2
*38.4
“33.6
36.5
47.4
40.9
l19.5
44.2
For official population estimates for more generaf use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the United States, in Current
Population Reports, Series P-20, P-25, and P-60; and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, Employment and Earnings.
Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendix I. An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the
relative standard error is more than 30 percent.
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Tabla 9, Number of persons 17 yeara of aga and over in the labor force and average incidence of acute conditions and acute respiratory
conditions per 100 persons per year and percent medically attended, by family income, employment status, and occupation:
Unitad States, 1975-76
Family income, employment status, and occupation
All incomesl
Total labor force ..................................................................
Currently employ ad................................................ .............................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ..................................
Managers and administrators, except farm ......................................
Salas workers ........ ...... .......... ..........................................................
Clerical and kindred workers ..........................................................
Craftsman and kindred workers ........................ ..............................
Operatives, excapt tran~ort ...........................................................
Transport equipment oparativas .....................................................
Laborars, except farm .....................................................................
Farmers and farm managers...... ......................................................
Farm Iaborars and farm foremen ....................................................
Service workers, except privata household......................................
private household workars ................................................... ...........
Unknown ............................. ...........................................................
White collar ....................................................................................
Blue collar ......................................................................................
Sewica ............................................................................................
Farm ...................................................................................... ...... ...
Currantly unemployed .........................................................................
Lessthan $10,000
Total labor force ................................... ...............................
Currently amployed .............................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ..................................
Managers and administrators, except farm ......................................
Salas workers ..................................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers ..........................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ......................................................
Operatives, except transport ...... .....................................................
Transport equipment operatives ..................................... ................
Laborers, except farm .....................................................................
Farmers and farm managers............................................................
Farm Iaborars and farm foramen ,,... ., .,, ,., ,...., .................................
Service workars, excapt private household......................................
Private housahold workars .................... ..........................................
Unknown ........................................................................................
Whita collar ....................................................................................
131uacollar, ,,, ,,, ,., ,,, ,,..,.,, ,,,. .............................................................
Sawica .................................................................... ........................
Farm ...............................................................................................
Currantly unemployed ................ ......... ................................................
Number
in
thousends
92,638
85,168
13,176
9,581
5,391
14,687
11,296
9,798
3,180
3,548
1,505
1,050
10,146
1,056
755
42,835
27,822
11,202
2,555
7,470
26,413
22,935
2,017
1,354
1,237
3,644
2,694
3,373
949
1,417
625
618
4,141
723
142
8,252
8,434
4,864
1,243
3,478
All acute conditions
Incidance
per 100
parsons
per year
187.3
188.3
223.2
167.6
178.7
194.9
171.7
187.2
148.5
180.9
108.4
146.4
214.9
159.1
153.1
195.4
175.7
209.6
124.0
175.6
213.7
215.9
317.1
172.6
196.9
229.0
194.5
215.8
171.4
190.2
115.2
167.6
238.8
172.3
*190. I
236.5
199,7
228.9
141.2
199.7
Percant
,medically
attended
52.4
52.0
46.8
51.0
50.9
52.2
51.4
60.7
49.3
49.8
56.0
57.4
53.6
61.8
44.9
49.9
54.5
54.2
56.7
57.2
52.7
52.2
45.0
46.3
53.2
50.6
51.3
57.3
46.8
45.3
58.1
62.3
56.2
62.4
l45.2
48.5
52.5
56.9
60.6
56.3
Acute respiratory
conditions
Incidenca
per 100
persons
per year
101.4
102.6
129.4
100.6
98.6
110.8
90.3
89.1
79.6
88.8
57.5
65.5
112.1
81.0
93.6
112.7
88.5
109.2
60.8
88.3
112.4
113.8
183.0
107.0
106.1
132.4
103.1
106.6
91.8
85.5
67.0
60.5
115.0
85.5
*138.O
136.7
100.3
110.6
63.8
103.3
Percent
medically
attended
36.0
35.7
33.1
37.6
32.7
36.6
33.2
44.9
29.8
26.5
43.1
l36.5
37.1
*39.1
l23.5
35.1
36.1
37.3
40.2
39.2
35.7
34.9
28.2
30.0
30.8
37.8
34.9
42.1
l 28.6
*1 5.4
l49.6
*47.6
38.2
l39.5
‘24.5
32.8
34.5
38.3
48.7
41.4
Sea footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average incidence of acute conditions and acute respiratory
conditions per 100 persons per year and parcent medically attanded, by family income, employment status, and occupation:
United States, 1975-76-Con.
Femily income, employment status, and occupation
$10,000 or more
Totel labor force ..................................................................
Currently employed ............. .................. ............................................ ..
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ..................................
Managers and administrators, except farm ......................................
Sales workers ..................................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers ..........................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ......................................................
Operatives, except tranqort ....... ....................................................
Transport equipment operatives .. ...................................................
Laborers, except farm .....................................................................
Farmers and farm managers............................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ....................................................
Service workers, except private household ......................................
private houwhold workers ..............................................................
Unknown .......................................................................................-
White collar ............ ........................................................ ................
Blue collar .................... .................................................. ................
Service ........................................................................ ....................
Farm ...............................................................................................
Currently unemployed .........................................................................
Number
in
thousands
59,498
56,015
10,506
7,442
3,741
10,108
7,814
5,734
1,982
1,857
735
328
5,214
234
320
31,796
17,387
5,448
1,064
3,483
All acute conditions
Incidence
per 100
persons
per year
180.2
181.6
206.7
165.6
174.8
186.9
168.7
174.8
137.6
177.0
97.0
139.0
208.0
163.7
170.3
187.7
168.1
206.1
109.9
154.7
Percent
attanded
51.9
51.6
47.4
52.1
49.3
52.9
50.8
62.5
49.4
50.3
60.6
l4I .9
50.6
l62.4
l37.4
50.3
54.7
51.0
53.3
58.2
Acute respiratory
conditions
per 100
persons
per yeat
99.6
101.2
120.1
100.1
98.5
105.1
69.7
81.4
79.3
95.2
48.7
*88.7
117.3
l79.5
112.5
108.1
86.4
115.7
61.0
73.4
lIncludes unknown iIMOIIV.2.
NOTES: Excluded from these statistics are aU conditions that involve neither restricted actMy nor medical attention.
Percent
medically
ettended
36.0
36.0
35.0
39.7
32,3
35.5
32.8
47.2
29.3
31.2
l46.1
*17.2
35.9
*36.O
‘19.2
35,9
36.7
“35.9
*33.1
36.2
For official population estimates for more genemfuse, see Bureauof the Censusreports on the civilianpopulation of the United States, in Clsrrent
PopulationReports, Series P-20, P-25, and P-60;and Bureauof rakr Statisticsmonthlv re~ort, Employment and Earnings.
Relative standard errora of estimates for this table are found in appendix I. An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the
relative standard error is more than 30 percent.
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Table 10. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average number of persons injured per 100 persons per
year, by classof accident, age, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76
Age, employment status, and occupation
All ages
Total labor force .........................................................
Currently employed ....................................................................
Professional, tachnical, and kindred workers ..........................
Managers and administrators, except farm ..............................
Sales workers ................................................................... .......
Clerical and kindred workers ..................................................
Craftsmen and kindrad workars ..............................................
Operatives, except transport ...................................................
Transport aquipmant operatives .............................................
Laborers, except farm ................ ............................................
Fermers and farm managers....................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ............................................
Service workers, excapt private household .............................
Private housahold workars ......................................................
Unknown .................................................... ...........................
Whita collar ............................................................................
Blue collar ..............................................................................
Service........m...........................................................................
Farm ......................................................................................
Currantly unemployed ................................................................
17-44 years
Total labor force .......................... ...............................
Currently employed ....................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ..........................
Managers and administrators, except farm .............. ................
Sales workers ..........................................................................
Clericel and kindred workers ..................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ........ ................................ ......
Operatives, axcept transport ................ ............ ...... .................
Transport equipment operatives .............................................
Laborers, except farm ..................... ............ ...........................
Farmers and farm mana~rs ....................................................
Farm Iaborars and farm foremen ................................... .........
Sarvice workers, except private household .............................
Private household workers .,, ...........!.... ............ .......................
Unknown ...... ............. ............................................................
White collar ............................................................................
Blua collar ..............................................................................
Service................................................................... .................
Farm ......................................................................................
Currently unemployed ............ .............................................. ......
Sae footnotes at end of table.
Number
in
thousands
92,638
85,168
13,176
9,581
5,391
14,687
11,296
9,798
3,180
3,548
1,505
1,050
10,146
1,056
755
42,835
27,822
11,202
2,555
7,470
61,269
55,492
9,215
5,219
3,347
10,256
7,167
6,594
2,119
2,642
568
724
6,709
429
505
28,036
18,521
7,137
1,292
5,777
Classof accident 1
All
persons Moving motor
vehicle At Atinjured Other
work home
Total Traffic
Persons injured per 100 persons per year
32.5
32.5
35.0
24.1
28.5
21,8
39.2
44.0
27.1
47.8
30.4
39.7
33.4
“26.9
l25.2
27.2
40.6
32.8
34.2
32.7
38.1
38.5
37.3
28.7
36.4
22.2
48.1
54.2
35.2
56.4
l53.9
l4I .6
42.2
“23.3
l23.2
30.1
50.0
41.1
47.0
34.4
3.0
3.0
‘2.5
l1.2
l3.3
“2.3
3.7
4.3
‘4.0
*2.6
l1.5
l.
4.7
l.
l.
2.3
3.8
4.2
‘0.9
l3.6
3.8
3.7
l 2.9
l1.4
l2.5
“2.5
5.1
6.1
l6.O
l3.5
l3.9
l.
5.7
l.
l.
2.4
5.3
5.3
“1.7
‘4.6
2.7
2.7
l2.4
l1.2
l3.3
l2.3
l3.1
“3.4
l3.1
“2.6
*1.5
l.
4.7
l.
l.
2.2
3.1
4.2
“0.9
‘2.9
3.5
3.4
*2.6
l1.4
l2.5
l2.5
l4.5
‘5.0
l4.6
*3.5
‘3.9
l-
5.7
l.
l.
2.4
4.5
5.3
l1.7
*3.8
. . .
11.2
6.6
4.4
l5.7
3.8
22.2
19.9
18.0
22.8
l19.5
“20.0
9.3
*4.2
*9.4
5.1
21.0
8.9
19.8
. . .
. . .
13.2
7.7
l3.5
l4.3
4.3
26.6
23.6
23.5
27.1
‘36.8
l19.6
11.0
l .
‘14.1
5.3
25.2
10.3
27.2
. . .
9.7
9.2
11.6
10.3
12.6
8.7
8.9
7.0
l4.4
*7.5
l4.5
l1O.7
8.3
‘15.3
“8.9
10.4
7.5
9.0
l7.O
l15.7
10.5
9.9
10.9
10.9
16.1
8.6
11.0
8.7
“4.6
l9.2
l4.2
*9.O
9.6
l5.6
l4.6
10.7
9.2
9.3
6.9
16.4
11.2
10.9
15.5
8.7
9.1
7.3
7.2
14.7
l7.5
16.9
l7.9
l13.6
12.7
l11.6
“6.9
10.4
11.1
12.6
10.3
14.9
13.8
13.7
17.6
13.3
14.0
7.2
9.3
18.4
l1O.1
19.2
l13.2
l13.O
17.8
l17.5
‘4.4
12.6
14.0
17.8
13.1
14.5
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Table 10. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average number of persons injured per 100 persons per
year, by class of accident, age, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76–Con.
Age, employment status, and occupation
45 years and over
Total labor force . .... ... .... ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .... ... ... .... . .... ...
Currently employed .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ...... . ... ..
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ... .. .. .. .. .. .... ... ... .. .
Managers and administrators, except farm .. ... ... .. ..... ... .... . .... ...
Sales workers .. .. .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .... .. .. .. ....
Clerical and kindred workers ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .. ..... .. ... .... .. .. ...
Craftsmen and kindred workers ... ... .. ... .... .. .... .. .. . ... .. ... ... .. .. ... . .
Operatives, except transport .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Transport equipment operatives .. .. ... . .... .... ... .... .. ... .. ..... ... .. .. .. .
Laborers, except farm .. .... .. .... ... ... .. ... .... ..... . .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. . ..... .
Farmers and farm managers .... ... ... ... .. .... ... ... .. .... .... . ..... ... ... ... ..
Farm laborers and farm foremen ..... . .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .... ... . .. .... .. ..
Service workers, except private household .... .. .. .. ... ..... .. .. .. .... .
Private household workers ...... ... .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .... .. .... .
Unknown .... ... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .... .. ... ..... .. .. ..... ... .. .... .. .... .... ..
White collar ... .. .... .. .. .. . .... ... .. .. .. .. .. . .... . .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Blue collar .. .. .. .. ... .. . .... ... ... .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .. ..
Sewice .... .. .... .. .. ... .... ... .. .... ... .. .... ... .... ... .... .. ... ... .... .. ... . ... ... . .... ..
Farm ... ..... ... .. .. .... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Currently unemployed .... .. .... ... .. .. ...... .. .... .. ... .... . ... . .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .
Number
in
thousands
31,369
29,676
3,961
4,362
2,044
4,431
4,129
3,204
1,061
906
937
326
3,437
627
250
14,799
9,301
4,084
1,263
1,693
II Class of accidantl
Persons injured per 100 persons per year
21.7
21.4
29.5
18.7
“15.6
20.6
23.8
23.1
l1O.8
l22.6
*16.1
l35.6
16.2
l29.3
l29.6
21.7
22.0
18.2
*21.1
26.9
1.4
1.5
l1.7
l1.1
l4.5
l1.8
l1.1
+0.7
*.
l.
l.
l.
l2.7
l.
*.
l1.9
+0.7
l2.3
l.
*.
1.3
1.4
*1.7
*1.1
l4.5
l1.8
‘0.6
l.
l.
*.
l.
l.
*2.7
l.
*.
*1.9
l0.3
*2.3
*.
l-
,..
7.6
*4.1
“5.5
l7.8
*2.7
14.5
12.3
l6,8
*1 0.2
*9.1
*2 I .2
*6.2
*7.O
l.
4.6
12.4
l6.3
*I 2.2
.,.
8.2
7.9
13.2
9.5
‘6.7
9,0
l5.2
*3.7
l4.1
l2.4
l4.6
l14.4
‘6.0
“22.0
*1 7.6
9.9
4.3
l8.4
*7.1
*1 3,4
6.2
5.6
10.6
l3.1
l1.1
*7.6
l3.5
“7,2
l2,3
*looo
l4.7
*1 5,0
*2.7
l7.3
l12.O
6.2
5.3
l3.4
*7.4
*16.1
lThe summation of rates by class of accident may e~~eed the rate of persons i~ju~ed because & classes are not mutually eXCIUSh’e.
NOTES: For official population estimates for more general use, aee Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the
United States, in Current Population Reporrs, Series P-20, P-25, and P-60; and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, Employment
and Earnings.
Relative atrmdard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendix I. An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the rela-
tive standard error is more than 30 percent.
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Table 11, Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average number of persons injured per 100 persons per
year, by classof accident, sex, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76
Sex, employment status, and occupation
Both sexes
Total labor force .. ... .... .... .. ..... ... .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .... .... . .
Currently employed ....................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ..........................
Managers and administrators, except farm ..............................
Sales workers ..........................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers ..................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ..............................................
Operatives, except transport ...................................................
Transport equipmant operatives ., .,,,,,,,,,..,!,,. ..................... ....
Laborers, except farm ............................................................
Farmers end farm managers....................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ... .........................................
Service workers, except private household .............................
Private household workers ......................................................
Unknown ...............................................................................
White collar ............................................................................
Blue collar .. ............................................................................
Service....................................................................................
Farm ,..,,,,,,,,,..,,,,, ,,, ,,, ,,,. 0,,,,,,,.,0,.,,,,,,,,.,.,,.. ... ..................,.0.,...
Currently unemployed ................................................................
Male
—
Total labor force .........................................................
Currently employed ....................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ..........................
Managers and administrators, except farm ..............................
Sales workers ........ ...................... ............................................
Clerical and kindred workers ..................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workars ... ...........................................
Operatives, except transport ...................................................
Transport equipment operatives .............................................
Laborers, except farm .............. .............................. ................
Farmers and farm managers................................... .................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ............................... ...... .......
Service workers, excapt private household .............................
Private household workers ... ...................................................
Unknown ,,, ,,, .,, ........................... ...........................................
White collar .............................................................. ..............
Blue collar ..............................................................................
Service....................................................................................
Farm ......................................................................................
Currently unemployed ...................................... ......... ..... ............
Number
in
thousands
92,638
85,168
13,176
9,581
5,391
14,687
11,296
9,798
3,180
3,548
1,505
1,050
10,146
1,056
755
42,835
27,822
11,202
2,555
7,470
55,118
51,119
7,695
7,405
3,079
3,297
10,615
5,929
2,9@4
3,210
1,414
775
4,212
33
472
!21,475
22,737
4,245
2,189
3,999
Classof accidentl
~
Parsons injured per 100 persons per year
32.5
32.5
35.0
24.1
28.5
21.8
39.2
44.0
27.1
47.8
30.4
39.7
33.4
‘26.9
l25.2
27.2
40.6
32.8
34.2
32.7
34.9
34.8
32.0
22.0
27.B
20.8
39.8
53.4
28.9
47.8
27.5
45.8
35.4
l.
l24.6
26.2
43.1
35.1
33.9
36.1
3.0
3.0
l2.5
“1.2
l3.3
l2.3
3.7
4.3
l4.O
*2.6
*1.5
l.
4.7
l.
l-
2.3
3.8
4.2
l0,9
l3.6
2.8
2.7
l2.4
l1.O
l3.5
‘0.7
3.9
“3.6
*4.3
l2.9
l1.6
l-
l2.8
l.
*.
1.8
3.7
‘2.8
l1.O
*4.4
2.7
2.7
‘2.4
*1.2
l3.3
l2.3
*3.1
l3.4
l3.1
*2.6
l1.5
l.
4.7
*.
l-
2.2
::;
l0.9
*2.9
2.4
2.3
“2.4
l1.O
‘3.5
*0.7
“3.3
“2.4
l3.3
“2.9
l1.6
l.
‘2.8
l.
l-
1.8
3.0
l2.8
l1.O
l3.2
. . .
11.2
6.6
4.4
+5.7
3.8
22.2
19.9
18.0
22;8
‘19.5
l20.O
9.3
“4.2
l9.4
5.1
21.0
8.9
19.8
. . .
. . .
14.7
6.2
*3.8
l7.O
l5.8
22.6
26.2
19.1
24.4
l19.2
*24.5
13.2
l.
“1 0.4
5.4
23.3
13.1
21.2
. . .
9.7
9.2
11.6
10.3
12.6
8.7
8.9
7.0
‘4.4
*7.5
*4.5
l10.7
8.3
*15.3
l8.9
10.4
7.5
9.0
l7.O
*15.7
9.0
8.4
9.5
10.2
lI 0.9
l7.9
8.6
6.9
l4.7
l7.6
*3.2
‘9.0
l7.3
*.
*14.2
9.7
7.5
l7.2
l5.3
17.0
11.2
10.9
15.5
8.7
9.1
7.3
7.2
14,7
*7,5
16.9
l7.9
l13.6
12,7
*11.6
l6.9
10.4
11.1
12.6
10,3
14.9
11.6
11.2
15.1
7.6
“8.6
*7.1
7.4
19.5
lB.O
15.1
*6.6
l18.5
14.4
*.
l.
10.4
11.7
14.3
*1 0.9
16.4
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor forca and avarage number of persons injured per 100 parsons par
yaar, by class of accidant, sax, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76–Con.
Sax, employment status, and occupation
Female
Total labor force ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... . ... .... .. .. .. .... .. .... .. ... .... .. .
Curren\ly employad . .. .. .... .... . ... .... ... ... ... ... .. ..... ... .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .... ....
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ... ..... .. .... ... .. .... ...
Managars and administrators, except farm .. .. . .... ... ... ... .. ... .. .. ...
Sales workars .... . .... .... ... ... .. .... .. ... .... . ... ... .... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .
Clarical and kindrad workers ... . .. . .... .. .... ... .... .... .. ... ... .... .. .. .. ...,
Craftsmen and kindred workars ... .... .. .. ... .... ... .. .... .. .. ... ... .. .... .. .
Operatives, excapt transport ..... ... .. ... ... .. .. ... . ... ... ... ... .. . ..... .. .... .
Transport equipmant operatives . .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .... ..... .. .... .... ... .
Laborers, except farm ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .... .... .. .... .... .. .... .. .. .. ..
Farmers and farm managars ... .. ... . ... ... .. .. .. .... .... ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .... ...
Farm laborers and farm foremen .... ... .... . .... .... ..... . .... .. ... .... .. ...
Service workers, excapt private household ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ... .... .
Private household workers . .. ... ... .. .. .. . ..... .. .... .... .... . .. . ... .... ... .. ...
Unknown ... ... ... ... .... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. . ..... .. ... .... ... .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .... .... ..
Whita collar .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .... .. ... .... ... .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .... ... ... ....
Blue collar . .. .. .... .. . ... ... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. ...
Sewica .. .... .. ... ... ... .... ..... . ... ... .... .. .. .... ... ... .. .... .. .. .. .... .... .. .... .. .....
Farm ... .. .. .... ... ... .... .. .... .. .... ... .... .. .. .... .. .. ... .... ... .. ... ..... .. .. ...... .. ..
Currently unamployad . .... . .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .... .... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. . .....
Number
in
37,520
34,049
5,481
2,176
2,312
11,390
681
3,869
196
338
91
275
5,934
1,023
282
21,360
5,084
6,957
366
3,471
Class of accidentl
All
parsons Moving motor
injured vehicle At At Other
work homa
Total Traffic
Parsons injurad per 100 persons par year
29.1 3,3 3.2
29.1 3.4
39.2 l2.7
31.4 l2.2
28.4 l2,9
22.0 *2.8
l29.7 l.
28.6 l5.5
l. *.
*47.6 *-
*75.8 l-
‘22.5 *-
32.0 6.0
l27.8 l-
“26.2
28.2 2;
29.7 l4.2
31.4 5.1
l35.8 *.
28.7 l2.6
3.3
*2.3
*2.2
l2.9
*2.8
l.
l4.9
l.
l.
l.
l.
6.0
l.
2;
l3.7
5.1
*.
l2.6
. ..1 10.81 10.6
6.0
7.3
l6.6
l3.9
3.2
l16.0
10.3
l.
l7.4
* 24.2
*7.3
6.6
+4.3
*7.8
4.7
10.4
6.3
*11.5
. . .
10.4
14.6
*1 0.3
*14.7
9.0
l13.7
*7.2
*.
*6.5
l24.2
*15,3
9.1
*15.8
*.
11.2
7.7
10,1
l17.5
14.3
10,3
16.0
l12.3
l9.8
7,4
l3.1
l7.3
l.
*33.7
l27.5
l.
11.5
*11.9
lI 8.4
10.4
8.2
11,5
*6.8
13.1
lThe summation of rates by class of accident may exceed the rate of persons injured because the classes are not mUtUaUYexclusive.
NOTES: For official population eatinrates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilien population of the
United States, in Current Population Repor7s, Series P-20, P-25, and P-60; and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, Employment
and Earnings.
Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendix L An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the rela-
tive standard error is more than 30 percent.
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Tabla 12. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average number of persons injured per 100 persons per
year, by classof accident, family income, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76
Family income, employment status, and occupation
All incomesl
Total labor force ..................... ...................................
Currently employad ...................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ..........................
Managers and administrators, except farm.., ..........................
Sales workers .........................................................................
Clerical end kindred workers ..................................................
Creftsmen and kindrad workers .............................. .... ............
Operatives, except transpon ...................................................
Transport aquipment operatives .............................................
Laborers, except farm .......................................................... ..
Farmers and farm managars............................................. .......
Farm laborers and farm foremen ............................. ............ ...
Service workers, except private household ...................... ......
Private household workers .............. .. .......... ...... ...... ................
Unknown ..............................................................................!
White collar ............................................................................
Blua collar ..............................................................................
Sawice ...................................................................................<
Farm .....................................................................................!
Currently unemployed ................................................................
Lessthan $10,000
Total labor force .,., .,.,.,...,,.,,, .............................. ........
Currently employed ........................................................ .... .. ......
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ............... .. .........
Managers and administrators, except farm ............. .................
Salas workars ..........................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers ..................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ..............................................
Operatives, except transport ................ .................................. .
Transport equipmant operatives ............. ................................
Laborers, axcapt farm ............................. .......... .....................
Farmers and farm managars........................................... .........
Farm Iaborars and farm foreman ............................. ...... .........
Service workers, except private household .............................
Private household workers ......................................................
Unknown .........................................................................0.....
Whita oollar ............................................................................
Blue Collar ............................................. ................................
Service....................................................................................
Farm ......................................................................................
Currently unemployed ........................................................ ........
Number
in
thousands
92,638
85,168
13,176
9,581
5,391
14,687
11,296
9,798
3,180
3,548
1,505
1,050
10,146
1,056
755
42,835
27,822
11,202
2,555
7,470
26,413
22,935
2,017,
1,364
1,237
3,644
2,694
3,373
949
1,417
625
618
4,141
723
142
8,252
8,434
4,864
1,243
3,478
II Class of accidentz
Persons injured per 100 persons per year
32.5
32.5
35.0
24.1
28.5
21.8
39.2
44.0
27.1
47.8
30.4
39.7
33.4
l26.9
l25.2
27.2
40.6
32.8
34.2
32.7
38.4
38.8
52.3
l16.9
l27.9
22.4
42.4
47.3
*28.2
55.8
l 26.6
l49.2
46.4
l32.5
l21.1
29.6
45.0
44.4
37.8
35.7
3.0
3.0
l2.5
l1.2
l3.3
l2.3
3.7
4.3
‘4.0
l2.6
l1.5
l.
4.7
l.
l.
2.3
3.8
*$:
l3.6
3.7
3.6
l3.3
l1.6
l1.9
‘0.6
“8.3
l2.8
l.
l3.1
l.
l.
‘7.9
l.
l.
l1.6
4.3
“6.8
l.
*4.5
2.7
2.7
l2.4
l1.2
l3.3
l2.3
l3.1
‘3.4
l3.1
‘2.6
l1.5
l-
4.7
l.
l.
2.2
3.1
4.2
‘0.9
“2.9
3.4
3.4
l3.3
l1.6
*1.9
‘0.6
‘8.3
“1.4
l-
l3.1
l-
l.
l7.9
l.
*-
l1.6
l3.7
l6.8
l.
‘3.8
. . .
11.2
6.6
4.4
l5.7
3.8
22.2
19.9
18.0
22.8
l19.5
“20.0
9.3
‘4.2
l9.4
5.1
21.0
8.9
19.8
. . .
. . .
14.7
*8.3
l3.5
l7.5
*5.8
25.9
23.1
l18.O
28.7
*22.2
l26.5
11.1
l6.1
*.
6.3
24.3
10.3
l24.5
. . .
9.7
9.2
11.6
10.3
12.6
8.7
8.9
7.0
l4.4
l7.5
“4.5
l10.7
8.3
l15.3
l8.9
10.4
7.5
9.0
’70
+15.7
9.6
8.8
l14.8
l5.O
l12.9
l8.8
l4.8
“7.0
l5.4
l5.4
l.
l11.3
11.2
l19.1
*-
10.3
5.8
12.4
l5.6
15.0
11.2
10.9
15.5
8.7
9.1
7.3
7.2
14.7
l7.5
16.9
l7.9
l13.6
12.7
l11.6
“6.9
10.4
11.1
12.6
10.3
14.9
14.5
14.0
28.1
6.7
l7.4
*8.3
l6.1
16.5
“12.1
‘20.3
l4.3
l19.3
18.5
‘13.6
l21.1
12.8
13.3
17.7
l11.7
17.4
See footnotes at and of table.
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Table 12. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average number of persons injured per 100 persons per
year, by class of accident, family income, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76–Con.
Family incoma, employment status, and occupation
$10,000 or more
Total labor force . .. . ..... .. .... ... ... .. ... .... .... ... .. .. .. .. .... ... ... ..
Currently employed . ...... ... ... .. .. ... . .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ... .... .... . ... ..... .. .... .. .. .
Professional, technical, and kindred workers .... .... ... ... ... ... .. ....
Managers and administrators, except farm ..... ... .... . ... .. ... ... . ... .
Sales workers . ... .. ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . .. .... ... ... ... .... .. .. . ..... .. .. .. .. .. .
Clerical and kindred workers .. .. ... .. ... .... .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... . .
Craftsmen and kindred workers .. .... .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. .. .. ..
Operatives, except transport .... .... ... .. .... .... . .. . .. ... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .
Transport equipment operatives .... ... ... ... ..... ... . ..... . ... ...... .. ... .. .
Laborers, except farm ... .... .... ... .... . .... .. .... .. .... .. ..... ... .. .. .... . ... .. .
Farmers and farm managers ..... .. ... .. ... .. ... ... .. .... ..... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ..
Farm Ieborers and farm foremen ...... ... ... .... .. .... . .. .. .... ..... .. .. .. ..
Service workers, except private household ... .. .... ... .. .. .. .. ... . .... .
Private household workers ... .. .. .... .... .. .... ... ... .. .. ... ... ..... . ..... . .... .
Unknown .... .. .... ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .... . .... .... ... .... ... . ... .. ... .. ..... . ... ...
White collar . ..... .. ... ... ... .. ... .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .... .. .... ... ..... .. ..
Blue collar .. .... .... . ....... ... ... .. .... .. .... . .... .. .. .. .... ... .... . ... .. .... .. .. .... ..
Service . .. .... .. ... .... .. .. .... ... ..... .. . ..... ... .. ... ..... ... ... ... . ..... ... .. .... .. .... .
Farm ... .. ... .. .. ... ... .. .... .. ... .... ... .. .. . .... .. ... .. . .. .... ... . ..... .. ... .. ..... .. ... .
Currently unemployed . ... .. . .. .... .. .... .. ... ... .. .... ... .. ... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ...
Number
in
thousands
59,498
56,015
10,506
7,442
3,741
10,108
7,814
5,734
1,982
1,857
735
328
5,214
234
320
31,796
17,387
5,448
1,064
3,483
Class of accident2
Persons injured per 100 persons per year
30.2
30.2
32.2
24.7
28.2
22.0
38.1
42.8
24.9
38.1
*33.7
*27.4
2ij.o
*20.9
‘20.6
26.7
38.2
25.8
*31.9
30.3
=-L-=-
2.6
“2.5
l1.O
l3.5
*2.6
*2.1
*4.O
*5.2
l2.6
*3.O
*.
*2.8
l.
*.
2.3
3.2
‘2.6
*2.1
*2.5
2.3
l2.3
l1.O
“3.5
*2.6
l1.3
*3.2
l3.6
*2.6
l3.O
*.
l2.8
*.
*.
2.2
2.3
*2.6
++2.1
*2.5
. . .
9.8
6.5
l4.2
l5.1
*3.2
20.7
19,2
17.8
*16.5
l18.2
*7.O
8.5
*.
*6.9
4.7
19.4
8.1
‘14.8
. . .
9.8
9.4
11.1
11.4
11.9
9.1
9.7
7,5
*4.5
*8,8
*6.1
l12.8
l6.2
l10.3
++6.6
10.6
8.3
l6.4
*8.2
15.8
10,1
9.9
13.3
8.7
9.5
7.4
7.7
13,7
l4.7
*12.7
l12.5
*7.6
10.0
l10.3
*6.9
9,9
9.9
10.0
+11.0
13,2
2The summation of ~ate5 by cla55 of accident may exceed the rate of persons injured because the classes are rIOt rIIUtUally eXChISiVe.
NOTES: Excluded from these statistics are persons with injuries that involved neither restricted activity nor medical attention.
For official population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the United States, in Cierrent
Population Reports, Series P-20, P-25, and P-50; end Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, .Employmerrt and Earnings.
Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendix I. An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the
relative standard error is more than 30 percent.
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Table 13, Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average rate of utilization of medical and dental services,
by aga, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76
Age, employment status,
and occupation
All ages
Total labor force .................................
Currently employ ed ..... .................................... .. .
Professional, technical, and kindred workers..
Manegers and administrators, except farm .....
Sales workars ....................... ..........................
Clerical and kindred workers ..........................
Craftsman and kindred workers .....................
Operatives, except transport ..........................
Transport equipment operatives .....................
Leborers, except farm ,,,, ,,.,, .,.,,, ,0,,,................
Fermers and farm managers ...........................
Farm Ieborars end farm foremen ....................
Service workers, except private household .....
Privata household workers .............................
Unknown ... ....................................................
Whita collar .,, ,,,.,,...,, ,,.,,.,,.., .,.,, ,,,,, .................
Bhsacollar ......................................................
Service ...........................................................
Farm ...................................................... ........
Currently unemployed ........................................
17-44 vears
Total laborforce .................................
Currantly employed ..... .......................................
Professlonel, technical, and kindred workers..
Managers end administrators, except farm .....
Sales workers .................................................
Clerical end kindred workers ..........................
Creftsmen and kindred workers .....................
Operatives, except transport ..........................
Transport equipment operatives .....................
Laborars, excapt farm ....................................
Farmers and farm managers .................. .........
Farm Ialxrrars and farm foremen., ..................
Service workers, except private household .....
Privata household workers .............................
Unknown ............................................... ........
Whita collar ....................................................
Blue collar .................................................... ..
Service ....i ..................................................... .
Farm ..............................................................
Currantly unemployed........................................
Number
in
thousands
92,638
85,168
13,176
9,581
5,391
14,687
11,296
9,798
3,180
3,548
1,505
1,050
10,146
1,068
765
42,835
27,822
11,202
2,555
7,470
61,269
55,492
9,215
5,219
3,347
10,256
7,167
6,594
2,119
2,642
568
724
6,709
429
505
28,036
18,521
7,137
1,292
6,777
Short-stay hospitals
Parcent
with
episoda
in year
9.4
9.0
8.4
6.7
9.1
10.2
7.6
10.1
7.8
7.5
8.2
6.6
10.3
8.1
22
B.5
10.1
7.6
14.1
8.9
8.5
7.8
7.3
8,5
10.3
6.7
9.6
7.2
6.7
5.5
5.5
9.9
10.0
6.1
8.7
7.8
9.9
1;::
Discharges
per 100
persons
per year
11.7
11.0
10.2
11.2
10.8
12.6
9.6
12.2
9.2
9.7
11.0
6.3
12.3
8.0
1?3
10.5
11.9
9.0
19.6
10.7
10.1
9.0
9.4
9.9
12.1
8.1
11.5
9.2
8.9
l 5.6
5.7
11.7
8.9
‘ 5.9
10.3
9.5
11.5
5.7
16.7
Avarage
length of
stay per
discharge
6.9
6.7
6.5
6.7
6.4
6.2
7.6
6.5
7,6
7.1
6.8
l6.3
7.0
7.5
l8.2
6.4
;::
6.7
8.1
5.8
5.6
5.9
5.7
4.7
::
R
5.0
l4. 1
l5.4
5.5
l3.8
l6.7
5.4
6.1
5.5
l4.9
6.9
Physician visits
T
Percent Visits
with visit per parson
in year per yaar
73.4 I 4.5
73.3 4.4
77.6 5.0
73.8 4.2
73.9 4.3
79.7 5.2
66.0 3.4
70.7 4.5
69.8 3.2
64.6 3.3
60.9 3.6
60.5 3.2
76.9 4.9
71.9 4.8
60.9
77,0 z
67.9 3.7
76.5 4.9
60.7 3.4
73.9 5.6
73.8 4.3
73.7 4.2
77.7 4.8
73.1 4.0
72.9 4.0
81.2 5.1
65.6 3.2
71.1 4.3
69.4 2.9
64.3 3.2
58.3 3.4
59.9 2.6
78.2 4.8
71.6 4.7
61.0 2.4
77.5 4.7
87.8 3.5
77.8 4.8
58.2 2.9
74.0 5.3
Dental visits
Percent
with visit
in year
52.5
52.9
67.1
80.5
59.6
60.8
44.6
40.7
40.5
41.3
44.0
33.9
47.1
34.5
45.3
62.5
42.4
46.9
39.8
47.6
54.7
55.2
66.5
60.8
61.1
62.2
46.9
43.5
43.6
45.3
50.7
36.7
53.3
45.9
46.9
63.2
45.1
52.9
42.8
49.5
Visits
per person
per year
1.7
1.7
2.2
2.0
2.1
2.0
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.3
0.9
1.6
1.1
X
1.3
1.6
1.1
1.8
1.7
1.7
2.1
1.8
2.0
1.9
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.5
1.3
0.9
1.7
1.4
1.2
2.0
1.3
1.7
1.1
1.7
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 13. Number of parsons 17 years of aga and over in the labor force and average rate of utilization of medical and dental services,
by age, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76-Con.
Short-stay hospitals Physician visits Dental visits
7Percentwith visitin yearNumlwrinthousandsAge, employment status,and occupeticm Percentwithepisodein year Dischargesper 100parsonspar year Averagelength ofstay perdischarge Parcentwith visitin year Visitsper personper yaar Visitspar personper year
4S64 years
Total labor force ................................. 28,353 10.3 13.3 8.4 72.4 4.7
4.6
5.4
4.4
4.4
5.2
3.6
4.7
4.0
3.3
3.4
x
4.8
3.4
4.9
4.1
4,9
3.6
7.2
5.2
49.4
49.9
59.3
61.1
58.6
58.2
41.7
35.6
35.1
30.7
45.7
28.1
36.7
26,7
41.7
62.1
37.6
35.3
40.8
40.7
36.9
1.8
1.8
2.4
2.2
2.3
2,1
1.5
1.2
0.9’
1.0
1.4
“0,9
1.4
“0.9
“1 .4
2.2
1.3
1.4
1.3
2.1
1,4
Cuwently employad ............................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers..
Managers and administrators, except farm .....
Sales workers ....................... ..........................
Clerical and kindred workers ..........................
Craftsmen and kindred workers .....................
Operatives, except transport ..........................
Transport equipment operatives .....................
Laborers, excapt farm .............. ......................
Farmers and farm managers ...........................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ....................
Service workers, except private howrhold .....
Private household workers .............................
Unknown .......................................................
White collar ............... ........................ .............
Blue collar ......................................................
Barvica ................................................... .. ......
Farm .................................... ..........................
Currently unemployed ........................................
26,832
3,616
3,975
1,780
4,150
3,873
3,014
1,006
798
685
2,X
475
228
13,521
8,691
3,440
952
1,521
3,016
9.8
9.2
10.2
9.6
9.9
9.0
11.3
6.7
10.2
8.6
9.7
11.3
5.5
+8.8
9.7
9.9
10.5
8.8
18.2
12.6
12.3
12.2
12.9
11.9
13.2
11.6
13.4
9.5
12.3
12.3
l8.6
13.5
l4.8
l1 1.0
12.7
12.0
12.3
11.2
30.0
18.2
8.1
7.3
7.4
8.6
8.0
8.3
7.6
9.7
9.6
l7.4
‘ 7.6
9.8
l9.8
l 7.8
7.7
8.3
9.6
7.4
10.0
9.8
72.4
77.5
74.5
75.2
75.6
66.6
70.0
70.0
63.7
59.9
61.0
74.7
70.9
61.4
75.8
67.9
74.2
60.2
73.4
74.6
65 veers and ovar
Total labor force .,.,............,..........,,.,..
Currently employed .... .................................. ......
Professional, technical, and kindred workers..
Manegers and administrators, except farm .....
Seles workers ................................... ..............
Clerical and kindred workers ..... .....................
Craftsmen and kindred workers .....................
Operatives, excapt transport ..........................
Transport equipment operatives .....................
Laborers, except farm ....................................
Farmers and farm managers ...........................
Farm laborers and farm foreman ....................
service workers, excapt private household .....
Private household workars .............................
Unknown .......................... ................... ..........
White collar ... ................ .... .............................
Blue collar ......................................................
service ...........................................................
Farm ..............................................................
Currently unemployed ........................................
2,844
346
387
264
281
256
190
1%
252
59
471
153
’21
1,278
610
624
311
173
12.3
14.5
11.9
13.6
12.8
14.5
lI 0.0
“14.5
l8.3
13.5
l6.8
10.8
lI 1.1
l19.0
13.1
12.0
10.9
11.9
16.8
17.8
21.4
18.9
15.5
22.4
21.1
19.5
l7.3
l9.3
19.4
l3.4
14.9
l16.3
l23.8
19.6
17.2
15.2
16.1
26.0
9.5
+7.5
8.8
l9.2
10.7
11.9
l7.5
l11.3
l34.2
l 7.5
l9.5
l7.1
l10.8
‘1 9.6
9.0
12.4
8.1
* 7.7
*12.6
74.6
76.6
76.5
78.8
83.3
69.5
65.3
81.8
78.7
69.4
56.1
72.6
75.8
+57.1
78.5
71,3
73.2
68.5
75.1
5.3
6.1
5.0
6.2
5.5
4.3
7.2
l2.1
l3.9
4.5
‘4.4
5.3
5.5
l1.5
5.6
4.9
5.4
4.4
3.9
36.5
60.1
49.6
46.2
45,2
26,6
24.7
21.8
22.2
24.2
l 25.4
23.8
26.1
‘47.6
50.9
24.8
24,4
24.4
43.4
E
2,2
2,2
l 0.8
l1.1
l0.8
l.
l0.2
‘0.8
l0.7
l 0.6
90.6
+.
2.2
l0.7
*0.6
l0.8
l1.8
NOTES: For official population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the Usrited States, in
Clwrent Population Reports, Series P-20, P-25, and P-60; and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, Employment and Earnings.
Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendw I. An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the relative standard error
is more than 30 percent.
Tabla 14. Numbar of parsons 17 years of aga and over in the labor force and average rate of utilization of medical and dental services.
by sex, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76
Sex, employment status,
and occupation
Both sexes
Total labor force .................... ............
Currently employed ...........................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers.
Managars and administrators, except farm ....
Sales workers ................................................
Clarical and kindrad workers .........................
Craftsmen and kindred workars ........ ............
Operatives, except transport .........................
Transport aquipment operatives..,., ...............
Laborars, excapt farm ...................................
Farmera and farm managers ..........................
Farm Iaborars and farm foremen ................ ....
Sawica workers, except private household .....
Privata houaahold workers ............................
Unknown .......................................................
Whita collar ....................................................
Blua collar ......... .............................................
Sawica ...........................................................
Farm ..............................................................
Currantly unamployad, .......................................
Mala
Total labor force .................................
Currantly amployed .!, .,,.,.,,..,.,,,.,., ......................
Professional, technical, and kindrad workers..
Managars and administrators, axcapt farm .....
Sales workars .................................................
Clarlcal and kindred workers..., ......................
Craftsman and kindrad workers .....................
Oparativas, except transport .,,.,.,,,,.,,,.,,.., ......
Transport equipmant operatives .....................
Laborars, axcapt farm ....................................
Farmars and farm managers ...........................
Farm Iaborars and farm foreman ....................
Sarvica wmrkars, axcept privete household .....
Private household workers .............................
Unknown .......................................................
Whita collar ............................. .......................
Blua collar ......................................................
SawIce ...........................................................
Farm
Currantly unemployed..., ...................... ..............
in
thousand!
92,63{
85,16[
13,17(
9,581
5,391
14,s8
11 ,2ef
9,79E
3,1 B(
3,54E
1,50E
1,05C
10,14E
1,0s
755
42,S35
27,B22
11,202
2,555
7,47C
55,11s
51,119
7,895
7,405
3,079
3,287
10,615
5,929
2,984
3,210
1,414
775
4,212
33
472
21,475
22,737
4,245
2.1S9
3;889
Parcen
with
episodf
in year
9.4
9.(
S.4
8.7
8.1
10.2
7.6
10.1
7.E
7.!
8.2
8.6
10.3
8.1
7.3
:::
10.1
7.6
14.1
7.7
7.4
6.2
8.1
7.8
8.2
?0
7.6
7.0
8.4
5.s
7.8
l6.1
4.7
7.4
7.5
7.8
7.5
11.3
Short-stay hospitals
Discharga!
par 100
persons
par yaar
11.7
11.C
10.2
11.1
10..5
12.6
9.6
12.2
9.2
9.7
11.0
6.3
12.3
8.0
7.9
11.3
10.5
11.9
9.0
19.6
9.9
9.3
7.8
10.5
9.6
9.9
9.2
9.5
9.1
9.3
11.2
6.1
10.3
l6.1
“4.4
9.3
9.3
10.3
9.5
16.9
Average
length o
stay per
discharg(
6.$
6.7
6$<
6.7
6.4
6.2
7.E
6.!
7.C
7.1
6.8
l8.3
7.C
7.5
“B.;
6.4
7.1
:$
8.1
7.6
7.4
7.1
6.7
7.2
8.2
:::
7.8
7.5
6.8
l6.9
S.6
l3.5
l9.7
7.2
7.5
8.6
6.8
8.7
Physician visits
Percent
with visii
in year
73.4
73.3
77.6
73.8
73.9
79.7
66.0
70.7
69.6
64.6
60.9
60.5
76.9
71.9
60.9
77.0
67.9
76.5
60.7
73.9
67.5
67.6
71.3
71.0
68.9
69.1
65.1
66.0
68.8
63.3
60.3
%.4
69.7
“51 .5
53.6
70.5
65.6
69.6
58.9
66.4
Visits
per person
per year
4.5
4.4
- 5.0
4.2
4.3
5.2
3.4
4.5
3.2
3.3
3.6
3.2
4.9
4.8
2.7
4.8
3.7
4.9
3.4
5.6
3.7
3.6
3.9
3.9
3.7
3.9
3.2
3.9
3.0
3.1
3.4
2.9
4.2
l3.2
2.1
3.9
3.4
4.1
3.3
4.4
Dantal visits
Percent
with visi
in year
52.E
52.5
67.1
60.5
58.6
60.:
44.e
40.;
40,:
41.2
44.C
33.~
47.1
34.~
45.3
62.5
42.4
45.9
39.E
47.5
49.4
49.9
64.7
60.1
58.9
52.4
%:
39.8
40.8
43.3
31.2
44.0
‘30.3
43.9
60.4
42.2
43.9
39.0
42.S
Visits
per person
per yaar
1.7
1.7
2.2
2.0
2.1
2.0
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.3
0.9
1.6
1.1
1.2
2.1
1.3
1.6
1.1
1.8
1.5
;;
1.9
1.8
1.5
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.3
1.3
0.9
1.4
l2.9
l1.1
1.9
1.3
1.4
1.1
1.7
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 14. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor f orce and average rate of utilization of medical and dental services,
by sex, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76–Con.
Sex, employment status,
and occupation
Famale
Total labor force .................................
Currently employed ............................................
Professional, technical, and kindrad workers..
Managers and administrators, axcept farm .. ...
Sales workers ... . . .. .. . .... . ..... .... . .. ... ... ... .... . .. .. .. ..
Clerical and kindred workers ..........................
Craftsmen and kindred workers .....................
Operatives, except transport ..........................
Transport aquipment oparativas .....................
Laborers, except farm ....................................
Farmers and farm managers ...........................
Farm laborers and farm foreman ....................
Service workers, except private household .....
Private household workers ............ .................
Unknown .......................................................
White collar ....................................................
Blue collar ............................ ..........................
8ervice ...........................................................
Farm ...................................................... ........
Currently unemployed ........................................
7Numberin
37,520
34,049
5,481
2,176
2,312
11,390
681
3,869
196
338
91
275
5,934
1,023
282
21,360
5,084
6,957
366
3,471
Short-stay hospitals
-1---1-Percent Discharges Averagewith per 100 Iangth ofepisoda persons stay perin yaar per year discharge
12.0 14.4 6.2
11.4 13.6 6.0
11.4 13.6 5.9
10.9 13.7 6.6
10.8 12.5 5.6
10.9 13.4 5.6
12.8 14.8 l5.5
13.4 16.4 6.2
11.7 lI 0.7 ‘5.0
12.1 13.0 l4.5
l 5.5 l5.5 l7.O
6.7 ‘6.9 l4.9
12.1 13.8 6.1
6.3 8.2 7.5
11.7 13.8 l 7.4
11.0 13.4 5.9
13.2 15.8 5.9
11.6 12.9 6.3
7.9 l6.6 l 5.3
17.3 22.7 7.6
Phvsician visits
Percent
with visit
in yaar
62.0
82.0
86.4
83.4
80.7
82.7
61.4
77.8
64.7
77.2
69.2
71.6
82.1
72.5
73.0
83.5
78.5
80.7
71.3
82.6
Visits
per person
per year
5.7
5.6
6.5
5.4
5.0
5.5
6.1
5.3
6.1
4.7
‘5.4
4.2
5.4
4.9
3.6
5.7
5.4
5.3
4.5
7.0
Oental visits
Percent
with visit
in year
57.1
57.5
70.4
61.6
60.6
63.2
53.5
40.6
61.5
46.2
54.9
41.5
49.3
34.7
47.5
64.6
43.1
47,1
44.8
53.2
Visits
per person
per year
2.0
2,0
2.6
2.1
2.4
2.1
1.2
1.4
l1.5
l1.6
l1.4
‘0,8
1.7
1.0
l1.4
2.2
1.4
1.6
l 0.9
1.9
NOTES: For official population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the United States, in
Ctmren t Population Reports, Series P-20, P-25, and P-60;and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, Employment and Earnings.
ReIative standard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendix L An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the relative standard error
is more than 30 percent.
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Table 15, Number of persons 17 years of age and ovar in the labor force and average rate of utilization of medical and dental sarvices,
by family income, employment stetus, and occupation: United States, 1975-76
Family income, employment status,
and occupation
All incomesl
Total labor force ................................
Currently employ ed ...........................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers.
Manegers and administrators, except farm ....
Sales workers ................................................
Clerical and kindred workers .........................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ........... .... .....
Operatlvas, except transport .........................
Transport equipment operatives,..,.., .............
Laborars, except farm ...................................
Farmers and farm managers ..........................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ...................
Service workers, except private household ....
Privata household workers ..................... .......
Unknown ......................................................
White coller ....................... ............................
Blue collar .....................................................
service ..........................................................
Farm ................. ............................................
Currently unemployed .......................................
Less than $10,000
Total labor force ................................
Currentlyemployed...........................................
Professional, technical, and kindrad workers.
Managers and administrators, except farm ....
Sales workers ............................... .................
Clerical and kindrad workers ..........................
Craftsman and kindred workers .....................
Operatives, except transport .........................
Transport equipment operatives..., ............. ....
Laborers, except farm ....................................
Farmers and farm managers ............. ..............
Farm laborers and farm foremen .............. ......
Setvlce workers, except private household .....
Private household workars ........ .....................
Unknown .......................................................
White collar ....... ...................... .. .....................
Blue collar ................. .....................................
Servica ......... ............ ......................................
Farm .............................. ................................
Currently unemployed .,,.,.,,.., .............................
in
thousand:
92,638
85,168
13,176
9,581
5,391
14,687
11,296
9,798
3,180
3,548
1,505
1,050
10,146
1,056
755
42,835
27,822
11,202
2,555
7,470
26,413
22,935
2,017
1,354
1,237
3,844
2,694
3,373
949
1,417
626
616
4,141
723
142
B,252
B,434
4,664
1,243
3,478
Short-stay hospitals
Percen
with
episod{
in yeal
9.,
9.[
B.,
8,;
9,’
1o.:
7S
1o.’
7.[
7.[
8.;
6.f
10:
8.1
7,:
9.:
B.!
10.1
7.C
14.1
10.2
9.7
9.1
10.1
9.5
10.6
6.0
11.3
7.6
8.0
9.1
7.4
10.5
8.0
l9.2
10.0
9.2
10.2
8.2
13.9
per 100
persons
per year
11.7
11.0
10.2
11.2
10.6
12.6
9.6
12.2
9.2
9.7
11.0
6.3
12.3
B.O
7.9
11.3
10.5
11.9
9.0
19.6
12.5
11.5
11.9
14.1
11.2
13.4
9.3
13.5
9.0
8.4
13.0
6.3
11.5
7.6
l14.1
12.B
10.8
10.9
9.7
18.7
Average
length of
stay per
discharge
6.9
6.7
6.5
6.7
6.4
6.2
7.6
6.5
7.6
7.1
6.8
l6.3
7.0
7.5
l8.2
6.4
7.1
7.0
6.7
8.1
7.6
7.4
6.6
6.7
6.1
6.9
9.2
6.5
8.5
10.5
l6.6
“7.3
7.7
“8.4
l11.8
6.7
6.0
7.7
6.9
8.2
Physician visits
Percent
with visit
in year
73.4
73.3
77.6
73.8
73.9
79.7
66.0
70.7
69.6
64.6
60.9
60.5
76.9
71.9
60.9
77.0
67.9
76.5
60.7
73.9
72.7
72.6
79.1
72.5
74.7
81.1
63.6
69.8
67.5
64.4
59.2
60.5
77.7
71.6
61.3
78.2
66.6
76.8
59.9
73.1
Visits
per persor
per year
4.!
4.4
5.C
4.:
4.3
5.?
3.4
4.5
3.2
3.3
3.6
3.2
4.9
4.8
2.7
4.8
3.7
4.9
3.4
5.6
4.6
4.5
5.6
3.4
4.7
5.5
3.3
4.5
2.8
3.2
3.4
3.6
5.3
4.8
4.0
5.1
3.7
5.2
3.5
5.1
Dental visits
Percent
with visit
in yaar
52.5
52.9
67.1
60.5
59.6
60.8
44.6
40.7
40.5
41.3
44.0
33.9
47.1
34.5
45.3
62.5
42.4
45.9
39.8
47.6
41.8
42.0
59.1
47.3
4B.B
54.5
35.3
34.8
33.0
32.2
33.6
28.0
40.0
30.6
35.2
53.6
34,3
38.6
30.7
41.0
Visits
per parson
per yaar
1.7
1.7
2.2
2.0
2.1
2.0
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.3
0.9
1.6
1.1
1.2
2.1
1.3
1.6
1.1
1.6
1.4
1.3
1.8
1.3
2.0
1.8
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
“k:
1.4
1.1
‘1.2
1.7
1.0
~8
1.6
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 15. Number of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and average rate of utilization of medical end dental services,
by family income, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-76-Con.
Family incoma, employment status,
and occupation
$10,000 or mora
Total labor force .................................
Currently employ ed ............................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers..
Managers and administrators, except farm .....
Sales workers ....................... ..........................
Clerical and kindred workers ..........................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ....... ..............
Operatives, except transport ..........................
Transport equipment operatives .....................
Laborers, except farm ......... ...........................
Farmers and farm managers ...........................
Farm laborers and farm foremen .......... ..........
Sewice workers, except private household .....
Privata household workers .............. ...............
Unknown ...................................... ...........i .....
White collar ....................... .............................
Blue collar ................ ..................... .................
S8wice ............................ ...............................
Farm ..............................................................
Currently unemployed ........................................
Number
in
thousands
59,498
56,015
10,506
7,442
3,741
10,108
7,814
5,734
1,982
1,B57
735
328
5,214
234
320
31,796
17,387
5,448
1,064
3,483
Short-stay hospitals
Percent
with
episode
in year
9.2
8.9
8.3
8.7
9.2
10.2
7.7
9.6
7.7
7.3
7.3
l4.6
10.5
10.3
8.1
9.1
8.3
10.5
6.5
14.2
Discharges
per 100
pereons
per year
11.6
11.0
10.0
11.1
11.0
12.6
9.9
11.6
8.8
10.3
8.7
+5.5
13.2
l11.5
l6.9
11.2
10.4
13.1
7.7
20.1
Average
length of
stay per
discharge
8.5
6.3
6.3
6.6
6.5
5.8
6.8
6.6
6.7
“ 5.4
l6.6
l2.8
6.5
‘4.9
‘7.6
6.2
6.6
6.5
l 5.8
7.6
Physician visits
Percent
with visit
in year
74.6
74.5
78.0
74.7
74.2
79.8
67.6
71.8
71.7
66.2
63.3
62.8
77.5
73.5
69.7
77.3
69.3
77.4
63.1
76.0
Visits
par ~rson
per year
4.5
4.4
4.9
4.4
4,1
5.1
3.5
4.5
3.5
3.3
3.8
2.7
4.7
5.1
2.4
4.8
3.8
4.7
3.4
6.3
Dental visits
Percant
with visit
in yaar
57.8
58.0
68.9
63.4
63.4
63.3
46,4
44.7
45.0
49.2
53.3
44.8
53.4
60.9
54.4
65.2
46.9
53.3
50.7
64.9
Visits
per Mrson
per yeer
1.9
1.9
2,3
2,2
2.1
2.1
1.5
1.4
1.2
1.5
1.3
l1.6
1.8
l1.2
l1.5
2.2
1.4
1.8
1.4
2.0
NOTES: For officiel population estimates for more generaI use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the United States, in
Crmerrt Population Reports, Series P-20, P-25, and P-60; end Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, Employment and Earnings.
Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendix I. An asteriak in front of an estimate indicates that the relative stsnderd error
is more thsn 30 percent.
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Table 16. Number and percent distribution of persons 17-64 years of age in the labor force by private hospital and surgical insurance
coveraga, according to aga, employment status, and occupation: United Statas, 1976 “
Age, employment status, and occupation
All agas
Total labor force ...........................................................
Currently employed ......................................................................
Professional, tachnical, and kindred workers ..........................
Managers and administrators, except farm ...............................
Sales workers .................................... .................... ...................
Clerical and kindred workers ...................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ........................................ .......
Operatives, except tranWort ....................................................
Transport equipment operatives ..............................................
Laborers, axcept farm ..............................................................
Fermers and farm managars.....................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen .............................................
Service wcwkers, except private household............................ ...
Private household workers .......................................................
Unknown ........................................................................ .........
White collar .................................... .........................................
Blue collar ,,, .,, .,, ., .,....,. .............................................................
Sawice .....................................................................................
Farm ............. ...........................................................................
Currently unemployed ..................................................................
17-44 years
Total Iebor force .................................. .. .......................
Currently employed ......................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workars ...........................
Managers end administrators, except farm ,,..0,.,...,,,,.,., ,, .!,..,,..!
Sales workers ...........................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers ...................................................
Craftsman and kindred workers ...............................................
Operatives, except transport ....................................................
Transport equipment operatives ..............................................
Laborers, except farm ..............................................................
Farmers and farm managers......... ............................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen .............................................
Service workers, except private household., ........................... ..
Private household workers .......................................................
Unknown .................................................................................
White collar .............................................................. ...............
Blue collar ,.................$............................ .............. ..................
Sarvlce ,..,,,.,., ....!...... ,.,.,,,.,., !........,,. .......... ......!..... .................. .
Farm ..........................................................,,. ,..,,.,...,,,., ............
Currantly unemployed ..................................................................
Number
in
thousands’
91,128
84,231
13,274
9,520
5,252
14,862
11,141
9,880
3,209
3,508
1,208
947
9,751
883
796
42,907
27;739
10,635
2,155
6,896
62.741
57,268
9,590
5,460
3,440
10,670
7,301
6,912
2,184
2,740
549
688
6,760
410
566
29,160
19,137
7,170
1,235
5,474
Hospital Surgical
All insurance insurance
parsonsl
Insured Not Insured Notinsured insured
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Percent distribution
83.7
85.9
93.1
89.9
85.5
89.3
86.1
86.8
82.6
76.5
74.5
52.8
78.8
57.1
74.5
90.1
84.7
77.0
64.9
56.3
81.5
84.2
92.4
88.9
84.3
87.9
83.8
84.1
80.2
74.7
71.4
51.3
76.1
53.2
70.7
89.1
82.2
74.7
60.2
53.1
15.C
12.1
6.C
9.C
13.3
9.1
12.7
11.E
15.7
21.7
24.4
46.9
19.5
41.8
20.9
8.7
13.9
21.4
34.3
42.4
17.1
14.4
6.9
9.8
14.5
10.4
14.9
14.6
17.9
23.7
26.4
48.1
22.3
45.9
25.1
9.6
16.4
23.6
38.5
45.7
84.>
91.5
88.8
83.4
87.9
84.6
84.8
81.5
74.6
72.3
49.9
76.3
53.8
71.2
88.6
83.1
74.6
62.5
54.7
79.8
82.5
90.7
88.0
82.1
86.5
82.2
81.9
79.0
73.2
68.7
48.3
73.7
62.2
67.8
87.6
80.5
62.5
57.4
51.8
14.8
12.6
5,9
8.9
13.1
9.0
12.5
11.7
15.5
21.6
24.4
46.7
19.4
41.1
20.9
8.5
13.7
21.2
34.2
42.3
17.0
14.3
6.7
9.6
14.4
10.3
14.7
14.5
17.6
23.6
26.4
48.1
22.2
45.9
25.1
9.4
16.3
23.5
38.5
45.5
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 16. Number and percent distribution of persons 17-64 years of aga in the labor force by private hospital and surgical insurance
coverage, according to age, employment status, and occupation: United Statas, 1976–Con.
Age, employment status, and occupation
45.64 years
Totel labor force ...........................................................
Currantly employed ......................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ...........................
Managers and administrators, except farm ............................ ...
Sales workars ............................................... ...... .... .. ................
Clerical and kindred workers ............... ....................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ............ ...... ................ ...... .... .. .
Operatives, except transport ....................................................
Transport equipment operatives ......... .....................................
Laborers, except farm .................................................. ...... ......
Farmers and farm managers.....................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen .............................................
Service workers, except private household..... .......... ...... ..........
Private household workers ............................... ............. ...........
Unknown ............................................. ................................ ....
White collar ............. .............. .................... ................ ...... ........
Blue collar ....................... ........................................................
Sewice ............. ............................................................ ............
Farm ...................................... ............ ............................ ..........
Currently unemployed ...................................................... .... .... ....
Number
in
thousandsl
28,386
26,964
3,684
4,059
1,812
4,191
3,841
2,969
1,025
768
659
261
2,991
473
231
13,746
8,602
3,465
92a
1,422
All
personsl
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Insured Not Insured Notinsured insured
Percent distribution
88.5
89.5
95.0
91.3
87.9
92.7
90.5
93.0
87.6
82.7
77.1
56.7
85.0
60.5
83.5
92.3
90.4
81.6
71.3
68.7
10.2
9.2
4.0
7.9
10.9
5.9
8.5
5.2
11.0
14.6
22.8
43.7
13.3
37.8
l10.4
6.6
8.2
16.7
28.7
30.0
86.7 10.1
87.8 9.1
93.6 3.9
89.8 7.9
85.8 10.5
91.5 5.8
89.1 8.4
91.6 5.0
86.7 10.8
79.7 14.3
75.1 22.8
54.4 42.9
82.2 13.3
55.2 37.0
78.8 * 10.4
90.8 6,5
88.8 8.0
78.5 16.5
69.2 28.5
66.1 30.0
lrncludespersons of unknown insuranceStatUS.
NOTES: For official population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the
United States, in CW’rentPopulation Reports, Series P-20, P-25, and P-60; and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, Employment
and Earnings.’
Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendix I. An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the
relative standard error is more than 30 percent.
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Table 17, Number end percent distribution of persons 17-64 years of age in the labor force by private hospital and wrgical insurance
coverage, according to sex, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1976
Sex, employment stetus, and occupation
Both sexes
Total labor force ...........................................................
Currently employed ......................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ... ......................,,
Managers and administrators, except farm ....... ........ .... ...... ......
Sales workars ....................,.,. ,,.,,. ., .,,,..,. ...................................
Clerical and khsdrad workars ................................ ...................
Craftsmen and kindrad workars ............................... ................
Operatives, axcept transport ,.,..,.,,,,, ,,.,,,.,,., ,,,.,,,,,,,,,.,., ,,,,, ,,,.,..
Transport aquipment operatives ..............................................
Laborars, axcept farm ,,..,,.,,,,..,,,..,.,,, .................................. .....
Farmers and farm managers,,, ,,. ..,..,....,,, ..................................
Farm Iaborars and farm foreman ........................... ..................
Service workers, except private household..0,...........................
Prlvata housahold workers .......................................................
Unknown .................................................................... .............
Whita collar ....... ......................................................................
Blua collar ............................................................................ ...
Farm ........................................................................................
Currently unemployed ... ,,, ,.,,.,.,,,,,,, ..............................................
Male
Total labor forca ............................................... ............
Currently employed ....................., .................................... ............
Professional, tachnical, and kindrad workers ...........................
Managars and administrators, except farm...,.,,...,,...,,.,.,..........
Salas workars ,,. .,, ,.,, .................................................................
Clarical and kindred workers ...................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers .................... .................. .........
Oparatlvas, axcapt transport ........................ .......... ..................
Transport aquipmant operatives .................................. ............
Laborers, except farm ..............................................................
Farmers and farm managers.....................................................
Farm laborers and farm foramen .............................................
Sarvice workers, excapt private household.,..., .........................
Private housahold workers ..,, .,., .,, ,,, ,., .,. ., .,....!,...,.,,,.. ...............
Unknown .................... .................................................. ...........
White collar ................................. .......... ...... .................... ........
Blua collar ...............................................................................
Saw ice,,,. ,,,. ..,,.,,,,., ,..,,.,,,,,.,,.,,., ... ,,. ,, .......................... .. ...........
Ferm ,.,.,,,,,,,.,...,,, .......................... ...........................................
Currently unamployad ........................................... ................ .......
See footnotes at end of table.
Number
in
thousandsl
91,128
84,231
13,274
9,52a
5,252
14,862
11,141
9,880
3,209
3,5r3a
1,208
947
9,751
883
796
42,907
27,739
10,635
2,155
6,896
53.791
50,249
7,802
7,307
2,923
3,254
10,459
5,954
3,018
3,172
1,121
721
3,981
l31
507
21,286
22,602
4,012
1,842
3,542
Hospital Surgical
All insuranca insurance
personsl
Insured Not Insured Notinsurad insured
100.0
100.0
100!0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Percent distribution
83.7
85.9
93.1
89.9
85.5
68.3
6s.1
E::
76.5
74.5
52.8
78.8
57.1
74.5
90.1
84.7
77.0
54.9
55.3
B3.7
66.0
93.0
90.2
86.6
90.7
86.1
86.8
82.5
75.5
74,1
52.8
80.6
l51 .6
73.2
90.8
84,3
80.4
65.8
51.1
15.0
12.7
6.0
9.0
13.3
9.1
12.7
11,8
15.7
21.7
24.4
45.9
19.5
41.6
20.9
8.7
13.9
21.4
34.3
42.4
15,0
12.7
6.2
8.7
12$0
7.6
12.8
11.8
15.7
22.5
24.7
46.6
17.8
‘45.2
22.7
8.1
14.3
18.0
33.3
47.6
81.9
84.2
91.5
88.8
83.4
87.9
84.6
84.8
81.5
74.6
72.3
49.9
76.3
53.8
71,2
88.6
83.1
74.5
62.5
54.7
82.1
84.3
91.3
89.0
85.2
89.2
B4.6
84.9
81.4
73.9
71.7
49.7
78.4
l51 .6
70.0
89.4
82.8
78.2
63.1
49.7
14,8
12.6
5.9
l=
9.0
12.5
11.7
15.5
21.6
24.4
46.7
19.4
41.1
20,9
8.5
13.7
21.2
34.2
42.3
14.9
12.6
6.1
8.6
11.7
7.5
12.6
11.8
15.4
22,4
24.7
46.5
17.6
l45.2
22.7
7.9
14.1
17.8
33.2
47.6
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Table 17. Numb&r and percent distribution of persons 17-64 years of age in the labor force by private hospital and surgical insurance
covarage, according to sex, employment status, and occupation: United Statas, 1976-Con.
Sex, employment status, and occupation
Female
Total labor force .............. ........................................ .....
Currently employed ............................................................ ..........
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ...........................
Managers and administrators, except farm.., ............................
Sales workers .......................................................... .................
Clerical and kindred workers ............... ....................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ............................... ................
Operatives, excapt transport .........................................o..........
Transport equipment operatives ..............................................
Laborars, except farm ..............................................................
Farmers and farm managers.....................................................
Farm laborers and farm foreman ........................................... ..
Service workers, except private household...............................
Private household workers ..................................... ..................
Unknown ............... .........................................j ........................
White collar ............................... ............................ ..................
Blua collar ...............................................................................
Sewice ............................ ............................................ .............
Farm ........................................................................................
Currently unemployed ..................................................................
Number
in
thousands
37,336
33,983
5,471
2,213
2,329
11,608
6B2
3,926
191
336
87
226
5,770
853
290
21,621
5,136
6,623
313
3,354
Parcent distribution
100.0 83.7
100.0 85.8
100.0 93.3
100.0 89.0
100.0 84.2
100.0 88.9
100.0 87.0
100.0 86.6
100.0 83.8
100.0 85.4
100.0 79.3
100.0 52.7
100.0 77.6
100.0 57.1
100.0 76.6
100.0 89.5
100.0 86.5
100.0 74.9
100.0 60.1
100.0 61.9
14.9
12.8
5.8
10,0
14,9
9.6
11.4
11.7
l16.8
14.0
*20.7
47.3
20.7
41.4
17.6
9.2
12,0
23.4
39.9
37.0
81.8
83.9
91.7
87.8
81.2
87.5
83.9
84.7
81.7
81.3
79.3
50.9
74.9
53.7
73.1
87.9
84.2
72.2
58.8
60.0
14.8
12.6
5.6
9.9
14.9
9.4
11.4
11.5
l16.8
14.0
l20.7
47.3
20.7
40.9
17.6
9.1
11.9
23.3
39.9
36.7
lInclude~ persons of unknown insurence s~tus.
NOTES: For pfficial population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the
United States, in Current Population Reports, Series P-20, P-25, and P-60; and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, Employment
and Earnings. ”
Relative standard errors of estimates for th~ table are found in appendix I. An aateriak in front of an estimate indicatea that the
relative standard error ia more than 30 percent.
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Table 18. Number and percent distribution of persons 17-64 years of age in the labor force by private hospital and surgical insurance
coverage, according to family income, employment status, and occupation: Unitad States, 1976
Family income, employment status, and Occupation
All incomes2
Total labor force . .. .. .... .. .. .. ..... .... .. .. .... .... . .. ... .... ... . ..... ... .
Currently employ ed .... .... .. .... .. .... ... ... .... .... .. ... ... ... ... .... .. .. ..... . .... .. ..
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ... ..... ... .. .. .. ... ... .. ..
Managers and administrators, except farm .. .. ... ... .... ... .. .. .. .... .. ..
Sales workers ... .. ... .... .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... ... ... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .
Clerical and kindred workers ...... .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Craftsmen and kindred workers .. .. .... ... .. .. ...... .. ..... . .. ... ... ... ... ... .
Operatives, excapt transport .... ... .. ..... .. ..... .. ... ... .. .... .. .. .... ... ... .. .
Transport equipment operatives . ..... ... .. ... .... .... . .. .... .. .. .. ... ... .... .
Laborers, except farm ... . .. . .. ... .. .... . .. ... .. ... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .
Farmers and farm managers .... .. ... ... ... .. . ... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ..
Farm laborers and farm foremen .. . .. ... . .. .. .. .. .... ... ... ... ... .. ... . .. .. . .
Servica workers, except private household., .... .. .. .. ... ... .... .... .. .. .
Private household workers ... ..... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... . ..... .... ... .. .. .. .. .. .
Unknown ..... ... ...... ... .. .. .. ... ..... ... ... ... .. .. ... ..... ... .. .... . .. .... .... .... .. .. .
White collar .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .... .. ..... .... .. ... .. .... ... ..... .... . .. ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .
Blue collar ...................... .............................. .............. ...... ...... .
Sewice .....................................................................................
Farm .................... ................................................................~...
Currently unemployed ...................................................................
Less than $10,000
Total labor force . ... ... . ...... .... .... .... .. .... .. .. ... ... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .
Currently employ ed......................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ...........................
Managers and administrators, except farm ...............................
Sales workers .................................... .......................................
Clerical and kindred workers ...................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ............................. .............. ....
Operatives, except transport ....................................................
Transport equipment operatives ..............................................
Laborars, except farm ..............................................................
Farmers and farm managers.....................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ............................................ .
Service workers, except private household.................. .... .........
Private housahold workers ...... ................................. ................
Unknown .......... .............................. ........................ .......... .......
White collar .............................................................................
Blue collar ,,. ..!., .0.,,,..... ............................................................
Service .....................................................................................
Farm .................................................................................... ....
Currantly unemployed ................................................ ..................
Number
in
thousandsl
91,128
84,231
13,274
9,520
5,252
14,862
11,141
9,880
3,209
3,508
1,208
947
9,751
883
796
42,907
27,739
10,635
2,155
6,896
24,114
20,958
“1,947
1,204
1,074
3,408
2,541
3,162
912
1,362
437
534
3,674
558
145
7,633
7,977
4,232
972
3,156
Hospital Surgical
All insurance insurance
personsl
Insured Not Insured Notinsured insured
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Percent distribution
83.7
85.9
93.1
89.9
85.5
89.3
86.1
66.8
82.6
76.5
74.5
52.8
78.8
57.1
74.5
90.1
84.7
77.0
64.9
56.3
66.0
70.2
77.6
75.9
69.9
78.1
68.2
76.2
68.1
63.4
68.4
40.1
64.9
49.1
55.9
76.5
70.5
62.8
52.8
37.6
15.0
12.7
6.0
9.0
13.3
9.1
12.7
11.8
15.7
21.7
24.4
46.9
19.5
41.6
20.9
8.7
13.9
21.4
34.3
42.4
32.4
28.2
21.4
22.8
28.7
19.9
30.2
22.4
29.8
34.4
31.1
59.4
33.1
49.1
42.8
22.0
27.8
35.2
46.7
60.7
81.9
84.2
91.5
88.8
83.4
87.9
84.6
84.8
81.5
74.6
72.3
49.9
76.3
53.8
71.2
88.6
83.1
74.5
62.5
54.7
63.7
67.9
75.6
73.8
67.2
76.3
66.4
73.5
67.0
61.5
67.7
38.2
61.4
45.0
52.4
74.5
68.5
59.2
51.4
35.9
14.8
12.6
5.9
8.9
13.1
9.0
12.5
11.7
15.5
21.6
24.4
46.7
19.4
41.1
20.9
8.5
13.7
21.2
34.2
42.3
32.2
28.0
21.1
22.8
28.5
19.7
30.1
22.3
29.4
34.1
31.1
59.0
33.0
4B.9
42.8
21.8
27.6
35.1
46.5
60.5
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 18. Number and percant distribution of persons 17-64 years of aga in the labor forca by private hospital and surgical insuranca
covarage, according to family income, employment status, and occupation: Unitad States, 1976-Con.
Family income, employment status, and occupation
$10,000 or more
Currently employad ......... ..........................................................0..
Professional, tachnical, and kindred workers ...........................
Managers and administrators, axcept farm.,, ... .........................
Sales workers ......................................... ..................................
Clerical and kindrad workars ...................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ...............................................
Operatives, excapt transport .....................o..............................
Transport equipmant oparativas ..............................................
Laborars, except farm .......... ....................................................
Farmers and farm managers.....................................................
Farm laborers and farm foramen .................................. ...........
Service workars, axcept private household...............................
Private household workars .,. ,,, ,.................................... ............
Unknown .................................................................................
Whita collar .................................... ...............0.....!0,.................
81ue collar ................................................................... ............
Farm ............................. ................... ................,,. .... .................
Currently unemployed ..................................................................
Number
in
[housandsl
60,242
57,005
10,669
7,531
3,767
10,491
7,846
5,981
2,022
1,875
661
314
5,289
230
330
32,457
17,724
5,519
975
3,237
All
personsl
Hospital Surgical
insurance insuranca
Insurad Not I Insured Notinsured insurad
Percent distribution
--u---=
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
92.5
96,2
93.1
90.4
93.4
92.8
92.9
90.3
88.0
77.8
72.0
89.6
79.1
86.7
93.9
92.0
89.1
76.0
75.7
7.4
6,5
3.3
6.1
8.7
5.3
6.4
::
10.6
21.0
28.0
9,2
20.0
11.8
5.2
6.8
9.7
23.3
23.8
90.2
91.1
94,7
92.2
88.3
92.3
91.4
91.4
89.1
85.9
76.2
69.1
87.9
76.5
82.7
92.6
90.6
87.5
73.8
74.3
7.3
6.4
3.2
5.9
8,5
5.1
6.2
5.7
8.1
10.6
21.0
28.0
9,2
19.1
11,8
5,1
6.7
9.6
23,3
23,7
lIncludes persons of unknown insurance status.
21ncludes unknown irSCOISW.
NOTES: For official population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the
United States, in Current Population Reports, Series P-20, P-25, and P-60; and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, Employment
and Earnings.
Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendix L An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the
relative standard error is more than 30 percent.
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Table 19. Number and percent distribution of persons 65 years of age and over in the labor force by private hospital insurance coverage
and Social Security Medicare, according to sex, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1976
Sex, employment status, and occupation
Both sexes
Total labor force ...... .. ................................................................ ..................
Currently employed .............................. ...................................... ............................. ....
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ...........................................................
Managars and administrators, except farm .............. ..................... ............................
Selas workers ...........................................................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers .................................. .................... .............................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ...............................................................................
Operatives, except transport ....................................................................................
Transport equipment operatives ........................ ........................ ..............................
Laborers, except farm ................................................................................ .............
Farmers and farm managers........................ .............................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen .............................................................................
Service workers, except private household ............. ............................................ .....
Private household workers .......................... .............................................................
Unknown ............................ ....................................................................................
White collar ......................................................................................... ....................
Blue collar .......... .....................................................................................................
Servlca.....m...............................................................................................................
Farm .......................................................................................................................
Currantly unemployed ................................................................................ .................
Mala
Total labor force ......................................................................................... .
Currently employed ....................... ..............................................................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers .......................... ......... ........................
Managers and administrators, except farm ...... .........................................................
Sales workers ...........................................................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers ...................................................................................
Craftsmen and kindrad workers ...............................................................................
Operatives, except transport ....................................................................................
Transport equipment operatives ..................................................................... .........
Laborers, except farm ................................................................................. ............
Farmers and farm managers.....................................................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ................................... ..........................................
Service workers, excapt private household ..............................................................
Private household workers .......................................................................................
Unknown .......................................................................... ......................................
White collar ............................................................... ...... ........................................
Blue collar ......................................... ......................................................................
Service........................................ .............................................................................
Farm ...... .................................... .............................................................................
Currently unemployed .................................................................................................
See footnotes at end of table.
Number
in
thousandsl
3,022
2,887
387
421
266
284
245
159
62
118
256
59
463
148
*I8
1,358
585
612
315
135
2,022
1,928
258
319
177
110
228
86
60
107
244
44
282
l5
l9
863
480
288
288
94
Percent distribution
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
96.6
96.6
98.7
96.9
95.1
99.3
95.9
96.9
93.5
94.1
95.7
96.6
95.5
96.6
l1OO.O
97.6
95.4
95.6
95.9
97.0
95.9
95.9
98.8
96.9
93.2
98.2
95.6
95.3
93.3
93.5
96.3
95.5
93.6
*1 00.0
l 100.0
97.0
95.0
93.8
96.2
96.8
2.8
2.8
l0.8
l2.1
* 4.9
l.
+3.7
l1.9
l6.5
l5.9
l4.3
l3.4
l3.5
l3.4
l.
l1.8
l3.9
l3.4
*3.8
*2.2
3.6
3.5
0.8
1.6
6.2
3.9
3.5
6.7
6.5
3.7
4.5
5.7
l.
l.
2.1
4.8
5.6
3.5
3.2
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Table 19. Number and percent distribution of persons 65 years of age and over in the labor form by private hospital insuranca coverage
and Social Security Medicare, according to sax, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1976–Con.
Sex, employment status, and occupation
Female
Total labor force ..........................................................................................
Currently employed ...................................... ........................... ....................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ................ ...........................................
Managers and administrators, except farm ...............................................................
Sales workers ...........................................................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers ...................................................................................
Craftsmen and kindred wrkers ............................................. ..................................
Operatives, axcept tmnsport ....................................................................................
Transport equipment o~ratives .................. ............................................................
Laborers, except farm ...................................................................... ...... .................
Farmars and farm managers.............................................. .......................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ........................................ .....................................
Sarvice workers, except private household ..............................................................
Private household workefi . .... .. ... ... ... ... .... ... ... ... .. .. ..... .. .. . ..... ... .. ... ... .... ... .. .... .. . ... .... ..
Unknown ... . .... .... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .... .... ... ... ... .... .. .... . ... .... .. .... .... .. ... .. ... ... ... ... ... .... ... . .... .
White collar .. .... ... ... . ...... ... .. . .. .. ... ... ... .. .... .... .... .. .. ..... .... ... .. .. ..... .. .. .. .... . .. .. .. ... ...... .. ... .
Blue collar . ..... .... .. ..... .. .... .. .... ... .. ... .... .. .... .... .. .. .. ... ..... .. .... ... .. ..... ... ... ... ... .. .. . ... .... ... ...
Servica ..... ..... ... ... ... ..... .. ... ... ... . .... .... .. ... ... ... .. . ..... .... ... .... ... ... . ... ... . ... ..... . ..... .. ..... .. .. ... .
Currently unemployed .................................................................................................
Number
in
thousandsl
1,000
959
128
103
90
174
lI7
73
*2
lI2
lI2
*I5
181
143
*9
495
104
324
l27
40
All.
personsl
Hospital insurance
II 1
Parcant distribution
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
98.0
98.0
98.4
96.1
97.8
100.0
l100.O
97.3
*1 00.0
+100.0
l83.3
l700.O
98.3
96.5
l100.0
98.6
98.1
97.5
*92.6
100.0
*1.4
*1.6
*1 .6
*3.9
*2.2
*.
l.,
l.
l.
l.
l16.7
l.
l.
*3.5
l.
*1.4
*.
*1.6
* 7.4
l-
lInchldes persons of unknown iMIrt3SI@ Status.
21t iS Usurned that persons reporting Medicare coverage have hospital insurance.
NOTES: For official population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the
United States, in Current Popufatfon Reports, Series P-2o, P-25, and P-60; and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, Employment
and Earnings.
Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendix I. Arr asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the
relative standard error is more than 30 percent.
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Tabla 20. Number and percent distribution of persons 65 years of age and over in the labor force by private hospital insurance coverage
and Social Security Medicare, according to family income, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1976
Family income, employment status, and occupation
All incomes3
Totel Iebor forca ................................................ .................................. ........
Currently employad ............................................................................... ......................
Professional, technicel, and kindred workers ...........................................................
Managers and administrators, except farm ................. ..............................................
Sales workers .... .......................................................................................................
Clerical and kindred wrkers ........ ......................................................................... ..
Craftsmen and kindred workers ...............................................................................
Operatives, except transport ....................................................................................
Transport aquipment operatives ..............................................................................
Laborers, except farm .................................................................................... .........
Farmers and farm managers................................................................... ..................
Farm laborers and farm foremen .............................................................................
Sarvica workers, except private household ..............................................................
Private household workers .......................................................................................
Unknown ................................................................................................................
White collar ........................................................................................................ .....
Blue collar ...............................................................................................................
Sewice ................$....................................................................................................
Farm .......................................................................................................................
Currently unemployed ................................. ............................! .................. .................
Lessthan $10,000
Total labor force ..........................................................................................
Currently employed ............................................................. ..................................... ...
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ...........................................................
Menagers and administrators, except farm ................................... ............................
Salas workers .......................................................................... ......... ... .....................
Clerical and kindred workers ...................................................................................
Craftsman and kindred workers ...............................................................................
Operatives, axcept tranWort ................................................................................... .
Transport equipmant operatives ........................................................................... ...
Laborers, except farm ~.......................... ..................................................................
Farmars and farm managers.....................................................................................
Farm Ieborers and farm foremen .............................................................................
Sewice workers, except private household ..............................................................
Private household workars .......................................................................................
Unknown ................................................................................................................
White collar ......................................................................... ....................................
Blue collar .................................................................................................... ....... ....
*wiM .....................................................................................................................
Farm .......................................................................................................................
Currently unemployed ................................................................................................ .
See footnotes at end of table.
Number
in
thouamdsl
3,022
2,887
367
421
266
284
245
159
62
118
255
59
463
148
lI8
1,358
585
612
315
135
1,603
1,536
131
152
109
141
111
96
l34
76
166
46
337
123
l13
534
318
460
212
67
Hospital insurance
All
personsl Ilnsured2 Notinsured
Percent distribution
100.0 96.6
100.0 96.6
100.0 98.7
100.0 96.9
100.0 95.1
100.0 99.3
100.0 95.9
100,0 96.9
100.0 93.5
100.0 94.1
100.0 95.7
100.0 96.6
100,0 95.5
100.0 96.6
100.0 l100.0
100.0 97.6
100.0 95.4
100.0 95.6
100.0 95.9
100.0 97.0
100.0 97.1
100.0 97.1
100.0 98.5
100.0 96.0
100.0 94.5
100.0 100.0
100.0 95.5
100.0 97.9
100.0 ‘100.0
100.0 93.4
100.0 95.8
100.0 100.0
100.0 96.1
100.0 97.6
100.0 “100.0
100.0 97.9
100.0 95.9
100.0 96.5
100.0 96.7
100.0 100.0
2.8
2.8
“0.8
l2.1
l4.9
+3:;
l1.9
l6.5
*5.9
“4.3
‘3.4
*3.5
l3.4
*.
l1.6
“3.9
l3.4
*3.8
l2.2
2.5
2.6
l1.5
l1.3
*4.6
l.
l4.5
l.
l.
l6.6
*4.2
l.
l3.3
l2.4
l.
l1.7
l3.1
“3.0
l3.3
l.
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Table 20. Number and percent distribution of persons 65 years of age and over in the labor force by private hospital insurance coverage
and Social Security Medicare, according to family income, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1976–Con.
Family income, employment status, and occupation
$10,000 or more
Total labor force ..........................................................................................
Currently employed ............................. ........ ............................... .................................
Professional, technical, and kindred workars ...........................................................
Managers and administrators, except farm ...............................................................
Sales workers ...... ........................ .............................................................................
Clerical and kindred workers ............ .......................................................................
Craftsmen and kindred workers ...............................................................................
Operatives, except transport ........ .. .............................. ............................................
Transport equipment operatives ................................ ..............................................
Laborers, axcept farm ............. ................................................................................
Farmers and farm managers.....................................................................................
Farm laborers and farm foremen ...................................... .......................................
Sewice workers, except private household ..............................................................
private household workers ........................................................................... ............
Unknown .................................. ..............................................................................
White collar .............................................................................................................
Blue collar .......... ...................................... ...............................................................
Sewice .............................. .......................................................... ........ .... .................
Farm .......................................................................................................................
Currently unemployed .................................................................................................
lInclude~ persons of un known insurance status.
21t is a~umed that personsreporting Medicare coverage have hospital inStIrance.
31ncludes unknown income.
Number
in
thousandsl
1,012
955
208
197
122
100
92
39
l9
l2O
65
l6
85
l7
l4
628
160
92
71
56
Percent distribution
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
96.9
97.1
99,5
98,0
94.3
99.0
95.7
92.3
*100.O
l100.O
98.5
l 100.0
94.1
“100.0
“ 100.0
97.6
95.6
94.6
97.2
98.2
*2,7
l2.6
*1.O
l1.5
*6.6
*.
l4.3
*7.7
*.
l.
l3.1
l.
l3.5
l.
l.
l2.1
*4.4
l3.3
l2.8
*3.6
NOTES: For official population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the
United States, in Current Population Reports, Series P-20, P-25, and P-60; and Bureau of Labor Statistic monthly report, Employment
and Earnings.
Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found in appendix L An asterisk in front of an estimate indicates that the
relative standard error is more than 30 percent.
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*Table 21, Number in January .March 1976 of parsons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and per capita out-of-pocket health
expenses, by type of expense, age, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975
Age, employment status,
and occupation
All ages
Totsl Isbor force .......................................
Currently employed ..................................................
Profatslond, technical, and kindred workers...,.,..
Mensgerssnd sdmlnlstretors, except farm..,.,.,.,...
3ale$wrkcrs ........................................................
Clerical and kindred workers................................
Cr*ftaman and kindrad wurkars ... ... ... ..... .. ... ... ... ...
Opermiw:, lxcept trmwport. . .. .. ... ... ... ... .. ... .... .. ... .
Transport equipment operetlvss.,,.,,,..,.., . ... ... ..... . .
Laborers, except ferm .... ..... .... .. .. ... ... .... .. .... .. .... .. .
Farmsrssmdfarm msnaWrs.,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,...,,,.,,..,.,...,
Farm I@borersend ferm foremen ..........................
8arvlco workers, exctpt priwts household ...........
Prlwte houwhold workers...,.,..............................
Unknown .............................................................
Whltmcoll~r ..........................................................
aiuc cOller.....................................c......................
Fsrm ....................................................................
Currently unsmploysd ..............................................
17-44 years
Totel let-w fores .......................................
Currwtfly emfa[oysd..................................................
Profcwionsl, technical, end kindred workara..., ....
Managersend edministr~tors, except farm ...........
5alQ$wrkcrs ........................................................
Clw[cd ?nd kindred workers ................................
Cmft:man ld kindrtd Worker,...........................
Operatives,except trenspart,, ...............................
Trensport aqulpment opar.ctiws., .........................
Laborers, except ferm ..........................................
Fmmws lnd farm mwmgers,.. ...............................
Farm hbcrors and form f oremm ..........................
3arvlce workws, txcapt privete houwhold ...........
Priwtc household Worker.,.,................................
Unknown .............................................................
White collar ..........................................................
ahiOcOller . .... .. ..... .. ... .... ... .. ... ... .... .. .. .. ... .. ... .. .... ... .
Servlce..m... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ... ... ... ... .. .. .. .... .. .... .. ..
Ferm ....................................................................
Currantly unemployed ..........................................
Seefootnote8 at end of table.
Number
in
92,276
64,s85
13,776
9,720
6,243
15,135
10,s51
9,a19
3,058
3,166
1,1s8
774
I 0,1a9
1,105
667
43,a75
2a,a14
11,274
1,964
7,382
ao,760
56,083
9,779
5,23S
3,135
1o,a77
a,595
6,666
2,042
2,303
516
51a
a,aza
410
662
za,aza
17,a36
7,03a
1,031
5,8a7
liAll types of expcnscsl IIIncluding Excluding Hospital Ooctw Oantal PrescriptionInswcmce insurence medicinspremium premium 1--- II Healthoptical insurance Otherqramium
264
256
2a5
318
2a7
272
239
215
201
160
316
“186
230
257
231
2aa
217
232
214
210
216
240
235
219
242
204
186
167
155
“247
l114
202
l117
l16a
237
1aa
197
181
la9
le5—
1S8
207
227
20s
207
173
162
143
116
190
•~ia
1a7
laa
l153
211
159
170
162
160
lm
160
173
16a
laz
188
151
143
124
lla
“159
lal
165
‘ 76
l116
177
140
150
“120
136
23
23
20
2a
20
21
24
24
16
E
l 26
24
37
“12
22
23
2a
30
25
20
20
la
::
23
23
24
;:
l39
’15
22
l.
“8
la
23
21
27
23
Percapita axpenm in cbllctrs
61
61
67
69
z
60
z
3a
50
39
55
as
34
ea
53
E6
46
60
52
52
55
57
56
61
50
4a
37
37
45
’21
52
“31
l29
z
51
33
51
51
%
71
5a
61
40
36
31
30
41
“25
43
25
67
e5
3a
41
35
38
46
47
67
63
49
56
41
36
26
29
40
“ 20
45
‘ 23
58
66
36
43
30
36
30
30
27
36
35
34
2a
26
37
E
’25
30
40
l27
32
27
31
33
22
21
22
22
23
26
26
la
E
14
l21
lla
22
“13
l9
24
19
21
“20
16
19
:
25
21
21
la
16
19
10
’11
l8
16
“12
l16
23
16
16
llo
12
15
16
20
19
la
18
13
12
14
l7
la
“6
13
l5
’12
19
12
12
“7
10
69
;
93
7a
67
a5
53
5s
46
122
66
64
66
66
7a
6a
65
101
52
52
54
65
70
!%
54
52
41
44
41
al
“37
49
“ 39
“43
al
46
49
58
34
5
=
5
7
5
l2
:
6
“5
“1
’17
‘4
5
l4
‘o
5
5
5
12
3
4
4
6
“3
l1
4
6
4
la
l1
l7
l6
4
“4
l.
4
4
4
l7
l2
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Table 21. Number in January-March 19760f persons 17 years of ageandover in the Iaborforce andparcsrpita out-of-pocket health
expenses, by type of expense, age, employ mentstatus, and occupation: United States, 1975-Con.
Numb
in
thoutands
All tvpes of expens?l I
Including
insurance
premium 7Excluding Hospitalinsurancepremium Dental Prescription Healthmedicine Optical inmrancapromfumAge, employment status,and occupation
4E-84 years
Total labor force .. ... ... ..... .. ... .. ... .... .. ... ... ....
Currently employed .... . ...... ... .. ... ... .... ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ..
Professional, technical, and kindred workers ... ... ..
Managers and administrators, except farm ... .... .. ...
Sales workers . ... .. .. .. .... .. ... .... ... ... .. ... .. .... .. .... .. ... ... ..
cleri~l and kindred workers . .. ... .... .. .... .. .... .... .. .. ..
Craftsmen and kindred workers .. .. .. ... ... ... ... ... .. .... .
Operatives, except transport ..... .. ..... .. .... .. ... ... ... ... .
Traneport equipment operatives .... ..... .. ... .... .. .. .... .
LaLmrers, except farm .. ... ... ... .... ... ... .. ... .. ..... ... ... . ..
Farmers and farm managers . ... ... ... ... .. ... .. .... .. ... .... .
Farm laborers and farm foremen ... .. .... ... .... ... .. .. . ..
Service workers, except private ho”~hold ..... .. ... .
private household workers . .... .. ... .. .. ... ... .... .. ... ... ....
Unknown ... ... ..... .. .. ..... . .... ... .. ... .... .. ... .. .... .. .. . ..... .. .
White collar ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. ... .... . ... .... ... .. ... .... .. .. .. .. ..
Blue collar .. ... ... . .. .... ... .. .... ... .. ... ... . ..... .. .. . .... .. ... ... ..
%wice .... .. .... .. .. .... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ..... . .... .. ... ... ..... .. .. .... .
Farm .. .... ... ... .. .. ... .. .. .... ... . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... . ... . ... ... .. ... .. .
Currently unemployed ... .... ... . ... .. ... .. .. .... .. ... ... ... .... .. ..
65 years and over
Total labor force .. .. .... .... .. .. ... .... .. .... . .... ... ..
Per capita expanse in dollars
28,495
28,988
3,698
4,1 I a
1,809
4,162
4,049
2,968
914
807
4B5
18B
3,008
500
282
13,785
8,73B
3,509
672
1,509
3,001
2,815
301
367
289
287
207
165
l103
977
1B9
l7I
533
194
‘ 23
1,284
541
727
260
188
334
----31--=- 76 62 44 28 97
237
287
2a7
281
245
210
204
’168
’115
“239
9173
193
“184
’238
276
184
193
223
237
249
248 35
“342 77
+285 “5
’282 “14
“288 “50
“155 l2
l149 “3
l355 l42
“122 l.
l139 “10
“274 “ 62
“173 ’30
“396 132
“121 l-
284 34
“187 +10
236 5a
l176 l24
%?81 l9
lThe sum of expenses may not add to total because of differins levels of known data.
NOTES: Forofficiti population estimates formore generaI use, see Bureau of&e Census mportson thectiitian population of the United Stafes, hCurrent Population
Reportsj Series P-20, P-25, and P-60; and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, ~mplOYment and .EUmfng$.
333
396
413
369
338
293
281
233
l169
391
“374
279
“265
l381
382
272
277
3B7
34s
3B1
377
“488
451
“438
“445
“304
“24a
“ 528
l193
’311
“325
282
’42s
“188
451
314
341
“313
“436
27
24
44
34
15
25
28
29
+9
“ 37
“42
28
“ 28
l21
28
24
28
39
32
33
75
98
q
ee
.77
:
E4
40
5a
‘ 81
57
65
l46
85
aa
5a
62
90
93
83
100
95
73
70
39
38
38
37
44
“ 21
43
l3O
l9O
88
3S
41
38
42
41
43
36
46
45
52
44
38
43
‘ 23
56
l23
42
49
“ 58
45
40
43
47
48
64
26
31
33
27
27
26
24
25
’14
l14
“5
23
l14
‘ 24
30
24
21
’12
18
22
96
115
117
108
94
82
77
73
58
161
166
59
72
108
108
z
155
103
132
6
l5
“:
6
6
10
“2
l3
l 26
“1
l5
l .
l1
6
7
l4
l19
l4
14
Currently employed ... ...... ... . .... .. ... ... .. .... . ... .. ... ..... . ....
Professional, technical, and kindred workers . ... . .. .
Managefs and administrators, except farm ... ... .... ..
Ssles workers . .... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. ... . .... .. ... ... . ... .. .. .... . ..
Clerical and kindred workers . .... .. ... .... ... .. .... ... ... ...
Craftsmen and kindred workers .... .. ..... ... .. ... ... ... ...
Operatives, :xcept transport ... .... ... .... .. ... ... .. .... .. ...
Trans+wart equipment operatives .... .. ..... . ... ... ... .. ... .
Laborers, except farm ... ... .... ... .. .. ... .. ... ... ... .. .... .. ...
Farmers and farm managers .. . ... .. .... ... ... .. .. .... .. .... ..
Farm laborers and farm foremen .. ..... .. ... ... ... ... ... ..
Service workers, except private household . ... .... ...
Private household workers .... . ...... ... .. ... .. .. .... ... ... ...
Unknown ... ... .... ... ... .. .... ... . ... ... ... .. .... .. .... . ..... . ... ....
White collar .. ... ... ... .. ..... ... .. ..... . .... .. ... ... .. .... ... ... .. ...
Blue collar ... .. ... .. ..... . ... .... .. ... ... .... . .... .. .... . ... ..... ... ..
%wice .. ... ... .... .... ... .. .. ... .. ... ... ... .. .. .... .. .. .... ... ... .... .. .
Farm ..... .... . ... .. .. .. .. ... .. ... ... . .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .
Currently unenwloyed ... ..... ... .. ... .. ... .... .. ... ... ... .. ... .. . ..
84
118
103
173
103
l57
“38
’43
’64
l49
“70
71
150
l5
123
49
91
“54
lB2
38
’42
68
l57
’51
l 24
“2
“1
l38
l77
’21
l14
llo
52
“ 28
l19
“48
l91
aa
90
72
‘ 63
l8O
“39
“69
l114
l 21
l41
l88
65
’70
l88
71
59
66
l 53
l3B
22
l18
l31
l19
llo
“27
“9
l51
l48
“12
“34
l23
l19
l19
m
l3O
l22
l18
l21
132
160
171
181
119
151
“89
“174
l71
158
“53
107
’86
l67
164
129
104
126
139
12
l42
l8
‘4
‘7
“1
“26
‘6
“1
“21
“1
l9
’14
l .
l16
l9
l1O
l16
l4O
Relative standard errors of estimates forthk table are found in appendix I. Anasterkkin front of anestimate indicates that therelative standard error fsmorethan30
percent.
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Table 22. Numhrin January-March 197fjof persons 17yaarsof ~eandwar inthelabor forcaand ~rcapiti out-of-pocket health
ex~nses, bytypaof axpensa, sex, employment stitus, andmcupation: United States. 1975
Number
in
thou$cnds
Health
insurance
premium
69
70
81
93
76
67
65
z
4a
122
66
a4
66
65
78
E
101
52
68
8ex, employment status,
and occupation Doctor I
Ocnral
I
Preaoription
medicine Optical
19
Other
Per c.cpitc expemc in dollars8oth saxes
Total labor force ... ... .... .. ... .. .... .... .. .... .. ... ... 23
Y
m
z%
m
21
24
24
16
24
51
.
:
“:
:;
3f
31
3C
41
2.l C
43
2E
67
65
24
41
35
SE
47
3(
3(
27
3:
3!
34
2E
26
37
16
SE
.25
3C
4C
“27
32
27
31
33
22
25
92,276
84,695
13.776
9,720
5,243
16,135
10,851
9,819
3,058
3,166
1,159
774
10,169
1,105
43,Y5
26,914
11,274
1,964
7,382
54,769
2%t
258
285
318
287
272
239
215
201
160
316
“166
230
257
231
288
217
232
214
231
185
188
207
227
206
207
173
162
143
116
190
lIla
167
188
“153
211
169
170
162’
160
163
61
61
67
69
77
66
60
64
42
38
5a
39
:
2
53
6a
:
53
5
Currentlyemployed..................................................
Pro fmsional, technical, and kindred workers . .... ...
Mana@re and administrators, except farm .. .. .... ....
Salm workers ... ... .. ... ... ... .. ... .... .. .... .. ... ... ... .... ... ... ...
Clerical and kindred workers ...... .. ... .. ... ... .... .... ... ..
Craftsmen and kindred workers .... ... ... ... ... .... .... .. ..
Opwatlvos, excnpt transport,.,, .. ... ... .... .. .... .... ... ... .
Trmssport squipmmst operatives .. .... ... ..... . ... ..... ....
Laborars, except farm .. .. ... .... ... ... .... .... ... ... .... ... ...
Farmers and farm managers..., . .... ... .. .... .... ... ... .... ..
Farm Iaborcrs and farm foramen .... ... .... .... .. .... .. ...
8mvlcn workers, lxcept private household .. ... ... ...
Private household workers. . ..... ... ... .... ... .... ... .... .. ...
Unknown .... .. .... .. ... .. ... .... ... .. ... ..... ... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .
White collar ..... . .... .. .... ... .. .. .. . ... .... ..... ... ... ... .. .... .... .
Blue collar ..... .. ... .. .. ... ... ... ... ... .... ... .. ..... ... ... ... .... .. ..
scwlm ... .. ... ... ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .... .. .... ... .... .. .. .... .. .. .... .. ....
Farm ...... .. .. ... .... .. ... .. ... .... .. .... ... . ..... .. ... ... .... ... .... ...
Currently unemployed ... ... ... ... ... ... .... . ..... .... .. ... ... ... ...
19
23
25
21
21
16
16
19
10
“11
“8
16
“12
l16
23
16
16
“lo
12
17
5
7
5
l2
:
6
“5
“1
“17
“4
5
‘4
“o
5
6
5
12
3
24
l 26
24
37
“12
22
23
36
30
25
Male
—
Total Iebor force .. .. .... .. ... ... .. ..... ... ... ... ... ... .
Currantly employed .. .. ... .. ... ... ... .... .. .. ..... ... ... ... .... ... ...
ProfAonal, technical, and kindred workers .. ... ...
Managers and administrators, except. farm..,, .. .... . .
Sales workers ...... .. ... .. ... ... ... .. .. .. .... .. .... .... .. ... .... . ....
Clwlcel and kindred workers ... ... .. .. ... .... ... .... ... .. ...
Craftsmm and kindred workers ..... .. ... .... .. ... .... ... ..
Operatives, except transport..., . .... .... ... .. .... .. ... ... ...
Tremport equipment operatives ..... .... ... .... .. .. .. .. ...
Lc.berers, except farm ... .. ... ... ... .. .... .... .. .. .. ... ... ... ...
Fanners and farm managers, .... .. .. .. .. ... ... .... .. .. ... ... .
Farm Ieborers and farm foremen ..... ... ... ... ... ... .... ..
Bawlce worker$, except private housahold ... ... .... .
Privmc houashold workers . .. .... . .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .... ..
Unknown .... ... .. ... .. .. .. . . .. .... . .... .... . .. .. ... ... .. .... ... ... ...
White collar ... .. .... .. .. .... . ... ... ... .. .... .. .. .. ... ... .... ... .... ..
Blua collar .... .. .. ....$... ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .... .. .... .... ... .. .... ..
Sawlm..................................................................
Farm .... ... .. .. .. .... .. .. ... ... .... . ... .... ... ..... .. .. .... ... ... .... ...
Currently unemployed .. ... ... ... .... .. .. .... ... ..... .. ... .... ... .. .
8ee footnotes at end of table.
20 4
50,574
8,oO2
7,597
2,972
3,3s
10,179
5,964
2,&52
2,867
1,102
674
4,420
l31
538
21,926
21,663
4,451
1,778
4,165
234
257
302
281
220
227
179
193
162
323
“172
202
“276
l238
270
201
202
287
190
165
177
215
200
155
164
133
136
117
196
“108
140
“237
l160
190
146
141
165
139
20
19
24
20
12
20
53
58
62
75
48
57
47
41
37
52
40
41
“32
“35
z
41
46
55
46
60
72
57
47
41
34
31
%
“ 24
42
“64
73
62
36
43
33
32
25
:;
27
28
27
20
38
::
“16
21
“52
“29
27
25
21
31
20
18
:
20
17
17
14
19
10
’11
l9
12
“32
l16
22
15
12
“lo
11
69
81
90
62
65
62
4a
57
48
120
63
61
“39
64
82
!%
61
96
49
5
7
5
“2
l3
6
“3
“4
“2
“15
“4
l2
“2
l.
5
4
l2
’11
‘3
16
9
’55
“2
20
18
26
32
20
57
Table 22. Number in January-March 1976 of persons 17 years of age and ovar in the labor force and per capita out-of pocket health
expenses, by type of expense, sex, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975-Con.
Sex, employment status,
and occupation
we
Total Iatmr force .. .. .. .... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .... .. ... .
Currently wnployad ..... .... .. ... . .. .. .. .. ... ... ... ... .. .. .. .... .. ...
Professional, tachniccl, and kindrtd workers., .. ... .
Manwjer$ cmd administrators, except farm..,, .. .. ... .
Sales Wrkrs .... ... ... .. ... .... . .... .... ..d.. ... .... ... ... .. ... .... .
Clerical and kindred workers., . ... .... .. ... .... ... .... .. .. ..
Craftsman and kindrad wurkws ... .. .... .. .... .... ... ... .. .
Opamtives, except transport ..... ... ... .. .... ... ... .... .. .. ..
Transport equipmsnt oparativas . ... .... .. ... ..... ... .. ....
Laborers, except fwm .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. ... .... .. ..... .. ....
Farmers and farm manaWrs,,..,,., .. ... ... ...... .. .... .. ....
Farm Iaborars and fsrm forsmsn ..,,, .. .. .... ... . .. .. .. ...
Smvice workers, axcspt prlvata houaahold ,.,.,.,,,,,
Private houaahold workers ...... .. ... .. ... .... .. .... ... .... ...
Unknown .... .... .. .. .. . .... ..... . ... .... ... .. ... .... .... .... ... .. ... .
White collar ..... ... ... .. ... .... ... ... .... ... .... .. ... .. ..... ... .. ... .
Blue cOllar .. .. .... .. ... .. ... ..... .. ...a.. .... ... .. .... ... ... ... .... .. .
Farm ... . .. .. ... ... .... ... .. ... ... ... ... .... .... .. .... ... .... .. .... .. ....
Currently unamplowd ..... .... . .... ... ... .. ..... ... .... .. .... .. ... .
Numbar
in
Ihousands
37,518
34,321
5,775
2,124
2,271
11,779
672
3,836
205
320
“ 87
’101
5,749
1,074
329
21,949
5,031
6,623
188
3,197
288
282
325
377
293
288
411
271
l321
l137
’231
“273
251
258
“216
307
282
262
l265
247
218
1[
27
221
248
271
219
222
308
207
’257
l101
“81
’176
189
188
’139
233
216
189
l135
188
27
20
36
19
24
84
37
“104
“1
l.
l3I
23
36
“33
z
25
“17
31
Par capita expanaa in dollsrs
73
74
83
84
79
72
114
68
l6O
’48
l 28
l36
85
69
’30
77
2
l32
87
57 I 36
58 37
79 38
70 42
08 44
85 38
l31 48
39 34
l4I l22
“18 “23
‘70 “33
l34 “65
43 38
23
‘53
88
2
“51
45
40
l23
37
E
l5O
26
21
22
24
28
22
22
38
19
“12
’11
l9
:
l11
“17
23
20
18
l6
13
71
E
105
74
87
108
61
l63
“35
’151
l92
67
66
%6
E
67
121
66
8
6
“:
l3
5
l1
11
l18
“1
“42
l7
7
“4
“1
6
:
“23
l4
lThe sum of expenses ma y not add to total because of differing Ievelc of known data.
NOTE% For official population estimates for more general use, see aureau of the Census reporti on the civilian population ‘of the United 8tates, in Cfmrnt Popufdon
Reports, Series P-20, P-25, lnd P-60; mtd aureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, Employment ond Eumingz
Relative standard errors of estimates foc this table uc found in appendix I. An asteriak in front of an a$timxte indicates thst the relative standard error Is more than 30
percent.
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Table 23. Number in January-March 1976 of persons 17 years of age and over in the labor force and par capita out-of-pocket health
expenses, by type of expanse, family income, employment status, and occupation: United States, 1975
Family income, employment status,
and occupation
All incomesz
Total labor force .. .... .... ... .. ... .... ... ... .... . .... ..
Currantly employed ... .... .. .... .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ...
Profasdonal, technical, and kindred workers .... .. ..
Mwmwrs and administrators, except farm ..... ... ... .
Salts workars .... ... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .... .... .. ... ... .. .... .... .. .
Ciarlcal and kindred workers.., . ... .. .... .... .. .... .. .... .. .
Craftsmen and kindred workers .... .. ... ... ... .... ... ... .. .
Operatives, lxcapt transport .... .... .... .... .. .. .... .. .... ...
Transport aqulpment operatives ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .. ... . .
Laborers, except farm ..... ... ... ... ... .... .... .. .. .. .. ... .... ..
Fermers end ferm renegers .... ... ... ... ... .... .. .... .. .... ..
Farm laborers and farm foremen .. .... . .... ... .... .. .... ..
.%rvlca workars, axcapt private household ... .. .. .. ..
Private household workers .. .... .... .. .. ... ..... ... .. ... .... ..
Unknown ... .. .... ..... .. .... ... ... ... ... ... .... .... .. ... ... .... .. .. ..
Whita collar .. .. .. .. . .... ... .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .... .... .. ... .. ... ....
Blua collar . .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .... .. .. .. .... .. .... ... ... .... .... .
Sawlca . .... .... .... .. .... .. ... ..o.... .... .. ... ... ... ... ..... .. ... .. . ... .
Farm .... .... .. ... ... . ... .... .. .... ... . ... ... ... .. ... .. .... ..... . .... ... .
Currently urwmployad .... .. .. .. .... .. .... ... ... ... ... .... .. .. ... ...
Less than $10,000
Total Iebor force .... .. .. ... ... ... ... .... .. .. .. ... ... ...
Currantly employad ..... ... .. ..... .. .. . ..... .. ... .... ..... .. .. ... .. ..
Professional, technical. and kindred workers ... ... ..
Managars and administrators, excapt farm .. .. ... .. ...
Salas workers ... .... .. .... .. ... .. .. .... .... ... ... .... ... .... .. ... ....
Clwical and kindred workers ... ... .... .. .... ... ... . .. ..... ..
Craftsmm and kindred workers ... ... . .... .. .... . ... .... .. .
Operatives, except transport . ... .... .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .... ...
Transport equipment operatives ... .. .. .... .. .... .. .... ....
Laborars, lxcept farm .. ... ... .... ... .. .... .... .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .
Farmers and farm menagars .... .... .. .... .. .... .. .... .... .. ..
Farm Iaborera and farm foreman ... .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. ...
Swvlcs workars, excspt privata household .... ... .. ..
Private household workers ... .. .... .... . ..... .. .... ... ... .. .. .
Unknown ..... ... .. ... ... ... . .. ... .... ... .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .... .
White COtlOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blua collar ... ... . .. .... .. .... .. .... .. ..... ... .. .... .. .. .. ... ... .... .. .
Sawlce . ... ..... .. .... .. ... .... ... .... .. .... ... ... .... .. .. ...... . ..... .. .
Farm .... .... .... ... ... .... ... .... .. .... .. .... .. ... .... . .. .. .... ... .. ....
Currently unemployed ... .... ... .. .... .. .... .. .... .. .. .. ... .. ... ....
Numbar
in
thousands
92,276
64,s95
13,776
9,720
5,243
15,135
10,s51
9,a19
3,056
3,166
1,169
774
10,169
1,105
667
43,e75
26.914
11,274
1,s64
7,3B2
26,064
22,510
2,33B
1,337
1,111
3,553
2,598
3.182
919
1,276
600
552
4,137
739
170
a,339
7,974
4,B76
1,152
3,544
All types of expansal
Prescription Health
Including Excluding Hospi’tal Doctor Dental
medicine Optical insuranca Otherinsurance insurance premium
premium premium
I
Per ccpita expense in dollars
254
256
265
31B
287
272
239
215
201
160
316
‘1S6
230
267
231
2Ba
217
232
266
214
220
227
251
277
229
249
234
209
236
13a
332
“143
199
274
l104
251
2C@
212
236
179
1B5
laa
207
227
20s
207
173
162
143
116
190
lllB
167
166
“163
211
159
170
162
160
160
163
175
174
166
1S9
172
159
1B2
“103
“206
l62
145
196
l 5e
179
157
154
145
139
23
23
20
26
20
:;
24
16
24
34
“25
24
37
l12
22
23
26
30
25
26
25
25
21
“9
20
31
30
40
2a
39
l 22
:
l.
20
31
25
31
2s
61
61
a7
a9
77
64
60
54
42
3s
50
39
55
66
34
66
53
56
46
60
55
56
72
53
61
:;
56
45
36
44
l 24
47
74
“13
62
55
51
34
55
51
52
6B
71
58
61
40
3a
31
30
41
“25
43
25
67
65
36
41
35
38
34
-
E
51
51
57
23
25
26
“la
3a
“23
34
l15
l11
49
23
31
31
26
30
30
27
35
35
34
28
26
37
16
3s
l25
30
40
“27
32
27
31
33
22
29
31
25
2e
36
34
25
28
56
17
63
lla
32
45
‘ 22
30
28
34
35
20
19
19
23
25
21
21
1s
t6
19
10
l11
“8
16
l12
“16
23
16
16
‘lo
12
15
16
23
21
16
17
14
15
l14
la
“lo
“6
15
’10
“13
20
13
14
“8
10
69
70
SI
93
7a
67
65
53
5s
46
122
66
64
66
65
7B
63
65
101
52
61
64
71
101
69
62
63
el
65
40
117
5a
59
72
l45
72
54
61
89
40
5
5
7
5
“2
:
6
“5
‘1
’17
l4
5
“4
“o
5
5
5
12
3
5
6
“5
l2
“3
“5
11
“4
“2
“2
l24
l1
7
“5
l.
4
5
7
“13
l2
.% footnotes at end of table.
Table 23. Number in January-March 1976 of parsons 17 years of age and over in the Iabw foroe and per capita out-of-pocket health
expenses, by type of expense, family income, employment status, and occupation: Unitad Statas, 1976-Con.
Family income,employmentstatus,
and cccupaticm
$1 O,fYM ormore
Total laborforca.......................................
Currantlyamployad..................................................
Profeacional,technical,and kindradworkers........
Manegar$andadministrators,exceptfarm............
Saleswrkers ........................................................
Clericaland kindradworkers................................
Craftsmenand kindredworkers............................
Opwativss,excapttransport,.,..............................
Transportequipmentoparativas...,...,,,.,,..............
LabOrera,axcaptfarm..........................................
Farmersand farm managers ..................................
Farm Iabomrs andfarm fcwamen..........................
Sarvicaworkars,exceptprivatehouwhold...........
privatahousehold workers ... .... .. .. .... .. .. ... ... .. ... ... ...
Unknown .... .... . ...... . . ... ... .. .... . .... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Whita cOllar ... .... .. ... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. ... .. .... ... .. .
Blua cOllar .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . ... ... ... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .... ...
*wice .. .... .. .... .... .. .. .... .. .... . ... ... .... .. . .... .. ... .... ... ... ...
Numta
in
thousands
69,7s0
56,385
10,767
7,661
S,671
10,643
7,507
5,961
1,666
1,759
516
166
5,280
41s
32,641
17,065
5,643
702
3,395
All wws of axpancal
267
266
280
323
305
277
238
215
164
176
310
“2S3
251
“19s
’328
295
218
248
303
249
196 21
211 Is
236 28
224 24
210 21
172 20
160 21
123 ‘5
128 21
“175 “32
“206 “30
1s1 26
’140 “4
’227 l15
218 22
1168 19179 25“182 32164 22
lThe sum of expenses may not add to total because of cllfferim Ievek of known data.
21ncIudes unkn&m income.
madi;lna
Percapitaexpancain d.allars
63
63
64
71
%
69
62
40
41
66
“61
69
“42
l49
69
53
w
57
66
69
69
76
z
62
46
42
36
42
39
’36
50
l59
110
69
43
60
36
66
30
30
27
36
33
33
29
26
28
16
l26
“67
29
“21
‘ 38
32
26
28
33
26
20
21
23
26
23
22
19
16
21
’11
l13
“13
1s
“9
l22
23
17
17
l13
74
71
72
S2
69
z
e4
64
69
1:
%1
67
l 51
86
78
66
1%
60
5
6
:
l2
:
6
“6
l1
l12 ~
“6
l3
l1
lo
.!
l3
“lo
l5
NOTES For official population estinmtos for more gonerel USO,am Bureau of the Census reports on the civilian population of the United Wates, in tirranfl%wdatfon
Reports, Syies P-2o, P-2s, and P.60; and Bureau of labor Statistics monthIy report, Employment end Earnings.
Relative standard errors of aatimates for thic Scble are found in appendLx I. An asterisk in front of an catbmte indicates that the relativa standard error k more than 30
percent.
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TECHNICAL
Background of This Report
APPENDIX I
NOTES ON METHODS
This report is one of a series of statistical
reports prepared by the National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS). It is based on infor-
mation collected in a continuing nationwide
sample of households in the Health Interview
Survey (HIS).
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a ques-
tionnaire which obtains information on personal
and demographic characteristics, illnesses, in-
juries, impairments, chronic conditions, and
other health topics. As data relating to each of
these various broad topics are tabulated and
analyzed, separate reports are issued which cover
one or more of the specific topics.
The population covered by the sample for
the Health Interview Survey is the civilian, non-
institutionalized population o.f the United States
.living at the time of the interview. The sample
does not include members of the Armed Forces
or U.S. nationals living in foreign countries. It
should ajso be noted that the estimates shown
do not represent a complete measure of any
given topic during the specified calendar period
since data are not collected in the interview for
persons who died during the reference period.
For many types of statistics collected in the sur-
vey, the reference period covers the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week. For such a short
period, the contribution by decedents to a total
inventory of conditions or services shouId be
very small. However, the contribution by de-
cedents during a long reference period (e.g., 1
. year) might be sizable, especially for older
persons.
Statistical Design of the
Health Interview Survey
.Geneml @an.-The sampling plan of the
survey follows a multistage probability design
which permits a continuous sampling of the
civilian noninstitutionalized population of the
United States. The sampIe is designed in such a
way that the sample of households interviewed
each week is representative of the target popula-
tion and that weekly samples are additive over
time. This feature of the design permits both
continuous measurement of characteristics of
samples and more detailed analysis of less com-
mon characteristics and smaller categories of
health-related items. The continuous collection
has administrative and operational advantages as
well as technical assets since it permits “field-
work to be handled with an experienced, stable
staff.
The overall sample was designed so that
tabulations can be provided for each of the four
major geographic regions and for selected places
of residence in the United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists
of drawing a sample of 376 primary sampling
units (PSU’S) from approximately 1,900 geo-
graphically defined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a
count y, a small group of contiguous counties, or
a standard metropolitan statistical area. The
PSU’S collectively cover the 50 States and the
District of Columbia.
With no loss in general understanding, the
remaining stages can be combined and treated in
this discussion as an ultimate stage. Within
PSU’S, then, ultimate stage units “called segments
are defined in such a manner that each segment
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contains an expected six households. Three gen-
eral types of segments are used.
Area segments which are defined geographi-
cally.
List segments, using 1970 census registers as
the frame.
Permit segments, using updated lists of
building permits issued in sample PSU’S
since 1970.
Census address listings were used for all areas of
the country where addresses were well” defined
and could be used to locate housing units. In
general the list frame ‘included the larger urban
areas of the United States from which. about
two-thirds of the HIS sample was selected.
The usual HIS sample consists of approxi-
mately 12,000 segments containing about 50,000
assigned households, of which 9,000 were vacant,
demolished, or occupied by persons not in the
scope of the survey. The 41,000 eligible occupied
households yield a probability sample of about
120,000 persons. .
Descriptive material on data collection,
field procedures, and questionnaire development
in the HIS has been published l~z as well as a de-
tailed description of the sample design ~ and a
report on the estimation procedure and the
method used to calculate sampling errors of esti-
mates derived from the survey.4
1National Center for H~~th stati~ti~~: He~th
auwey procedure: concepts, questionnaire development,
and definitions in the Health Interview Survey. Vital and
Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Senes l-No. 2.
Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government
Printing Office, May 1964.
2National Center for Health Statistics: Health Inter-
view Survey Procedure, 1957-1974, Vitaland Health Sta-
ts’$tic$.Series 1-No. 11. DHEW Pub. No. (HRA) 75-1311.
Health Resources Administration. Washington. U.S. Gov-
ernment Office, April 1975.
3 U.S. National Health Survey: The statistical de-
sign of the health household interview survey, Health
Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 584-A2. Public Health Sewice.
Washington, D.C., July 1958.
4Nation~ Center for Health Statistics: Esti-
mation and sampling variance in the Health Interview
Survey. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000+3 erics 2-No. 38. Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1970.
Collection of data. –Field operations for
the survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census under specifications established by
the National Center for Health Statistics. In ac-
cordance with these specifications the Bureau of
the Census participates in survey planning, se-
lects the sample, and conducts the field inter-
viewing as an agent of NCHS. The data are
coded, edited, and tabulated by NCHS.
Estimating procedures. --Since the design of
the HIS is a complex multistage probability
sample, it is necessary to use complex pro-
cedures in the derivation of estimates. Four
basic operations are involved.
1.
2.
3.
4.
to
Inflation by the reciprocal of the probability
of selection, —The probability of selection is
the product of the probabilities of selection
from each step of selection in the design
(PSU, segment, and household).
ZVonresponse adjustn~ent.-The estimates are
inflated by a multiplication factor which has
as its numerator the number of sample house-
holds in a given segment and as its denomina-
tor the number of. households interviewed in
that segment.
First-stage ratio adjustment. –Sampling
theory indicates that the use of auxiliary in-
formation which is highly correlated with the
variables being estimated improves the re-
liability of the estimates. To reduce the vari-
ability between PSU’S within a region, the
estimates are ratio adjusted to the 1970
populations within 12 color-residence classes.
Poststratification by age-sex-color.–The esti-
mates are ratio adjusted within each of 60
age-sex-color cells to an independent estimate
of the population of each cell for the survey
period. These independent estimates are pre-
pared by the Bureau of the Census. Both the
first-stage and poststratified ratio adjust-
ments take the form of multiplication factors
applied to the weight of each elementary unit
(person, household, condition, and
hospitalization).
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is
make the sample more closely representative
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of the civilian noninstitutionalized population
by age, sex, color, and residence, which thereby
reduces sampling variance.
As noted, each week’s sample represents
the population living during that week and char-
acteristics of the population. Consolidation of
samples over a time period, e.g., a calendar
quarter, produces estimates of average character-
istics of th:o U.S. population for the calendar
quarter. Simdarly, population data for a year are
averages of the four quarterly figures.
For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with speech impairments or number of
persons classified by time interval since last
physician visit, figures are first calculated for
each calendar quarter by averaging estimates for
all weeks of interviewing in the quarter. Prev-
alence data for a year are then obtained by
averaging the four quarterly figures.
For other types of statistics–namely those
measuring the number of occurrences during a
specified time period—such as incidence of acute
conditions, number of disability days, or num-
ber of visits to a doctor or dentist, a similar
computational procedure is used, but the statis-
tics are interpreted differently. For these items,
the questionnaire asks for the respondent’s ex-
perience over the 2 calendar weeks prior to the
week of interview. In such instances the esti-
mated quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5
times the average 2-week estimate produced by
the 13 successive samples taken during the
period. The annual total is the sum of the four
quarters. Thus the experience of persons irzter-
viewed durz”nga year–experience which actually
occurred for each ,person in a 2-calendar-week
interval prior to week of interview—is treated as
though it measured the total of such experience
during the year. Such interpretation leads to no
significant bias.
Explanation of hospital recalL-The survey
questionnaire uses a 12-month-recall period for
hospitalizations. That is, the respondent is asked
to report hospitalizations which occurred during
the 12 months prior to the week of interview.
Information is also obtained as to the date of
entry into the hospital and duration of stay.
Analysis of this information, and also the results
of special studies, has shown that there is an
increase in underreporting of hospitalizations
with increase in time interval between the dis-
charge and the interview. Exclusive of the hospi-
tal experience of decedents, the net underreport-
ing with a 12-month recall is in the neighbor-
hood of 10 percent, but underreporting of dis-
charges within 6 months of the week of inter-
view is estimated to be less than 5 percent. For
this reason hospital discharge data in this report
are based on hospital discharges reported to have <
occurred within 6 months of the week of inter-
view. Since the interviews were evenly distrib-
uted according to weekly probability samples
throughout any interviewing year, no seasonal
bias was introduced by doubling the 6-month-
rec’idl data to produce an annual estimate for
that year of interviewing. Doubling the 6-month
data in effect imputes to the entire year preced-
ing the interview the rate of hospital discharges
actually observed during the 6 months prior to
interview. However, estimates of the number of
persons with hospital episodes (as opposed to
estimates of the number of hospital discharges)
are based on 12-month recalI data since a per-
son’s 12-month experiences cannot be obtained
by doubling his most recent 6-month
experience.
General Qualifications
Nonresponse. –Data were adjusted for non-
response by a procedure which imputes to per-
sons in a household who were not interviewed
the characteristics of persons in households in
the same segment who were interviewed.
The interview process. –The statistics pre-
sented in this report are based on replies ob-
tained in interviews with persons in the sample
households. Each person 19 years of age and
over present at the timeb of interview was inter-
viewed individually. For children and for adults
not present in the home at the time of the inter-
view, the information was obtained from a re-
lated household member such as a spouse or the
mother of a child.
There are limitations to the accuracy of
diagnostic and other information collected in
household interviews. For diagnostic infor-
mation, the household respondent can usually
pass on to the interviewer only the information
the physician has given to the Family. Forcondi-
a4
tions not medically attended, diagnostic infor-
mation is often no more than a description of
symptoms, However, other facts, such as the
number of disability days caused by the condi-
tion, can be obtained more accurately from
household members than from any other source
since only the persons concerned are in a posi-
tion to report this information.
Rounding of numbers. –The original tabula-
tions on which the data in this report are based
show all estimates to the nearest whole unit. All
consolidations were made from the original
tabulations using the estimates to the nearest
unit. In the final published tables, the figures are
rounded to the nearest thousand, although these
are not necessarily accurate to that detail. De-
vised statistics such as rates and, percent distri-
butions are computed after the estimates on
which these are based have been rounded to the
nearest thousand.
Population figures. –Some of the published”
tables include population figures for specified
categories. Except for certain overall totals by
age, sex, and color, which are adjusted to in-
dependent estimates, these figures are based on
the sample of households in the HIS. These are
given primarily to provide denominators for rate
computation, and for this purpose are more ap-
propriate for use with the accompanying measu-
res of health characteristics than other popula-
tion data that may be available. With the excep-
tion of the overall totals by age, sex, and color
mentioned above, the population figures differ
from figures (which are derived from different
sources) published in reports of the Bureau of
the Censu~. Official population estimates are
presented m Bureau of the Census reports in
Series P-20, P-25, and P-60.
Reliability of Estimates
Since the statistics presented in this report
are based on a sample, they will differ somewhat
from the figures that would have been obtained
if a complete census had been taken using the
same schedules, instructions, and interviewing
personnel and procedures.
As in any survey, ”the results are also sub-
ject to reporting and processing errors and errors
due to nonresponse. To the extent possible,
these types of errors were kept to a minimum by
methods built into survey procedures.b Although
it is very difficult to measure the extent offibias
in the Health Interview Survey, a number of
studies have been conducted to study this prob-
lem. The results have been published in several
reports .&9
The standard error is primarily a measure
of sampling variability, that is, the variations
that might occur by chance because only a
sample of the population is surveyed. As calcu-
lated for this report, the standard error also re-
flects part of the variation which arises in the
measurement process. It does not include esti-
mates of any biases which might be in the data.
The chances are about 68 out of 100 that an
estimate from the sample would differ from a
complete census by less than the standard error.
The chances are about 95 out of 100 that the
difference would be less than twice the standard
error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be
.less than 2?4 times as large.
Standard error charts. –The relative stand-
ard error of an estimate is obtained by dividing
the standard error of the estimate by the estimate
itself and is expressed as a percentage of the esti-
5National Center for Health Statistics: Quality con-
trol and measurement of nonsampling error in the Health
Interview Survey. Vital and Health Statistics. Series 2-
No. 54. DHEW Pub. No. (HSM) 73-1328. Health Services
and Mental Health Administration. Washington. U.S.
Government Printing Office, Mar. 1973
6 National Center for Health Statistics: Health in-
terview responses compared with medical records. Vital
and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000 -Series 2-No. 7.
Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government
Printing Office, July 1965.
7National Center for Health Statistics: Compar-
ison of hospitalization reporting in three survey proce-
dures. Vital and Health Statktics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 8. Public Health Service. Washington.
“U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1965.
8 National Center for Health Statistics: Interview
data on chronic conditions compared with information
derived from medical records. Vital and Health
Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2-No. 23. Public
Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government Printing
Office, May 1967.
‘ 9 Nation~ Center for H&alth Statistics: The influ-
ence of intewiewer and respondent psychological and
behavioral variables on the reporting in household inter-
views. Vital amf Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 26. Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, Mas. 1968.
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mate. For this report, asterisks are shown for any
ccl? with more than a 30-percent rclat ive sti.md-
ard error. Included in this appendix are charts
from which the relative standard errors can be
determined for estimates shown in the report.
In order .to derive relative errors which would be
applicable to a wide variety of health statistics
and which could be prepared at a moderate cost,
a number of approximations were required. As a
result, the charts provide an estimate of the ap-
proximate relative standard error rather than the
precise error for any specific aggregate or per-
centage.
Three clwses of statistics for the health sur-
vey m-e identified for purposes of estimating
variances.
1. Nawo w range. –This class consists of(~) sta-
tistics which estimate a population attribute,
e.g., the number of persons in a particular
income group, and (2) stat istics for which
the measure for a single individual during
the reference period used in data collection
is usually either O to 1 on occasion maj
take on the value 2 or very rarely 3.
2. Medium range. –This class consists of other
statistics for which the measure for a single
individual during the reference period used
in data collection will rarely lie outside the
range O to 50
3. Wide range. –This class consists of statistics
for which the measure for a single individual
during the reference period used in data
collection can range from, O to a number in
excess of 5, e.g., the number of days of bed
disability.
In addition to classifying variables accord-
ing to whether they are narrow-, medium-, or
wide-range, statistics in the survey are furth”er
classified as to whether they are based on a ‘ref-
erence period of 2 weeks, 6 months, or 12
months.
General rules for determining relative stand-
ard ewcws. —The following rules will enable the
reader to determine amxoximate relative stand-
ard errors
sented in
t%
from the “~harts for estimates prc-
this report, These charts represent
standard errors of HIS data. They should be used
in preference to the charts which have appeared
in all previous Series 10 publications.
“Rule 1.
Rule 2.
Rule 3.
Rule 4.
Estimates Oj- aggregates: Approximate
relative standard errors for estimates of
aggregates such as the number of per-
sons with a given characteristic are ob-
tained from appropriate curves, figures
I:VII. The number of persons in the
total U.S. population or in an age-
sex-color class of the total population is
adjusted to official Bureau of the Ctm-
sus figures and is got subject to wm-
pling error.
Estimates “oj”percentages in a @rcent
distribution: Relative standard errors
for percentages in a percent distribution
of a total are obtained from appropriate
curves, figures VIII-XL For values
which do not fall on one of the curves
presented in the chart, visual inter-
polation will provide a satisfactory
approximation.
Estimates of rates where the numerator
is a subclass of the denominator: This
rule applies for prevalence rates or
where a unit of the numerator occurs,
with few exceptions, only once in the
year for any one unit in the denomi-
nator. For example, in computing the
rate of visual impairments per 1,000
population, the numerator consisting of
persons with the impairment is a sub-
class of “the denominator, which in-
cludes all persons in the population.
Such rates if converted to rates per 100
may be treated as though they were per-
centages and the relative standard errors
obtained from the percentage charts for
population estimates. Rates per 1,000,
or on any other base, must first be con-
verted .to rates per 100; then the per-
centage chart will provide the relative
standard error per 100.
Estimates of rates where the numerator
is not a subclass of the denominator:
This rule applies where a unit of the
numerator often occurs more than once
for any one unit in the denominator.
For example, in the computation of the
number of persons injured per 100 cur-
rently employed persons per year, it is
possible that a person in the denomi-
nator could have sustained more than
one of the injuries included in the nu-
merator. Approximate relative standard
errors for rates of this kind may be
computed as follows:
(a)
(b)
Where the denominator is the total
U.S. population or includes alI per-
sons in one or more of the age-sex-
color groups of the total popu-
lation, the relative error of the rate
is equivalent to the relative error of
the numerator, which can be ob-
tained directly from the appro-
priate chart.
In other cases the relative standard
error of the numerator and of the
denominator can be obtained from
the appropriate curve. Square each
of these relative errors, add the re-
sulting values, and extract the
square root of the sum. This pro-
ce dure will result in an upper
bound on the standard error and of-
ten will overstate the error.
Rule 5. Estimates of difference between two
statistics (mean, rate, total, etc.): The
standard error of a difference is approx-
imately the square root of the sum of
the squares of each standard error con-
sidered separately. A formula for the
standard error of a difference,
d = .Y1 – .Y2
2 + (.J’* I’X2)*
where X1 is the estimate for class 1,X2
is the estimate for class 2, and VX, and
v~* are the relative errors of Xl and
X2 respectively. This formula wil!
represent the actual standard error quite
accurately for the difference between
separate and uncorrelated character-
istics although it is only a rough approx-
imation in most other cases. The rela-
tive standard error of each estimate
involved in such a difference can be de-
termined by one of the four rules
,above, whichever is appropriate.
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Figure L RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS’
10 100 1,000 10,000 100,000 1,000,000
SIZE OF ESTIMATE IN THOUSANDS
1This curve represents estimates of relative standard errors based on 4 quarters of data collection from a one-third subsampleof adults
aged 17 years and over included in the Health Interview Survey. These relative standard errors are for narrow-range estimates of
population characteristics or narrow-range estimates of aggregates using a 12-month reference period.
Example of use of chart: A-I estimate of 10,000,000 persons with annual family income of $15,000 or more, or 10,000,000
persons who were hospitalized one or more times in the past year (on wale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard error of
2.4 nercent (read from scale at left side of chart). or a standard error of 238,000 (2.4 percent of 10,000,000).
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Figure Il. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
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lThis curve represents estimates of relative standard errors based on 8 quarters of data collection for narrow range estimates
of population characteristics or narrow range estimates of aggregates using a 12-month reference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 persons with annual famiIy income of $15,000 or more, or 10,000,000
persons who were hospitalized one or. more times in the past year (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard error of 1.3
percent (read from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 130,000 (1.3 percent of 10,000,000).
Figure II 1. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY OR BED
DISABILITY (A) AND FOR DAYS LOST FROM WORK OR SCHOOL (6)1
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1These curves represent estimates of relative standard errors based on 8 quarters of data
collection for wide rangeestimates of aggregates using a 2-week reference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 days of restricted activity (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard
error of 16.7 percent (read from Curve A on scale at left side of chart). or a standard error of 1,670,000 (16.7 percent of 10,000,000).
Figure IV. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
OR PERSONS INJURED1
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1This curve represents estimates of relative standard errors based on 8 quarters of data
collection for narrow range estimates of aggregates using a 2-week reference period.
Example of use. of chart: An estimate of 1,000,000 persons injured (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard error of
s 17.5 percent (read from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 175,000 (17.5 percent of 1,000,000).
-Jto Figure V. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN OR DENTAL VISITS
BASED ON A 2-WEEK REFERENCE PERIOD’
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1The curve related to physician or dental visits is based on 8 quarters of data collection for medium range estimatesof
agg’reetes wing a 2-week reference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 dental visits (on scale at bottom nf chart) has a relative standard error of
7.0 percent (read from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 700,000 (7.o percent of 10,000,000).
*Figure V1. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR NUMBER OF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL DAYS (A)
AND SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL DISCHARGES (B)l
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1me ~wc relatedto Shofi.stayhospitaldisch~gesisbased on 8 quarters of data COk?CtiOn for a n~ow r~ge ‘Stim”ate
of aggregates using a 6-month reference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 1,000,000 hospital discharges (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard
error of 5.7 percent (read from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 57,000 (5.7 percent of 1,000,000).
Figure WI. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR AGGREGATES BASED ON ONE QUARTER OF DATA
FOR NUMBER OF PERSONS (A), INDIVIDUAL TYPE OF EXPENSE (B), AND TOTAL EXPENSE (c)
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Example of use of chat-t.-An aggregate of 60,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for (C) curve has a relative standard
error of 42.4 percent, read from scale at left side of chart, or a standard error of 24,440,000 (42.4 percent of 60,000,000).
Figure Vlll. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF PERCENTAGES OF
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS’
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lThese curves represent estimates of relative standard errors of percentages of population
characteristics based on 4 quarters of data collection for narrow range estimates.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on an
estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 3.6 percent (read from the scale at the left side
of chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 intersects the vertical line for 20
percent. The standard error in percentage points is equal to 20 percent X 3.6 percent or 0.72
percentage points.
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Figure IX. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR PERCENTAGES BASED ON ONE QUARTER
OF DATA COLLECTION FOR NUMBEROF PERSONS(TYPEA DATA,NARROW ANDMEDl-
AN RANGE
(Base of percentage shown on curves in millions)
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Examide of we of chart: An estimate of 50 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on an
estimate o~ 1,000,000 has a relative standard error bf 11.7 percent (read from the sclae at the left side
of the chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 1,000,000 intersects the vertical line for 50
percent. The standard error in percentage points is equal to 50 percent X 11..7 percent or 5.9 percent:
age points.
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‘Figure”X. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF PERCENTAGES OF
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
(Base of percentage shown on curves in millions)
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1‘l%cse curves represent estimates of relative standard errors of percentages of population
characteristics br-ed on 8 quarters of data collection for narrow range estimates.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 ~ercent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on an
estimate”of lb,0,00,0”OOhas a relative standard err& of 2.7 ‘percent (read from the scale zk the left side
of chart), the point at, which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 intersects the vertical line for 20
percent. The standard error in percentage points is equal to 20 percent X 2.7 percent or 0.54
percentage points.
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Figure Xl. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF PERCENTAGES OF
ACUTE CONDITIONS OR PERSONS INJURED’
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l’These curves represent estimates of relative standard errors of percentage of acute conditions or persons
injured based on 8 quarters of data collection for narrow range data using a 2-week reference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on an
estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 11.0 percent (read from the scale at the left
side of chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 intersects the vertical Iine for 20
percent. -The standard error in percentage points is equal” to 20 percent X 11.0 percent; or 2.2
percentage points.
DEFINITIONSOF
APPENDIX II
CERTAINTERMS USED IN THIS REPORT
Terms Relating to Conditions
Co ndt’tion.-A morbidity condition, or
simply a condition, is any entry on the question-
naire which describes a departure from a state of
physical or mental well-being. It results from a
positive response to one of a series of “medical-
disability impact” or “illness-recall” questions.
In the coding and tabulating process conditions
are selected or classified according to a number
of different criteria such as whether they were
medically attended, whether they resulted in dis-
ability, or whether they were acute or chronic;
or according to the type of disease, injury, im-
pairment, or symptom reported. For the pt.y-
poses of each published report or set of tables,
only those conditions recorded on the question-
naire which satisfy certain stated criteria are
included.
Conditions except impairments are clas-
sified by type according to the Eighth Revision
International Classification of Diseases, Adapted
for Use in the United States, 10 with certain
modifications adopted to make the code more
suitable for a household interview survey.
Acute condition.–An acute condition is de-
fined as a condition which has lasted less than 3
months and which has involved either medical
attention or restricted activity. Because of the
procedures used to estimate incidence, the acute
condhions included in this report are the condi-
tions which had their onset during the 2 weeks
10National Center for Health Statistics: Eighth
Revision International Classification of Diseases,
Adapted for Use in the United States. PHS Pub. No.
169!3. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1967.
mior to the interview week and which involved
‘.
either medical attention or restricted activity
during the 2-week period. However, excluded
are. the following conditions which are always
classified as chronic even though the onset OC-“
curred within 3 months prior to week of
interview:
Allergy, any
Arthritis or rheumatism
Asthma
Cancer
Cleft palate
Club foot
Condition present since birth .
Deafness or serious trouble with hearing
Diabetes
Epilepsy
Hardening of the arteries
Hay fever
Heart trouble
Hemorrhoids or piles
Hernia or rupture
High blood pressure
Kidney stones
Mental illness
Missing fingers, hand, or arm-toes, foot, or leg
Palsy
Paralysis of any kind
Permanent stiffness or deformity of the foot, leg,
fingers, arm, or back
Prostate trouble
Repeated trouble with back or spine
Rheumatic fever
Serious trouble with seeing, even when wearing
glasses
Sinus trouble, repeated attacks of
Speech defect, any
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Stomach ulcer
Stroke
Thyroid trouble or goiter
Tuberculosis
Tumor, cyst, or growth
Varicose veins, trouble with
Chronic conda’tion.-A condition is consid-
ered chronic if (1) the condition is described by
the respondent as hating been first noticed more
than 3 months before the week of the interview
or (2) it is one of the conditions listed below
which are always considered chronic regardless
of the date of onset.
Allergy, any
Arthritis or rheumatism
Asthma
Cancer
Cleft palate
Club foot
Condition present since birth
Deafness or serious trouble with hearing
Diabetes
Epilepsy
Hardening of the arteries
Hay fever
Heart trouble
Hemorrhoids or piles
Hernia or rupture
High blood pressure
Kidney stones
Mental illness
Mksing fingers, hand, or arm-toes, foot, or leg
Palsy
Paralysis of any kind
Permanent stiffness or deformity of the foot, leg,
fingers, arm, or back
Prostate trouble
Repeated trouble with back or spine
Rheumatic fever
Serious trouble with seeing, even when wearing
glasses
Sinus trouble, repeated attacks of
Speech defect, any
Stomach ulcer
Stroke
Thyroid trouble or goiter
Tuberculosis
Tumor, cyst, or growth
Varicose veins, trouble with
Chronic condition.–A condition is consid-
ered chronic if (1) the condition is described by
the respondent as having been first noticed more
than 3 months before the week of the intefiew
or (2) it is one of the conditions always clas-
sified as chronic regardless of the onset (see list
under the definition of acute condhion).
Chronic condition groups.-The 30 condl-
tion groups shown in this report and the Interna-
tional Classification code numbers used are
listed in figure XII.
lmpaiwnent.–Impairments are chrodc or
permanent defects, usually static in nature, re-
sulting from disease, injury, or congenital mal-
formation. They represent decrease or loss of
ability to perform various functions, particularly
those of the musculoskeletal system and the
sense organs. All impairments are classified by
means of a special supplementary code for im-
pairments. Hence code numbers for impairments
in the International Classification of Diseases are
not used. In the Supplementary Code, impair-
ments are grouped according to type of func-
tional impairment and edology. The impairment
classification is shown in Vital and Health Statis-
tics, Series 10, No. 48.
Prevalence of conditions.–In general, prev-
alence of conditions is the estimated number of
conditions of a specified type existing at a speci-
fied time or the average number existing during
a ?specified’ interval of time. The prevalence of
chronic conditions is defined as the number of
chronic cases reported to be present or assumed
to be present at the time of the interview. Those
assumed to be present at the time of the inter-
view are cases described by the, respondent in
terms of one of the diseases on the list of ccmdi-
tions always considered chronic (see definition
of chronic condition above) and reported to
have been present at some time during the
12-month period prior to the interview.
Incidence of conditions.-The incidence of
conditions is the estimated number of condi-
tions having their onset in a specified time pe-
riod. As previously mentioned, minor acute con-
ditions involving neither restricted activity nor
medical attention are excluded from the statis-
tics. The incidence data shown in some reports
are further limited to various subclasses of con-
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Condition (h&g Activity &imitation
Tuberculosis, all forms , , . . . . . . . . . . .
Malignant neoplasms . . , . . . . . . . . . .
Benign and unspecified neoplasms . . . . . . . . .
Diabatas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mantaland nervous conditions . . . . . . . . . .
Heart conditions , . . . . . .
Cerebrovascular diseasa , . . . . . .
Hypertension without heart involvenwnt
Varicose veins . . . . . . . .
Hemorrhoids , . . . . . . . .
Other conditions of circulatory systam .
Chronic bronchitis . . . . , , .
Emphysema . . . . . . . . .
Asthma, with or without hay faver . .
Hay fever, without asthma , , . . .
Chronic sinusitis . . . . . . . .
Other conditions of respiratory systam .
Paptic ulcer , . , . . . . . .
Hernia . . . . . . . . . .
Othar conditions of digestive system . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
Diseasesof kidney and ureter . . . . ‘. . . . . . .
Other conditions of ganitourinary system . . . . . . .
Arthritis and rheumatism . , . . . . . . . . . .
Othar musculoskeletel diaordars . , . . . . ‘. . . .
Visual impairments. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hearing impairments . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Paralysis, complete or partial . . . . . . . . . . .
Impairments (excapt paralysis) of back or spine , . . . ,
Impairments (except paralysis and absence) of upper extremities
and shoulders . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Impairments (except paralysis and absenca) of lower extremities
and hips
Condition not specified:
Old aga
Other
International Classification Code Number
010-018
140-208
210-238
250
280-304,305.0,305.3, 305.5,305.6,306-308, 780.6,781.5,
785.6,786 .2,790.0,780.2
380-388,402,404,410428, 782.1,782 .2,782.4
430436
400,401,403
454,456
455
440453,457,458,782.0, 782.3,782 .5-.9
480,491
492
493
507
503
470-486,500-602,604-506, 508-519,783
531-534
550-553
620.3,520.4,520.6-521 .5,521 .7-523,525-530, 535-543,560-
577.764,785.0-785.5, 785.7,785.8
581-564,590-593
594-611,613628,786.0, 786.1,786.3-786.7,789
710-716,717.0,717.1, 717.9,718
720-723,725,728-732, 733.0,733.2,733.3,733.6, 733.9,734
\
I 8ee definition of impairment.
f
Figure Xl 1. Acute condition groups with subgroups and ICDA codes,
ditions, such as “incidence of conditions in-
volving bed disability.”
Onset of condition.–A condition is con-
sidered to have had ita onset when it was first
noticed. This could be the time the person first
felt sick or became injured, or it could be the
time when the person or his family was first told
by a physician that he had a condition of which
he was previously unaware.
Medically attended condition:–A condition
with onset in the past 2 weeks is considered
medically attended if a physician has been con-
sulted about it either at its onset or at any time
thereafter. ,However, when the first medical at-
tention for a condition does not occur until
after the interview, the case is necessarily treated
as though there was no medical attention. Medi-
cal attention includes consultation either in per-
son or by telephone for treatment or advice.
Advice from the physician transmitted to the
patient through the nurse is counted as well as
visits to physicians in clinics or hospitals. If dur-
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ing the course of a single visit the physician is
consulted about more than one condition for
each of several patients, each condition of each
patient is counted as medically attended.
Medically attended condition.–A condition
with onset in the’ past 2 weeks is considered
medically attended if a physician has been con-
sulted about it either at its onset or at any time
thereafter. However, when the first medical at-
tention for a condition does not occur until
after the end of the 2-week period, the case is
treated as though there was no medical atten-
tion. Medical attention includes consultation
either in person or by telephone for treatment
or advice, Advice from the physician transmitted
to the patient through the nurse is counted as
well as visits to physicians in clinics or hospitals.
If during the course of a single visit the physi-
cian is consulted about more than one condkion
for each of several patients, each condition of
each patient is counted as medically attended.
Discussions of a child’s condition by the
physician and a responsible member of the
household are considered as medical attention
even if the child was not seen at that time.
For the purpose of this definition the term
“physician “ includes doctors of medicine and
osteopathic physicians.
Terms Relating to Disability
Disability .–Disability is the general term
used to describe any temporary or long-term re-
duction of a person’s activity as a result of an
acute or chronic condition.
Disability day. -Short-term disability days
are classified according to whether they are days
of restricted activity, bed day”s, hospital days,
work-loss days, or school-loss days. All hospital
days are, by definition, days of bed disability; all
days of bed disability are, by definition, days of
restricted activity. The converse form of these
statements is, of course, not true. Days lost from
work and days lost from school are special terms
which apply to the working and school-age
populations only, but these too are days of re-
stricted activity. Hence “days of restricted activ-
it y“ is the most inclusive term used to describe
disability days.
Restricted-activity day.-A day of re-
stricted activity is one on which a person cuts
down on his usual activities for the whole of
that day because of an illness or an injury. The
term “usual activities” for any day means the
things that the person would ordinarily do on
that day. For children under school age, usual ac-
tivities depend on whatever the usual pattern is
for the child’s day, which will in turn be af-
fected by the age of the child, weather condi-
tions, and so forth. For retired or elderly per-
sons, usual activities might consist of almost no
activity, but cutting down on even a small
amount for as much as a day would constitute
restricted activity. On Sundays or holidays,
usual activities are the things the person usually
does on such days–going to church, playing
golf, visiting friends or relatives, or staying at
home and listening to the radio, reading, looking
at television, and so forth. Persons who have
permanently reduced their usual activities be-
cause of a chronic condition might not report
any restricted-activity days during a 2-week
period. Therefore absence of restricted-activity
days does not imply normzd health.
Restricted activity does not imply com-
plete inactivity, but it does imply only the mini-
mum of usual activities. A special nap for an
hour after lunch does not constitute cutting
down on usual activities, nor does the elimina-
tion of a heavy chore such as cleaning ashes out
of the furnace or hanging out the wash. If a
farmer or housewife carries on only the mini-
mum of the day’s chores, however, this is a day
of restricted activity.
A day spent in bed or a day home from
work or school because of illness or injury is, of
course, a restricted-activity day.
Bed-disability day.–A day of bed dkabilit y
is one on which a person stays in bed for all or
most of the day because of a specific iUness or
injury. All or most of the day is defined as more
than half of the daylight hours. All hospital days
for inpatients are considered to be days of bed
disability even if the patient was not actually in
bed at the hospital.
Persons with chronic conditions.–The esti-
mated number of persons with chronic condi-
tions is based on the number of persons who at
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the time of the interview were reported to have
one or more chronic conditions.
A c tivity-restricting condition.–An activ-
ity-restricting condition is one which had its on-
set in the past 2 weeks and which caused at least
1 day of restricted activity during the 2 calendar
weeks before the interview week. (See “Re-
stricted-activit y day” under “Terms Relating to
Disability.”)
Bed-disabling condition.–A condition with
onset in the past 2 weeks involving at least 1 day
of bed disability is called a bed-disabling condi-
tion. (See “Bed-disability day” under “Terms
Relating to Disability.”)
Work-loss day.–A day lost from work is a
day on which a person did not work at his job or
business for at least half of his normal workday
because of a specific illness or injury. The num-
ber of days lost from work is determined only
for persons 17 years of age and over who re-
ported that at any time during the 2-week
period covered by the interview they either
worked at or had a job or business. (See “Cur-
rently employed persons” under “Demographic
Terms.”)
School-loss day.–A day lost from school is
a normal school day on which a child did not
attend school because of a specific illness or in-
jury. The number of days lost from school is
determined only for children 6-16 years of age.
Pers o n-day. – Person-days of restricted
activity, bed dkability, and so forth are days of
the various forms of disability experienced by
any one person. The sum of days for all persons
in a group represents an unduplicated count of
all days of disability for the group.
Condition-da y. –Condition-days of res-
tricted activity, bed disability, and so forth are
days of the various forms of disability associated
with any one condition. Since any particular day
of disability may be associated with more thah
one condition, the sum of days for conditions
may add to more than the total number af
person-days.
Chronic activity limitation. –Persons are
classified into four categories according to the
extent to which their activities are limited at
present as a result of chronic conditions. Since
the usual activities of preschool children,
school-age children, ” housewives, and workers
and other persons differ, a different set of cri-
teria is used for each group. There is a general
similarity between them, however, as will be
seen in the following descriptions of the four
categories:
1. Persons unable to carry on major activity for
their group (major activity refers to ability to
work, keep house, or engage in school or pre-
school activities)
Preschool children:
Inability to take part in ordinary play
with other children.
School-age children:
Inability to go to school.
Housewives:
Inability to do any housework.
Workers and all other persons:
Inability to work at a job or business.
2. Persons limited in amount or kind of major
activity performed (major activity refers to
ability to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschool activities)
Preschool children:
Limited in amount or kind of play with
other children, e.g., need special rest
periods, cannot play strenuous games, or
cannot play for long periods at a time.
School-age children:
Limited to certain types of schools or in
sch 001 attendance, e.g., need special
schools or special teaching or cannot go to
school full time or for long periods at a
time.
Housewives:
Limited in amount or kind of housework,
e.g., cannot lift children, wash or iron, or
do housework for long periods at a time.
Workers and all other persons:
Limited in amount or kind of work, e.g.,
need special working aids or special rest
periods at work, cannot work full time or
for long periods at a time, or cannot do
strenuous work.
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3.
4.
Persons not limited in major actiuity but
otherwke limited (major activity refers to
ability to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschool activities)
Preschool children:
Not classified in this category.
School-age children:
Not limited in going to school but limited
in participation in athletics or other extra-
curricular activities.
Housewives:
Not limited in housework but limited in
other activities such as church, clubs,
hobbies, civic projects, or shopping.
Workers and all other persons:
Not limited in regular work activities but
limited in other activities such as church,
clubs, hobbies, civic projects, sports, or
games.
Persons not limited in activities (includes
persons whose activities are not limited in
any of the ways described above)
Chronic mobility limitation. –Persons are
classified into five categories according to the
extent to which their mobility is limited at
present as a result of chronic conditions. The
categories are as follows:
Stays in bed.–Must stay in bed all or most of
the time.
Stays in the house. –Must stay in the house, but
not in bed, all or most of the time.
Needs help getting around. –Able to go outside
but needs the help of another person or of a
special aid such as a cane or wheelchair in get-
ting around.
Has trouble getting around freely.-Does not
need the help of another person or a special aid
but has trouble in getting around freely.
Is not limited in mobility .–Not limited in any of
the ways described above.
Terms Relating to Persons Injured
Injury condition.–An injury condition, or
simply an injury, is a condition of the type that
is classified according to the nature of injury
code numbers (N800-N999) in the International
Classification of Diseases. In addition to frac-
tures, lacerations, contusions, burns, and so
forth, which are commonly thought of as in-
juries, this group of codes includes effects of
exposure, such as sunburn; adverse reactions to
immunization and other medical procedures;
and poisonings. Unless otherwise specified, the
term injury is used to cover all of these.
Since a person may sustain more than one
injury in a single accident, e.g., a broken leg and
laceration of the scalp, the number of injury
conditions may exceed the number of persons
injured.
Statistics of acute injury conditions include
only those injuries which involvecl at least 1 full
day of restricted activity or medical attendance.
Person injured.–A person injured is one “
who has sustained one or more injuries in an
accident or in some type of nonaccidental vio-
lence. (See definition of injury condition.) Each
time a person is involved in an accident or in
nonaccidental violence causing injury that re-
sults in at least 1 full day of restricted activity or
medical attention he is included in the statistics
as a separate person injured; hence one person
may be included more than once.
‘The numbe~of persons injured is not equiv-
alent to the, number of accidents for several rea-
sons: (1) the term “accident” as commonly used
may not involve injury at all, (2) more than one
injured person may be involved in a single acci-
dent, so the number of accidents resulting in
injury. would be less than the number of persons
injured in accidents, and (3) the term “accident”
ordinarily implies an accidental origin whereas
“persons injured” as used in the Health Inter-
view Survey includes persons whose injuries re-
sulted from certain nonaccidentaI violence.
The number of persons injured in a speci-
fied time interval is always equal to or less than
the incidence of injury conditions since one per-
son may incur more than one injury in a single
accident.
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Place of accicZent.-Persons injured are clas-
sified accordjng to the type of place where the
injury occurred. The places of accidents are (1)
home, (2) street or highway, (3) farm, (4) indus-
trial place, (5) school, (6) place of recreation,
and (7) other.
Home.–The place or accident is considered as
“home” if the injury occurred either inside or
outside the home but within the property
boundaries. “Home” includes not only the per-
son’s own home but also any other home (va-
cant or occupied) in which he may have been
when he was injured. “Home” includes any
structure that has the primary function of a
dwelling unit and includes the structure and
premises of such places as apartment houses and
house trailers.
Inside the house.– “Inside the house” in-
cludes any room, attic, cellar, porch, or
steps leading to an entrance of the house.
However. in:ide the garage is not con-
sidered as inside the house.
$Mside the house. –’’Outside the house”
includes the yard, driveway, garage, patio,
gardens, or walks. On a farm, only the
premises adjacent to the house are con-
sidered as part of the home. Injuries due to
accidents occurring on cultivated land, in
barns, or other similar farm buildings
would not be considered home injuries.
Street or highway.– “Street or highway” means
the entire area between property lines of which
any part N open for the use of the public as a
matter of right or custom. It includes the
‘ roadway, shoulder, curb, or public sidewalk; ex-
cluded are private driveways j,lanes,or sidewalks.
Farm.–” Farm” as a place of accident refers to
accidents occurring in farm buildings or on culti-
vated land but does not include accidents oc-
curring in the farm home or premises. A ranch is
considered a farm.
Industrial p&zce.-’’Industrial place” is the term
applied to accidents occurring in an industrial
pi&eor on the premises.
places qs factories, railway
I~cluded are such
yards, warehouses,
workshops, logging camps, shipping piers, oil
fields, shipyards, sand and gravel pits, canneries,
and auto repair garages. Construction projects
such as houses, buildings, bridges, and new roads
are included in this category. Buildings under-
going remodeling, with the exception of private
homes, are classified as industrial places or
premises.
School. –’’School” as a place of accident in-
cludes all accidents occurring in school buildings
or on the premises. This classification includes
elementary schools, high schools, colleges, and
trade and business schools.
Place of recreation. –’’Place of recreation” is
used to describe accidents occurring in places
organized for sports and recreation other than
recreational areas located at a place already de-
fined as “home,” “industrial place,” or
“school.” Bowling alley, amusement park, foot-
ball stadium, and dance hall are examples of
“place of recreation.” In “place of accident”
classification of injuries the place is significant
rather than the activity in which the person was
engaged at the time of accident. Hence, an in-
jury sustained by a person at a dance hall while
he was at work is classified as a “place of recre-
ation” injury. Likewise, an injury occurring
while a person was engaged in a sport in an in-
dustrial place is classified as an “industrial
place” injury.
Other. –Accidents which cannot be classified in
any of the above groups or for which the place is
unknown are classified as “other.” Included in
the classification are such places as restaurants,
churches, business and professional offices, and
open or wooded country.
Classification of injured persons by activity
restriction or medical attendance. —The classi-
fication of injured persons by activity restriction
or medical attendance is based on the classifi-
cation of the injury. (See definitions for activity-
restricting injury, bed-disabling injury, work- or
school-loss injury, and medically attended in-
jury.) For example, a person may have received
several iniuries in a sinde accident: if one of the
injuries i&olved 1
activity, 1 or more
or ‘more days-of restricted
days in bed, or medical at-
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t en dance, the person injured would corre-
spondingly be classified as with restricted activ-
ity, with bed disability, or medically attended.
A c tivit y-restrt”cting injuy.–An activity-
restricting injury is an injury which has caused at
least 1 day of restricted activity. (See definition
of restricted-activity day.) The incidence of
activity-restricting injuries is estimated from the
number of such injuries reported as having oc-
curred in the 2 weeks before the interview week.
For this reason, an injury which did not result in
restricted activity until after the end of the
2-week period in which it occurred is not classi-
fied as an activity-restricting injury.
Bed-disabling injury.-An injury resulting
in at least 1 day of bed disability is called a bed-
disabling injury. (See also definition of activity-
restricting injury.)
Work- or school-loss injury.–An injury re-
sulting in at least 1 day of work or school loss is
called a work-loss injury or a school-loss injury.
(See also definition of activity-restricting
injury.)
Medically attended injuy.–An injury for
which a physician was consulted is called a medi-
cally attended injury. Consulting a physician in-
cludes consultation in person or by telephone
for treatment or advice. Advice from the physi-
cian transmitted to the patient through the
nurse is counted as medical consultation as well
as visits to physicians in clinics or hospitals. If at
one visit the physician is consulted about more
than one injury for each of several patients, each
injury is counted as medically attended.
A parent consulting a physician about a
child’s injury is counted as medical consultation
about that injury even if the child was not seen
by the physician at that time.
For the purpose of this definition “physi-
cian” “includes doctors of medicine and osteo-
pathic physicians. The term “doctor” is used in
the interview rather than “physician” because of
popular usage. However, the concept toward
which all instructions are directed is that which
is described here.
An injury is counted as medically attended
if a physician was consulted about it at its onset
or at any time thereafter. However, the first
medical attention for an injury that was ex-
perienced during the 2-week period prior to the
household interview may not occur until after
the interview. Such cases are treated as though
there was no medical attention.
An injury is counted as medically attended
if a physician was consulted about it at its onset
or at any time thereafter. However, the first
medical attention for an injury that was ex-
perienced during the 2-week period prior to the
household interview may not occur until after
the end of the 2-week period. Such cases are
treated asthough there was no medical attention.
Terms Relating to Class of Accident
Class of accident. –Injuries, injured persons,
and resulting days of disability may be grouped
according to class of accident. This is a broad
classification of the types of events which re-
sulted in personal injuries. Most of these events
are accidents in the usual sense of the word, but
some are other kinds of mishap, such as over-
exposure to the sun or adverse reactions to med-
ical procedures, and others are nonaccidental
violence, such as attempted suicide. The classes
of accident are (1) moving motor vehicle acci-
dents, (2) accidents occurring while at work, (3)
home accidents, and (4) other accidents. These
categories are not mutually exclusive. For ex-
ample, a person may be injured in a moving
motor vehicle accident which occurred while the
person was at home or at work. The accident
class “moving motor vehicle” includes “home-
moving motor vehicle” and “while at work-
moving motor vehicle.” Similarly, the classes
“while at work” and “home” include duplicated
counts, e.g., “moving motor vehicle-while at
work” is included under “while at work.”
Motor vehicle–A motor vehicle is any me-
chanically or electrically powered device, not
operated on rails, upon which or by which any
person or property maybe transported or drawn
upon a land highway. Any object, such as a
trailer, coaster, sled, or wagon, being towed by a
motor vehicle is considered a part of the motor
vehicle. Devices used solely for moving persons
or materials within the confines, of a building
and its premises are not counted as motor
vehicles.
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Moving motor vehicle accident.–The acci-
dent is classified as “moving motor vehicle” if at
least one of the motor vehicles involved in the
accident was moving at the time of the accident.
This category is subdivided into “traffic” and
“nontraffic” accidents.
Traffic moving motor vehicle accident. –The ac-
cident is in the “traffic” category if it occurred
on a public highway. It is considered to have
occurred on the highway if it occurred wholly
on the highway, if it originated on the highway,
if it terminated on the highway, or if it involved
a vehicle partially on the highway. A public
highway is the entire width between boundary
lines of every way or place of which any part is
open to the use of the public for the purposes of
vehicular traffic as a matter of right or custom.
Nontraffic moving motor vehicle accident.–The
“accident is in the “nontraffic” category if it oc-
curred entirely in any place other than a public
highway.
Nonmoving motor vehicle accident.–If the
motor vehicle was not moving at the time of the
accident, the accident is considered a “non-
moving motor vehicle” accident and is classified
in the “other accident” category.
Accident while at work.–The class of acci-
dent is “while at work” if the injured person was
17 years of age or over and was at work at a job
or a business at the time the accident happened.
Home. accident.–The class of accident is
“home” if the injury occurred either inside or
outside the house. “Outside the house” refers to
the yard, build~ngs, and sidewalks on the prop-
erty. “Home” includes not only the person’s
own home but also any other home in which he
may have been when he was injured.
Other accident,–The class of accident is
“other” if the occurrence of injury cannot be
classified in one or more of the first three class-
of-accident categories (i.e., moving motor vehi-
cle, while at work, or home). This category
therefore includes persons injured in public
places (e.g., tripping and falling in a store or on a
public sidewalk) and also nonaccidental injuries
such as homicidal and suicidal attempts. The sur-
vey does not cover the military population, but
current disability of various types resulting from
prior injury occurring while the person was in
the Armed Forces is covered and is included in
this class. The class also includes mishaps for
which the class of accident could not be
“ascertained.
Terms Relating to Hospitalization
Hospital.–For this survey a hospital is de-
fined as any institution meeting one of the fol-
lowing criteria: (1) named in the listing of
hospitals in the current Guide Issue of Hospitals,
the Journal of the American Hospital Asso-
ciation, (2) named in the listing of hospitals in
the Directories of the American Osteopathic
Hospital Association, or (3) named in the annual
inventory of non-Federal hospitals submitted by
the States to the Health Care Facilities Service,
Health Services and Mental Health Adminis-
tration, in conjunction with the Hill-Burton
program.
Short-stay hospital.–A short-stay hospital
is one in which the type of service provided by
the hospital is general; maternity; eye, ear, nose,
and throat; children’s; or osteopathic; or it may
be the hospital department of an institution.
Hospital o wnership.–Hospita1 ownership is
a classification of hospitals accordingto the type
of organization that controls and operates the
hospital. The category to which an individual
hospital is assigned and the definition of these
categories follows the usage of the American
Hospital Association.
Hospital. day,–A hospital day is a day on
which a person is confined to a hospital. The
day is counted as a hospital day only if the
patient stays overnight. Thus a patient who
enters the hospital on Monday afternoon and
leaves Wednesday noon is considered to have
had 2 hospital days.
Hospital days during the year.–The num-
ber of hospital days during the year is the total
number for all hospital episodes in the 12-month
period prior to the interview week. For the pur-
poses of this estimate, episodes overlapping the
beginning or end of the 12-month period are
subdivided so that only those days falling within
the period are included.
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Hospital episode.– A hospital episode is any
continuous period of stay of 1 night or more in
a hospital as an inpatient except the period of
stay of a well newborn infant. A hospital epi-
sode is recorded for a family member whenever.
any part of his hospital stay is included in the
12-month period prior to the inte~ew week.
Hospital discharge.-A hospital discharge is
the completion of any continuous period of stay
of 1 or more nights in a hospital as an inpatient
except the period of stay of a well newborn in-
fant. A hospital discharge is recorded whenever a
present member of the household is reported to
have been discharged from a hospital in the
12-month period prior to the interview week.
(Estimates were based on discharges which oc-
curred during the 6-month period prior to the
interview.)
Length of hospital stay.–The length of
hospital stay is the duration in days, exclusive of
the day of discharge, of a hospital discharge.
(See definition of “hospital discharge.”)
Average length of stay~–The average length
of stay per dkcharged patient is computed by
dividing the total number of hospital days for a
specified group by the total number of dis-
charges for the same group.
Type of hospital service.–Type of hospital”
service is a classification of hospitals according
to the predominant type of cases for which they
provide care. The category to which an indi-
vidual hospital is assigned and the definition of
these categories follows the usage of the
American Hospital Association.
Terms Relating to Dental Visits
Dental visit.–A dental visit is defined as
any visit to a dentist’s office for treatment or
advice, including services by a technician or
hygienist acting under a dentist’s supervision.
Interval since last dental visit.–The interval
since the last dental visit is the length of time
prior to the week of interview since a dentist or
dental hygienist was last visited for treatment or
advice of any type.
Edentulous persons. –Persons who have lost
all their permanent teeth are classed as edentu-
Ious persons. An edentulous person ,may have
dentures but does not have any natural teeth.
Type of dental service.–A dental service is
a service received when a dentist or dental hy-
gienist is visited. For purposes of this survey,
dentaI services have been categorized into a
number of broad types. If a single dental visit
involves more than one type of dental service,
each type of service is recorded. If a particular
type of service is rendered more than once dur-
ing a single visit, the type of service is neverthe-
less recorded only once. For example, if during a
single dental visit one tooth is extracted and
three teeth are filled, the types of services ren-
dered during that visit are recorded as “extrac-
tions” and “fillings,” each category being re-
corded only once. The categories of type of
dental service are defined as follows:
FiUings include temporary fillings, permanent
fillings, inlays, crowqs, and similar procedures.
Extractions include any dental surgery and re-
lated activity such as removal of stitches.
Cleaning or examination includes all forms of
dental prophylaxis, checkup, consultation, and
X-rays.
Straightening includes orthodontic treatment
and brace work and also fitting or repair of
braces.
Gum treatment incIudes all periodontalwork ex-
cept prophylaxis.’
Denture work includes taking impressions for
false teeth, plate fitting or repair, and bridge
work.
Other includes all types of dental service not
listed above.
Terms Relating to Physician Visits
Physician visit.–A physician visit is defined
as consultation with a physician, in person or by
telephone, for examination, diagnosis, treat-
ment, or advice. The visit is considered to be a
physician visit if the service is provided directly
by the physician or by a nurse or other person
acting under a physician’s supervision. For the
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purpose of this definition “physician” includes
doctors of medicine and osteopathic physicians.
The term “doctor” is used in the interview
rather than “physician” because of popular
usage. However, the concept toward which all
ins tructions are directed is that which is
described here.
Physician visits for services provided on a
mass basis are not included in the tabulations. A
service received on a’mass basis is defined as any
service involving only a single test (e.g., test for
diabetes) or a single procedure (e.g., smallpox
vaccination) when this’ single service was admin-
istered identically to all persons who were at the
place for this purpose. Hence obtaining a chest
X-ray in a tuberculosis chest X-ray trailer is not
included as a physician visit. However, a special
chest X-ray given in a physician’s office or in an
outpatient clinic is considered a physician visit.
Physician visits to hospital inpatients are
not included.
If a physician is called to a house to see
more than one person, the call is considered a
separate physician visit for each person about
whom the physician was consulted.
A physician visit is associated with the per-
son about whom the advice was sought, even if
that person did not actually see or consult the
physician. For example, if a mother consults a
physician about one of her children, the physi-
cian visit is ascribed to the child.
Interval since last physician visit.–The in-
terval since the last physician visit is the length
of time prior to the week of interview since a “
physician was last consulted in person or by tele-
phone for treatment or advice of any type what-
ever. A physician visit to a hospital inpatient
may be counted as the last time a physician was
seen.
Place of vz’sit.-The place of visit is a clas-
sification of the types of places at which a
physician visit occurs. Definitions of the various
categories are as follows:
Home is defined as any place in which the per-
son was staying at the time of the physician’s
visit. It may be his own home, the home”of a
friend, a hotel, or any other place the person
may have been staying (except as an overnight
patient in a hospital).
Office is defined as the office of a physician in
private practice only. This may be an office in
the physician’s home, an individual office in an
office building, or a suite of offices occupied by
several physicians. For purposes of this survey,
physicians connected with prepayment-group-
practice plans are considered to be in private
practice.
Hospital clink is defined as an outpatient clinic
or emergency room in any hospital.
Company or industry health unit refers to treat-
ment received from a physician or under a physi-
cian’s supervision at a place of business (e.g.,
factory, store, office building). This includes
emergency or first-aid rooms located in such
places if treatment was received there from a
physician or trained nurse.
Telephone contact refers to advice given in a
telephone call by the physician directly or
through a nurse. (Calls for appointments are ex-
cluded.)
Other refers to advice or treatment received
from a physician or under a physician’s general
supervision at a school, at an insurance office, at
a health department clinic, or any other place at
which a physician consultation might take place.
Type of medical service.–A medical service
is a service received when a physician is con-
sulted. For the purposes of this survey, medical
services have been categorized into several broad
types. A single physician visit may result in the
recording of more than one type of medical ser-
vice (though a particular type is not recorded
more than once for any one physician visit).
Tables showing physician visits classified by type
of medical service therefore add to more than
the total number of visits. Definitions of the
types of medical service are as follows:
Diagnosis and treatment include (a) exami-
nations and tests in order to diagnose an illness
regardless of whether the examinations and tests
resulted in a diagnosis and (b) treatment or ad-
vice given by the physician or under the physi-
cian’s supervision. The category includes diag-
nosis alone, treatment alone, and both
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combined. X-rays either for diagnostic purposes
or for treatment are included in this class.
Prenatal and postnatal care include consultations
concerning the care of the mother during preg-
nancy and in the postpartum period. It excludes
consultations for illnesses not related to preg-
nancy or delivery.
General checkup includes checkups for general
purposes and also those for a specific purpose
such as employment or insurance. If a diagnosis
or diagnoses are made in the course of a general
checkup, the physician visit is classified to “diag-
nosis and treatment” as well as to “general
checkup.” If the consultation is for checking up
on a specific condition, as, for example, when a
person goes at regular intervals for a check on a
tuberculous or heart condition, this is classified
as “diagnosis and treatment” and not as “general
checkup.”
hwnuni.zation includes this preventive service
when provided by a physician or under a physi-
cian’s supervision. A physician service which is
for the sole purpose of receiving immunization
against a particular disease given at the same
time and place that many other persons are re-
ceiving the identical immunization is excluded
because of the rule for exclusion of such services
in the definition of a physician visit.
Other includes eye refractions and specific pre-
ventive-care services (such as vitamin injections)
not embraced by the above type of service cate-.
gories. Also included are all visits where an un-
known type of service was reported.
Terms Relating to Health Insurance ~
Hospital insurance.– Insurance which pays
all or part of the hospital bill for the hospi-
talized person is called hospital insurance. The
hospital bill is limited to the bill submitted by
the hospital itself, not the doctor’s or surgeon’s
bill or the bill for special nurses. Such a bill
always includes the cost of room and meals and
may also include the cost of other services such
as operating room, laboratory tests, and X-rays.
Surgical insurance. –Insurance which pays
in whole or part the bill of the doctor or surgeon
for an operation whether performed in a hospi-
tal or in the doctor’s office is surgical insurance.
Insurance which pays the cost of visits to a
doctor’s office for postoperative care is included
as surgical insurance.
Terms Relating to Out-of-Pocket
Health Expenses
Out-of-pocket expense.–The amount paid
directly by the individual or family member ex-
clusive of any part paid by insurance, other per-
son, or agency. The following definitions pertain
only to out-of-pocket expenses.
Dents/ bi/k.-The amount spent for cleaning,
filling, straightening, bridgework, dental labora-
tory fees, and other services from a dentist or
hygienist.
Doctor bills.–The amount spent for rountine
doctor visits, treatments, checkups, doctor fees
while a patient in a hospital, operations, deliv-
eries, pregnancy care, laboratory fees, shots, and
other services by a medical doctor.
Hospital bills.–The amount spent for room and
board, operating and delivery rooms, anesthesia,
tests, X-rays, special treatments, and any other
hospital service.
Payments for prescription medicine. –Amounts
spent for only those medicines prescribed by a
doctor or dentist.
Payments for. optical bills. –Amounts spent for
eyeglass, contact lenses, or optometrist’s fees.
Payments for other medical biUs,-Amounts
spent for chiropractor’s or podiatrist’s fees, hear-
ing aid, special brace, truss, wheelchair, artificial
limbs, physical or speech therapy, special nurs-
ing care, and nursing home or convalescent
home care.
Pay ments for health insurance premiums.–
Amounts spent on premiums for health insur-
ance coverage for any part of a hospital bill or
doctor’s bill.
.Demographic Terms
Age.–The age recorded for each person is
the age at last birthday. Age is recorded in single
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years and grouped in a variety of distributions
depending on the purpose of the table.
Into me of family .or of unrelated
individuals. —Each member of a family is classi-
fied according to the total income of the family
of which he is a member. Within the household
all persons related to each other by blood, mar-
riage, or adoption constitute a family. Unrelated
individuals are classified according to their own
income.
The income recorded is the total of all in-
come received by members of the family (or by
an unrelated individual) in the 12-month period
preceding the week of interiiew. Income from
all sources is included, e.g., wages, salaries, rents
from property, pensions, and help from rela-
tives.
Usual activzly.–Al1 persons in the popula-
tion are classified according to their usual activ-
ity during the 12-month period prior to the
week of interview. The “usual” activity, in case
more than one is reported, is the one at which
the person spent the most time during the
12-month period. Children under 6 years of age
are classified as “preschool.” All persons aged
6-16 years are classified as “school age.”
The categories of usual activity used in
this report for persons aged 17 years and over
are usually working, usually going to school,
usually keeping house, retired, and other activ-
ity. For several reasons these categories are not
comparable with somewhat similarly named cat-
egories in official Federal labor force statistics.
First, the responses concerning usual activity are
accepted without detailed questioning since the
objective of the question is not to estimate the
numbers of persons in labor force categories but
to identify crudely certain population groups
which may have differing health problems. Sec-
ond, the figures represent the usual activity sta-
tus over the period of an entire yea-, whereas
official labor force statistics relate to a much
shorter period, usually 1 week. Third, the mini-
mum age for usually working persons is 17 in
the Health Interview Survey, and the official la-
bor force categories include all persons aged 14
or older. Finally, in the definitions of specific
categories which follow, certain marginal groups
are classified differently to simplify procedures.
Usually working includes persons 17 years of age
or older who are paid employees; self-employed
in their own businessj profession, or in farming;
or unpaid employees in a family business or
farm. Work around the house or volunteer or un-
paid work such as for a church is not counted as
working.
Usually going to school includes persons 17
years of age or older whose major activity is
going to school.
Usually keeping house includes female persons
17 years of age or older whose major activity is
described as “keeping house” and who cannot
be classified as “working.”
Retired includes persons 45 years old and over
who consider themselves to be retired. In case of
doubt, a person 45 years of age or older is
counted as retired if he or she has either volun-
tarily or involuntarily stopped working, is not
looking for work, and is not described as “keep-
ing house.” A retired person may or may not be
able to work.
Other activity includes all persons 17 years of
age or -older not classified as “working,” “re-
tired,” or “going to school,” and females 17
years of age or older not classified as “keeping
house.”
h Zubor force.–All persons 17 years and
older who worked at or had a job or business or
were looking for work or on layoff from work
during the 2-week period prior to the week of.
interview are in the labor force. The labor force
consists of persons currently employed and
those not employed as defined below.
Currently. employ ed.–Persons 17 years of age
and over who reported that at any time during
the 2-week period covered by the interview they
either worked at or had a job or business are
currently employed. Current employment in-
cludes paid work as an employee of someone
else; self-employment in business, farming, or
professional practice; and unpaid work in a
family business or farm. Persons who were tem-
porarily absent from a job “or business because of
a temporary illness, vacation, strike, or bad
weather are considered as currently employed if
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they expected to work as soon as the particular
event causing the absence no longer existed..
Free-1ance workers are considered currently em-
ployed if they had a definite arrangement with
one employer or more to work for pay accord-
ing to a weekly or monthly schedule, either full
time or part time.
Excluded from the currently employed popu-
lation are persons who have no definite employ-
ment schedule but work only when their services
are needed. Also excluded from the currently
employed population are (1) persons receiving
revenue from an enterprise but not participating
in its operation, (2) persons doing housework or
charity work for which they receive no pay, (3)
seasonal workers during the portion of the year
they were not working, and (4) persons who
were not working, even though having a job or
business, but were on layoff or looking for
work.
The number of currently employed persons esti-
mated from the Health Interview Survey (HIS)
will differ from the estimates prepared from the
Current Population Survey (CPS) of the U.S.
Bureau of the Census for several reasons. In ad-
dition to sampling variability they include three
primary conceptual differences, namely: (1) HIS
estimates are for persons 17 years of age and
over; CPS estimates are for persons 16 years of
age and over. (2) HIS uses a 2-week reference
period, while CPS uses a l-week reference pe-
riod. (3) HIS is a continuing survey with sepa-
rate samples taken weekly; CPS is a monthly
sample taken for the survey week which includes
the 12th of the month.
Currently unemployed. –Persons 17 years and
over who during the 2-week period prior to in-
terview did not work or had no job or business
but were looking for work and those who had a
job but were on layoff or looking for work are
considered currently unemployed.
Not in labor ~orie.–Persons not in the
labor force are all persons under 17 years of age
and other persons who did not at any time dur-
ing the 2-week period covered by the interview
have a job or business, were not looking for
work, and were not on layoff from a job. In
general, persons excluded from the labor force
are children under 17, retired persons, physically
handicapped persons unable to work, and house-
wives or charity workers who receive no pay.
Class of worker.– Persons in the labor force
are classified according to class of worker as
follows:
Private paza workers are persons working for a
private employer for wages, salary, or commis-
sions. This includes compensation by tips; piece
rates or pay in kind; and wages or salary from
settlement houses, churches, unions, and other
nonprofit organizations.
Federal Government workers are pmsons who
work for any branch of the Federal Government
including employees of Government-owned bus
lines and utilities, civilian employees of the
Armed Forces, and persons elected to Federal
offices.
Other government workers are persons who
work for any branch of government other than
the Federal Government, e.g., State, city, or
county. Included in this group are civilian em-
ployees of the National Guard, persons elected
to paid offices, employees of international or-
ganizations such as The United Nations, and em-
ployees of foreign governments.
Self-employed workers are persons working for
profit or fees in their own business, farm, shop,
or office. “Own business” includes persons who
have their own tools or equipment and provide
services on a contract, subcontract, or job basis.
Officers of corporations are not classified as
owning their own business, even though they do
own all or, part of the corporation stock; such
persons are considered as “private paid.” A per-
son who operates a farm for himself, regardless
of whether he owns or rents the land, is con-
sidered self-employed.
Other CZUSSof worker includes (1) persons not
paid for work, (2) persons who have never
worked in the past but have a job or business
which will begin in the near future, (3) persons
who have not worked in the past but are pres.
.ently looking for work, and (4) persons for
whom no information as to class of worker is
available.
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APPENDIX Ill
QUESTIONNAIRE
la, Wh#t, ts the n-e lf the h-ad e! this household? - Enter name In first column.
b. What o,. th. n.mes .f .11 oth.t petsens wh. live hem? - List all persons who 11.e hare. Yes” No
c. I hove Iimod (Read names), IS them anvanti lIs* st.vin# hem new, such W* friends, t.latives, l t rmamets? D o
d. Htvo 1 mlitod anyone whc USUALLY IIVOI hcm but la new awcy Ir*m homo? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 q
c. DC any lf tho Pooplt In this hou!ohold hmvc l homo onywhst~ llse?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 D
l APPIr he.schold mwnbctshlp wI...
f. Am any lf the am.ns in *his heusehdd .*w l full.tlnte
RlcNv. duty WN the Armed Foteas lf the United $t#tcs? . . . . . . . . . I Y cOl(s). — (Delete) i N
2,, ff,w t, -- ,,l,t,d ,. -- (Head of household)?
--------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- -----
if parent-child telatlonshlp in 28 snd both psrents In household, l$k:
b, Are ye. md -- *h. n.tutal par..ts of --, --, ltc. ? If “Yes;’ mark P box in “’chlld”s” column. [
1,
.
c
—
3, Whst ii --’t date of birth? (Enter date and Age, snd circle R#ce and SeX)
. .
1. Record the number of Bed Days, Doctor VI sits, and Hospitalizations
P
2. Record each conditton ,n the person’s column, with the question number(s) whete it was reported.
Reference dates
2.week period
12.month Bed Days,
Doctor VISN probe
Hospital p,obe
—
} Refer to Flashcard to determme Sample Persons; mark SP boxes.
If related persons 17 years old or over are l#sted in add!t!on to the respondent. say
H [,.”, --,,.”, --,
l would Iikt te have all adults who are at ~me takw part in tfw in fetview.
ltc., at home now? If Yes, ” lsk: Please ask them ** loin us. H
I
This SUIV* Is bdng conduct.d to collect in fermatian on the ~etianss h.alfh. I will ask abovt visits fe
Jd.ctom an d.nflsts, llln*BI in the family, and ether health :e!nmd iiems. (Hand calendar)
The naxt few questions mfet ta *ho potf 2 w-k,, fhe 2 wnks outlintd in red on that calendat,
beginning Monday, (date) , and ondin~ this post Sunday, (date) .
40. Durin~ the.. 2 w..k,, did -- stay In b.d bccsus. of my inn. si er iniuw? 4.
. . . . . . . ..-. . ..-. . . . . .
b. During that 2.w..k period, hew many cloys did -- SIOY in b.d 811 .r m.s~ .f *he cloy?
5. Dutlng thesa 2 wooks, how many dayi did illness .r inluty keep -- hm wmrk?
(For females): rwf counting work oround the house?
6. During thoso 2 woks, how many days did illness O! iniury k~cp -- from school? 6.
If one or more d8ys m 4b, ask 7: otherwtse o w 8.
7, On how many of these -- days Io*? from
{ ::$.I }
did -- stoy in b-d sII o? mow of the d-y?
{
In bad
to. (NOT COUNTING the day(s) lest from work
}
)
lost from school
Were tier. my (oth.c) days durin~ the POM 2 weeks th.t -- e. I dawn on th. thitigs
h. U8Udty do.$ because of IIlnmss er hllU1y?
. ----- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----- . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . .
{
in bod
b, (Asain, not counfing tha day(s) Io$t from work
}
)
lost from school
Outing th.t pwlod, how many (othor) d.ys did he c.+ down far as much as a day?
If one or more days ,n 4-8. ask 9; otherw!se ;0 to next parson.
‘“owh”’c””d’’’a””s”d”o--’o {%:*} ‘“’’”’’h”pa2w””k”k”
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------- . -------- ------- -------- ------- ------- - ------
b. Did any oth., condltlen .0”S. him M
{ $l!~,} ‘“’i””*o’p”’i”d’
T-n-o AGERACE.--------- ----Last“w. Iw
4
%’=-+-+
Y (4bl I
>0 N
}
II lt,,
11. (5)
6-16 (6)
—O., s Und.1 6 (8) I
4
_WL d.”, ,?,
)0 (_J No.. (8)
_SL days
)0 ~ Nan. (a)
_0a7s
)0 ~] None
,Y
, N (9)
. . . . .-
_ 0.,s
10 c, N.me I
Enler cWINM in mnC
Ask 9b
. ..- ------ . ----
Y
N (NP)
-------------------
> Fill ltcm C, (8E0 OAYS), from 4b for all persons.
O& During tho pott 2 wtcks, did anyono in !hc family, that is you,
~.y~~n:~~e:t-h..y~ ~~y-~!h.~)-o.cgi,d~?t? -*! !.nJ@*~---------- .__--- .--I .-. _------ _--_ ---- _BJ{lJ --
b, Who was this? - Mark ““Acc#dent or innm” box In oerson’s column.
----------------------------------------
----------------------------------------
C, Whet was th, l“\”,y?
d. Old .ny.n. hav. any .th.r accid.nfs et Ini.rl.s d.rin~ that period?
---------------- ------- ---- -- ------- -- --- ------- ------ --- ---- ------- ---
If “’Acctdent or mjuty,” ask:
I ..1 NY(Enter fntwy in Ilcm C). . As . ,.SUII .1 *h. oc. idwtt, did -- $.. 0 doctor or did h- C.? down ln th. thins. h. .S..IIY 4..*? I
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la. During th~ past 2 waaks, did anyone in tht family,
thot is YOU, your --, ltc., go to a dentist? Y N (12)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Who was this? - Mark “’Dental visit” box in person’s column.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. During tho past 2 wocks, did anyorm lISO in the family go to a dentist? Y (Reask I lb and c) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------- .----
If “’Dental visit,” ask:
d. During the past 2 wacks, how many ?im*s did --go to a dentist?
.,
Do not ask for children I yr. old and under.
Mark box or ask:
2. ABOUT how long has N baon since -- LAST wmt to a dwstlst?
-,
lb
-..
-,
‘
12.
q Dental visit
----------------- -.
------- ------- -----
_ No. of dental visits (fJP)
t q 2.week dent.1 vlslt
-------------------
2 q Past 2 weeks not
reported (11)
3 c] 2 weeks-6 months
4 I_J Over 6- I 2 maths
5 u I yesr
6 u 2-4 years
7 q 54 yews
s u Never
‘OOTNOTES
13. During tht past 2 weeks (tho 2 weeks ou,tlincd in red on that cdcndar) hew many times did -- .e* u m*dical dector? 13, 00 q Ncme
Do not cwnt doctors seen while a patisnt in a hospital.
_ Number of ViSi[S
(Bosidcs thes* visits)
40, During that 2.wock period did anyono in tlw family go to a doctor’s office or Y
clinic for shots, X.rays, tests, or cxa.minatlans? N (IS)
. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b, Who was this? - Mark “Doctor visit” box in person’s column. 14b,
-------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
c, Anyorw l1so? Y (Remk 14b and c)
N
------ ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------
If “Doctor visit,” ask:
d, How ~anY times did -- visit th. doctor during that period?
Ih. During that period, did anyone in th@ famiiy get any medical advice from Y
a doctor ovar tha telephone? N (16)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
b, Who was the phono call about? - Mark “Phone call” box in person’s column.
bkh-
lSb. q t%ona ..11
------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------
c, Any calls about anyorw dig? Y (Reosk 15b and c) + ‘j?,,,,: ~%?.
N *i:&;-
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - %&- .-.
If “Phone call,” ask:
d. How many telephone calls WW* mad, to got medical advice about -- ? d,
) Fill item C, (V), from 13-15 for all Persons.
Ask 16a for each person with visits in DV box.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------4~*'169. For what condition did -- SO* or talk to a &ctor during tha past 2 wteks?
b. Did -- s.. or talk te a doctor about any specific condition?
t
b,
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
c. What conditlan? e,
------------------------------------------------- ~ ------------------------------- ----
d, DurIn# ~at p.riod, did -- s.. or talk to a dectm about ‘any ethar condition?
J-
d,
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
c, During thc,past 2 wcaks WQS -- \iek 5.CWSO of her pregnancy?
L
l,
---------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- --
f, What was the matter?
171s. During the past 12 months, (that is since
+Y
a l or ago), about how many times did -- sac or 17.
talk to a medical doctor? (Do not count octors setn while a patient in a hospital.)
(Includ. th. -- visits you already told mt about,)
---------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
---
b. ABOUT how long hat it bctn slnco -- LAST saw or talktd to a modlcal doctor? b
include doctors seen while a patient in a hospital.
_ Numb+r of calls (NP)
u Ccmditim (/fain C
THEN 18d)
q Pre;nancv (16e)
q No condition
-------------------
Y N (NP)
------------------
Enter coj~pwln /(em C
,_-____------------
Y (16c) h (NP)
------------------
Y N (16d)
------------------
En far condition In ifam C (16,
>00 q Only when 1“ hosplta!
)00 q None
_ Number or visits
------------------
I q 2-week DV
.------------------
2 D Past 2 weeks
not raporced
(13 and 16)
3 q 2 wks.-d mos.
4 q Over 6-12 most
s q I year
s q 2-4 yaws
7 q 5+ ytafs
8 m Never
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Ages
17+
A*CS
6-16
Ages
under 6
18a, whatwas -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS - (For males):
If “something else,” ask (For females):
b. What was ---doing?
working w doing smmthing llsc?
kaaping Itousr, working, or daing
somathing da.?
If 45+ years and was not “’working, “ “’keeping house,” or ““going to school,” ask
c. Is -- retired?
d. If “retired,” ask Did ha ratire bacauso of his haaltb?
------------------------------------------------------------------------
19a. what was -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS - going to school or doing somadting llsa?
If “’something else,” ask
b. What was -- doing?
------------------------------------------------------------------------
De.IS-- abla to take part at all in ordinaw play with othw children?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Is ho Iimitad in the kind of Play he can do bacause of his health?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c, Is ho Iimitad in the amount of PlaY bacausa of hia htalth?
la. Is -- Iimitad In ony way bacouae of his haolth?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ .
b. In what way is ha limi~d? Record limitation, not condition.
2a. Doss -- haalth now kaap him from working?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Is ha Iimitod in the kind of work he could do bacause of his health?
______________________________________________________________________________ -
c. la hc limited in the amount of work he could do bacausa of his haalth?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -
d. Is ha Iimit*d in the kind or amount of other activities bacousc of his haalth?
3a. Does -- NOW havo a iob?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -
b. In tarms of haahh, is -- NOW ablo to (work - keep house) at oII?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -
c. Is ha Iimitad In the kind of (work - housework) he can do because of his haalth?
______________________________________________________________________________ .
d. Is ho limitad in the amount of (work - housework) he can do baceusa of his haa Ith?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l. is ha Iimitad in the kind or amount of other activities bccausa of his haalth?
!4. In tarms of health would -- bc obla to go to school?.
‘5a. Doss (would) -- have to go to a cartain typa of school b*cause of his heolth?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ .
b. Is ha (would he b-) Iimitad in school attendance bc.ause of his hanlth?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -
c. IS he Iimitad in the kind or amount of other activities bacausa of his haalth?
60. Is -- Iimitad in ANY WAY because of a disability or htalth?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. In what way is hm limi~d? Record limitation, not condition.
{
been Iimitad in --
!7a. About how long has ha b~.n unablb to --
hod to go to a cartoin typa of school? }
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b, what (other) condition causes this limitation?
If “old age” only, ask Is this limitation causad by any *pacific condition?
------------------------------------------------------------------------- ______
c. IS this limitation causad by any othar condition?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mark box or ask
d. which of thasa conditions would you say is tha MAIN cousc of his limitation?
18.
h
19.
--
—
m,
--
b
--
<
21(
--
k
2h
--
t
--
-:
23,
-.
t
--
-!
-:
,
—
24.
-.
I
--
-!
-.
1
27,
-.
I
-.
--
J
t q Worklnt (23a)
zq K-p!nz hous= (2W
s m Retired, health (22)
s q Retired, other (22)
a q Ooing to school (26)
a q 17+ somethin: also (22)
7 n 6-16 somethln; else (24
------------------
0 n I -5 years (20)
o q Under I (21)
Y I N (27)
-------------------
z Y (27) N
------------------
2 Y (27) N (29)
IY s N (NP)
-------------------
(27)
1 Y (27) N
.-----------------.
2 Y (27) N
-------------------
2 Y (27) N
,------------------
3 Y (27) N (28)
Y (230) N
,------------------
V I N (27)
-------------------
‘2 Y (27) N
------------------
2 Y (27) N
------------------
3 Y (27) N (273)
Y I N (27)
2 Y (27) N
-------------------
2 Y (27) N
-------------------
2 Y (27) N
4’i K N (NP)
------------------
100 q Less than I month
1— MQs. z-=-y
Enter cmA#~7~ item C
= Old a;e Only (NP)
------------------ .
Y (Reask
27b and c) N
.------------------
q Only I condltkm
Entw main condltlo”
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280, Was ..- a pati.nt in a hospitol at any time since
U.----__ -_---__-_--_ .___ -_.--_ --_-:?:!___ :?::'?!::. --___ ---____ -------------. -___r?? __---? ___!. !!EmXLXL
b. How many timm was -- in a hospital since (date) a year ago? b. _ T#mes (Item C)
..<. : ,,
Ask for each child i year old or under if date of birth is on or after reference date.
30a, was--born in a hospital? X0..
If ‘“YEs,” and no hospitalizations entered in his and/or mother’s cokunn, enter “I” in 28b and item C.
If “Yes,”
Y N (NP)
and a hospitalization is entered for the mother and/or baby, ask 30b for each.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- l ---------------------
b. Is this haspitalixation included in the number you gave me for --?
rl
b.
If “No,” correct entries in 28 and item C for mother and/or baby. Y N i
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CONDITION 1
1. P*rsen numbw Nama of condition AZ “’,’~p#-’l0ns -qvy’a f“’ he yg; yd ‘n:. .
znQ.3a 4QQ.3c caQ.3e
2. When did -- lost ,,* o~
4. During the post 2 wteks, did his . . . caust him
! ::: In Interview I ; : Past 2 wks. (Item C) s ,; 2-4 yrs.
to cut down on the things he usually &M? lY z N [9)
week 2 ~. 2 wks.-6 mos. 6 -~ 56 yrs. 5. During tfmf period, how many days did hc cut
(Reask 2) ,
,; Over 6–12 mos. 7 - Never down for as much as o day?
_ Days
. . . DK if Or. seen~:. .b ::; I yr.
C@~; I None (9)
s :: I OK when Or. seen 6. During that 2.week ptriod, how many da s did
Ihis . . . ka~p him in bed 011 or most of t l day?
Al/
_Days
Examine “Name of condition” entry and mark 00:: j None
~ Accident or injury (A2) ~;, On Card C (A2) ~“] Neither (313) Ask if 17+ years:
If I’Doctor not talked to,’” transcribe entry from item 1. 7. How many days did his . . . kacp him from work
_Days (9j
If ‘Doctor talked to,”’ ask: during that 2.weak period? (For females): not
30. What did the doctor say it was? - Did hc give it a mtdical nama? counting work around tha hous~?
00 ~“j None (9)
Ask if 6-16 years:
8. How many do’ys did his . . . kaep him from _Days
----------- . . .
Oo not aak for Cancer
school during that 2.weak period?
nOn Card C(A2)”’ ” -” ”-------- ~ Whan did -- fir,, “Otice hi, . . .?
00 m None
b. Whet was the causa of . . .? .
~ Accident or iniury (A2j ! q Last week 4 ,C] 2 weeks-3 months
------- ., ------------------------------ ---------- 2 q Week before s q Over 3-12 months
If the entry in 3a or 3b includes the words:
Ailrn.nt
}
3 a Past 2 weeks-DK which c c] More than 12 months ago
Condition Dis.ard., Treble
Anwnl. “ cyst Growth
(Was it during the past 12 months or boforo that Nmt?)
T.mer
Asthma D.(..t M.astes UIG*. Ask C: (Was it during th~ past 3 months or bcfora that time?)
Atto.k Disease Rupture (Wos it during the past 2 waaks or before that tim~?)
c. What kind of . . . is it? t q Not an eye cond. (AA) a q First aye cmsd. (6+ yrs.)
A3 2 q First eye cond. (Item C, then 10)(under 6) (AA)
------------ -------------------------------------
4 q Not first eye cond. (AA)
For alierzy or stroke, ask: 10. Can --
d. How do~s tho allergy (stroka) affact him?
saa w*II lnough to raad ordinary newspapar
print WITH GLASSES with his
{ “ft }
ly*?. .lY 2N
right . . . . ..IY 2N
-------------- -----------------------------------
If in 3a-d there is an impairment or any of the following entries: FOOTNOTES
Abscess Damage Paralysis
Ache (* XC*pl h.cd or war) G,owth Ruptur.
Blc.ding Hmnowhag, Sa,*
Blood clet lnfeeNOn Ser*n*ss
0011 lnflOmmaNon Tumor
}
Ask e;
cancer N.walglo UIC*,
cramps (*xc*pt Nmwltis Vwicosb veins
mwstrual) POln
cyst
W.ak
Palsy W.akn.ss
l, What pt of tha body is offacted?
Show the following detail:
N.md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..,kull, stolp, fae.
Bock/spin./..brobro . . . . . . . . . . . .pp.r, rnlddl., law.,
%oreye .,, ... . . . . . . . . . ..oneothth
Arm, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..oncnc otk.ath; ahouldw, up lr,
elbow, Iowar, wrist, hon(f
L.g ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..onaotbofh. hip, .ppar, kn..,
Iew.,. ankls. (eet
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t m Missing extremity (A4)
AA 2~ Condition in C? does not have a Ietteras smIrce(A4)
s q Condition in C2 has a letter as source, Doctor see” (II)
4 q Condition In C2 has a letter as source, Doctor not seen (15)
11o,Dats -- NOW take any mcdicinc or trwatmont
for his . . .?
lY
2 N (12)
. -----------------------------------------------
b. Was any of this medicine or treatment roconmmnd.d t Y
by a doctor? 2N
12, Has h* lver had surgary for this condition? lY
2N
13, Was hc lvtr hospitalized for this condition? lY
2N
14. Durins the post 12 monthi, about how many times has
-- son or talked to a doctor about his . . .?
_ Times
(Do not count visits while o patimi in o hospital.) 000 m None
150. About how mony days during the past 12 months has
this condition ktpt him in b-d all or most of the day? _ Days
000 q None
-------------------------------------------------
Ask if 17+ years:
b, About how many days during the post 12 months has _ Days
this condition kept him from work?
For females: Not counting work around th~ house? 000 u None
16a. HOW oft-n does his . . . bothw him - all of the time, often,
one- in a while, or never?
! q All the time 2 q Often s q Once in a while
o u Never (16c) s D Other - Specify
-------------------------------------------------
b. When it dam bothw him, is hc bothtrod a gr~at dtol, somo, or vary Iittlc?
I q Great deal 2 q Some 3 q Vefy little
4 q Other - Specify
-------------------------------------------------
q All the time in 16a (A4)
c. Do-s -- still havo this condition?
t Y (A4) N
-------------------------------------------------
d. IS this condition completdy cur-d or is it unda, control?
2 q Cured 9 q Under control (A4)
4 q Other - Specify (A4)
-------------------------------------------------
l. About how long did -- have this condition b*fara it was curad?
o q Less than one month
_ Months
— Years
A4 a Accident or injury u Other (NC)
170. Did tht accident happen during tht past 2 years or baforc that time?
q Ouring the past 2 years q Before 2 years (l&)
________________________________________________ .
b, When did the accident happen?
q Last week n Over 3-12 months
n Week before n 1-2 years
q 2 weeks-3 months
130. At the time of the occident whet part of the body was hurt?
What kind of in@y was it? Anything llse?
Part(s) of body I Kind of injury
t t
------------------ ---------------------- -_
If accident happened more than 3 months ago, ask:
b. What part of the body is offccted now?
How is his -- affact~d? Is he affect.d in onv oth~r vmw?
—,
I
Pan(s) of body I Present effects
r 1---------------------------------------
1 1
19. Where did the accidant hoppcn?
1 q At home (inside house)
2 q At home (adjacent premises)
3 q Street and highway (includes roadway and public sidewalk)
4 n Fzrm
5 q Industrial place (includes premises)
G q SchOOl (includes premi S=S)
7 •l place Of recreation and sports, except at school
a q Other - SpecifyJ
20. Was -- ot work at his iob or businass whan the aceidcnt happmwd?
lY 3 q Whi Ie in Armed Services
2N 4 m Under 17 at time of accident
Ma. Was Q car, truck, bus, or other motor vehicle
irwolvad in the accident in any WOY? lY 2 N (NC)
_________________________________________________
b. Was more than ona vehicle involvod? Y N
-------------------------------------------------
c. *GS it (eith*r ono) moving at tht tima? lY 2N
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2-WEEKS DOCTOR VISITS PAGE
Earlier, you told ma that -- had sem or tolkod to a doctor during tho past 2 weeks.
!a. On what (othsr) dates durlttgthot2.week period did --visit ortalk toa doctor?
----------- -------------------------------------------------------- .
b. W*re ther~ any othw doctor visits for him during that period?
1. wherodid h~s.. thodoctor on the date
-“’”clinic, hospital, doctor’s of fice, ersomcot ltplaco?
If Hospital: Waaittho outpatkttclinic
or the lmargcncy room?
If Clinic Wasitahospital outprttiwtt
clinic, a company clinic, orsomoothcr
kind of ClifiiC?
1, la~~doetor a~naral pmctitiansr oraapacialist?
L
20<
-.
b,
:
r
—
brson numbar
{
77770 Last weak
OR
ooaan Waak befora
Month =
,------------------------------
Y (Rwk 2a and b) N (A8k 3 and 4 for
@am VM f)
o q While Inpatlant In hospital (Next DV)
1 I_Jhctor’so ffice(;roup practicer
doctw’s clinic)
z q Telephone
3D Hospital Outpatient Clinic
4 q Homa
al_J Hospital Emer;ency Room
a= Company or l“dustry Cll”lc
7 q Ochar (.W3WY) ~
I q Gan*ral Practltlonar q SfIeclaiist -
What kind ef Spa.idl.t Is ha?
7
FOOTNOTES
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HOSPITAL PAGE
YOU @ ~at -- WaS In fhc kaspltal (nursing horn.) during the past year. USE YOUR CALENDAR
~en did ._ .nhr ~. hospital (nursing home) (tht last Nina)? t-lake sure *e YEAR is C.wecl
. What is tfm nom. and addrsss of this hospital (nursing home)?
. How many rri91rts was -- in the hospital (nursing ham.)?
Complete s from entries In 2 lnd 4 if not clear, ask the questions.
n. How many of thcso -- nights were during tlm past 12 months?
--------------------------------------------------------------------
b. How many of thoso -- nights wore during tlm past 2 weeks?
--------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Was -- still In the hosBltal (nursing home) last Swrdw nlaht far this hosmitalixatlon (stov)?
For what ~onditien dld -- lntar tho Itospital (nursing Itomo) . do you know tho medical name?
If medicsl name unknown, enter an adequate description.
Far delivery lsk
1
IShow CAUSE, KiND, and
Was this a normel dolivary? If “NO,’” 8Sk PART OF BOOY in ssme
For newborn, lsk
!
What wos tho mattw? I detai I as required far the
We- the bby rrarrrrel et bkth?
Canditian page.i
I
o. Wors any opomtions psrfanrwd en -- during this stay at the hospital (nursing borne)?
------ --------------------------------------------------------------
b, whet was tho name of the eperatien?
If name of operation Is not known, describe what wss done.
--------------------------------------------------------------------
1
1, Person number
I N4ntrl Date Y*sr
2. I I 19_
Nsms
Streac
3.
city (w Comty) state
4. _ Nlshts
50,I Ni:hts---------------------------------
b.1_ Nl!hts---------------------------------c, Y N
6. I_J Normsl dslivery q Normal lt birth
Condition
‘&;;e-----&;d--&;d-E ‘-----n--k-&-W- G~-
--------------------------------
Kind
-F%7t-&7&%y -----------------------
d---=f~~---------=f~-------
h
/
---------------------------------
Y (Dsscrltm)7 N
G Any ether opemtlsne during this stay? c.
P
If the condition In 6 or 7 Is iisted specifically in 31A, B, or 32, or there is “I” or more ni;hts in 5b,
l Condition page is required. If there is no Condition pete, enter condition in item C and f i I I a page for
it aftsr completln~ columns for lII required hospitalizations.
‘OOTNOTES
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HEALTH INSURANCE PAGE
Thescnoxt quc@ions ar*obouth*alth insuranc*.
If 6S+, ask: otherwise go to Za.
1. DO*5 -- hava Medicare from Social Sacurity?
!o. (lnaddition to Mcdicaro) There, is a public pregram collcd Mcdieaid which providos
mdical assistance to parsons in nmd. Duringthc past 12 months, has anyone in
the family recoivcd medical care which has been or will be paid for by Medicaid? Y N (3)
---- ____________________________________________________________________ .
b. Who was this? Mark’”Covered”” boxitiperson’s column.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -
c. Anyono llse? Y(Reask2bondcl N
WC orc intmastod in all kinds of htolth insuranea plans lxcept those which pay only for accid*nts.
la. (Nc.tcounting Medicare or Medicaid) lsanyonc inth*family covtrcd by hospital
insurance, that is, a health insLwanc* plan which pays diiy part of a hospital bill? Y N (3d)
----------------------------------- ___________________________________
b. What isthcnemc oftho plan? (Record in Table H.L)
-------- .
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ .
c. Is anyone in the family covarod by any other hospitul insurance plan? Y(Reask3bandc) N
d. ~-a;j;n;-i;;~*-~;fi~ ;;;e;;~~y-~n~-(&~;fi ;;;l;~;~;r~;c;-p~;n-~fiz~ ‘-----------------------------
EOySsSYP_EQtIPQ$TOR’S 0r$U-RSXSN:SkUU-------__--_--__-_-_:--__~_____-_--------~~fl-.
l.What isthanamo of the plan? (Record in Table H.l.. reask3d)
TABLE H.I.
:AN 4c. Doss this plan pay any part 5Q. IS -- cov.r.d under thjs
of hospital lxpenses? (name) plan?
la. Wasthis (name) planobtaintd through -____-;_L__!!-_-2-!5_. ---------------------
an lmployer or union? d. Ooes this .pIan pay any port b. During the past 12 months
IY(c)2N 9 DK of doctor’s or surgeon s bills
--------------------------------
did -- ,ec.iv. ~.dical car.
b. Was itobtain?d throughts~mc o:h~gr:~p~ for operations? which has been or will be
tY 2N 9 DK paid fc.r by this plan?
L$N 4c. Does this plan pay any prt sa. IS -- covtr.d under this
of hospital txpwzses? (name) plan?
10. Was this plan obtainod through ‘y ‘N _$-:~_.
an lmployer or union? ---------------------d. DO*S this plan pay en? part
lYIcJ 2N 9 OK
b. During tht past 12 months
of doctor’s ersurgaon s bills did -- ,Cr,.ive ~.dical cera
--------------------------------
b.Wos itebtointd through somcothor group? for Op*ratiOns? which has bmn or will bc
lY 2N 9 DK lY 2N 9 DK poidforbythis plan?
‘;AtS 4c. Docs this plan poyony part covtrcd under this
of hospital lxpenses? ‘“ls(;;me) plan?
k.wa8thi5 (name) plan obtained through IY ZN 9 DK
an lmployar or union? ----------------------d. Dots this plan pay an? part
____________________ .
lY(c) 2N 9 DK b.~;ingthcpost 12months
--------------------------------
of doctor’s or surgeon s bills
b.Wos itobtoincd through somcoth*r group? for Op*ratiOns?
“ -- rocaive medical cart
whichhos bton or will bt
lY 2N 9 DK paid for by this plan?
For each person review 1,2, and5 for each plan and determine if ’’Covered” by either Medicare,
I lMedicaid, o;;sura~~or:’jtcovered.’o
Ask for each person ““Not covered.” Clrclaall reasons glwl +
Many people do not carry hcolth insurdnc* for various reasons (H:nd Card N)
6a. Which ofthos* stotcments dtscribcs why -- is notcovered by any health insuroncc plan? Anyothcr reason?
------------------------------------------------
------------------------------
Mark box or ask:
b. What is th* MAIN reason -- is not covcrcd by any health insurance plan?
q Under 65 (NP)
1 m Covered (NP)
211 Not ccwwad (##P)
u– –--–.,
1 nCovared
1 q Covwed
2 q Not covered (NP)
------------------
tY 2N *OK
I q Covered
z m Not covered (NP)
------------------
1Y2N s DK
f Ocov.red
2 q Not covered (NP)
------------------
1Y2N 9 OK
I q Covered (NP)
2 m Not covered (NP)
123456789
Other (SP9CMY)~
------------------
00 D0nly one reason
123456789
Other (SP9CNY)#
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l
If 17+, lsk:
10. What IS the hlghost grodc or y-or -- attended in school?
------.------ -----------------------------------------------------------------
b. Dld -- flnl.h the -- ~,ade (y C@,)?
za,Did -- .v, r s.,v. In ffr. A~.d ~(),c., Of fh. United Stat..?
----k- ------ ------ ------------------------------------------------------------
b, Whan did hc wve? Vietnam Era (Au;. ’64 to April ‘75). . . . . VN
Korean War (June ‘50-Jan, ’55) . . . . . . . KW
Circle cede In descending order of pfiorlty. Thus if World War II (Sept. ‘40-July ’47) . . . . . . WWll
person served in Vietnem lnd In Korea, circle VN. World War I (April ‘17-Nov. ’18) , ., . . . WWl
Post Vietnam (May ’75 to present) . . . . . PVN
Other Service (all other periods) . . . . . . OS
3a, Dld ..- work at any time last wtok or tho we-k bofora
- not counting work areund tha houso?
------ ---------- --------------------------------------------------------------
b. Cvcn though --- dld not werk during those 2 weeks, dots ho have a 10b or business?
------- -------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
a. WSE ht leaking fer wark or on layoff frem a lob?
---------------------- -------- ------- -----------------------------------------
d, Which - Iooki
isk for sII
}mrsons with
I “Yas”
n 3a, b, or c,
f “Yas” In 3f
rely, questions
la through 4a
IPPIY to this
lmrson’s LAST
ull.time clvll ian
ob,
fer work or on layoff from a lob?
40, For where did -- work? Name of company, business, organization, or other employer
,-------------------------------------------------------------------
b. What kind of kuslncss or Industry is this? For exsmple, TV and radio manufacturing,
rstall shoe store, State Labor Dept., farm
,------------------------------------------------------------------- .
c. What kind of work was -- doing? For example, electrical engineer, stock clerk, typist, farmer
,------------------------ ~------------------------------------------ .
d, What woro --’s most Impertsnt activities or duties? For example, types, keeps account books,
files, sells cars, opemea printing press, finishes concrete
,------------------------------------------------------------------- .
Complete from entries in 4a-d; if not clear, ask:
l. Was -- on employoo of PRIVATE company, business, or individual
for wag*s, salaty, or commission? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P
-- a FEDERAL gevommwit lmploy.c?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F
--a STATE gev8rnmsnt cmploy@o?. . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..S
--a LOCAL gevomment employee?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..L
-- self. smpleyed in OWN business, professional procti co, or farm?
If not a farm, ask: Is tha business Incorporated?
Yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
No(or farm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SE
-- working WITHOUT PAY in family business or form? . . . . . . . . WP
-- NEVER WORKED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NEV
1,
i
2,
-,
6
30
-.
b-.
-f
d
4,
-.
b
-.
c
-.
d
-.
l
00 D None (2)
Elem: 12345678
Hl;h: 91011 12
Colle;a: 123456+
-------------------
t-f 2N
l_J Under 17 (AIP)
IY 2 N (3)
-------------------
t VN s PVN
‘2 KW 6 OS
3 Wwll s DK
* WI
I Y (4) 2N
-------------------
IY ZN
-------------------
lY 2 N (4)
-------------------
I I_J Looking 3 q Bmh
t I_J Lsyoff
-------------------
ndustry
-------------------
occupation
-------------------
Mles
-------------------
2sss of worker
li-JP sol
2DF sl_JSE
30s 7awP
40L s q NEV
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#“
*
Hand card I
7. Which of those incomt groups represents your total combintd family incoma for the past 12 months -
that is, yours, your --’s, ltc.. ~ Include income from all sources such as wages, salaries, social
sacurity or rotiremwit bendits, hdp from relatives, rent from property, and so forth.
03DD 070H
If only one person with “Income” box marked, go to 10.
If 2 or more persons with “’Income” box marked, ask 9 for each: 00UA 04UE OBDI
9. Which of thos* incom. groups represents --’s income for tha past 12 months? 9. o!DB 05DF 09m J
Oznc 06UG IOUK
03UD 07UH
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FAMILY MEDICAL EXPENSES QUESTIONNAIRE
FORM HIS4B (*) (FM)
@
#“” %,
r’ -i!
,
*
,+.$”
“s.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
HEALTH REsOdRCES ADMINISTRATION
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND =5’2
NATIONAL CENTER FOR”
HEALTH STATISTICS
Dear Friend:
Your household has just taken part in a health interview conducted by
the Bureau of the Census for the U.S. Public Health Service. We greatly
appreciate your cooperation in providing us with this information.
Another area of great concern today is the cost of health care in our
country. We, therefore, ask you to provide us with information about
the amount of money you, your family, and other relatives living with
you spent for madical care during 1975 by answering the few questions
on this form. Please use any records such as bills, receipts, or check
Stuts, that would help you in snawering the questions. If you cannot
supply the exact smounts from your records, give the best estimate
you can.
We would appreciate your completing the attached questionnaire
within FIVE DAYS, and returning it in the enclosed preaddressed envelope
which requirea no postage. If a delay cannot be avoided and you cannot
answer and return your form during this time, please fill in the
information and return it as aeon as possible. Since this study is
baaed on a scientific sample of the total population, it is important
that each household return a completed questionnaire.
Please be asaured that the Bureau of the Census and the U.S. Public
Health Service hold as confidential all the information.you provide.
Thus, the reaulta of this voluntary survey will be issued only in
the form of statistical totals from which no individual can be
identified.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,
Robert R. Fuchsberg /
Director
Division of Health Interview Statistics
ASSURANCE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: Allinformationwhichwould permit identification
of the iudkidusl will be held in strict confidence, will be used only by persons enbagrd in
snd for the putposes of the survey, snd will not be disclosed or released to others for my
purposes.
FOR INTERVIEWER USE ONLY:
HRA.74 [11/75)
u.M.B. No. SB.RIWO
APWOWI Expires: S.S1-77
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Pfeasc answer the following qucctions for P~. I I 1
E!:?’:F3:gi!8k%%~DENTAL‘ILLSPAID!-C$$;:”’:F::,’;,$;,+,~: :~~.yw ~. ~~.::;; 2?: :;*jy :.
1. How much did THIS FAMILY spend en dental bills for this p-son during I ~75, th@ i% f~
m
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1. Ouringl 975, how much did THIS FAMILY sp..d o. health inwo.co wmi.ms for PIWS that POY for o.y P-=1 of a hawiml
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2. During 1975, did THIS FAMILY pay any medical lXPWISCS for ahyono whoso nom. doos NOT appear on this quostionneire?
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3. PI*OSO print below tha name of the porsen or persons who completod this form.
Name
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NOTE: Before returning this questionnaire, please check to ho that you have filled in an lnswer for EACH qumtion for
EACH person listed on the questionnaire, even though tho person did not have any medicd or dental lxpensm
during 1975.
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VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS Series
Series 1. Programs and Collection Procedures. –Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions and data collection methods used and include
definitions and other material necessary for understanding the data.
Series 2. Data Evaluation and Methods Research. –Studies of new statistical methodology including experi-
mental tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical
techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, and contributions to statistical theory.
Series 3. Analytical Studies. –Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health
statistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the other series.
Series 4. Documents and Committee Reports. –Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and
health statistics and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised birth
and death certificates.
Series 10. Data Fro m the Health Interview Survey. –Statistics on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use of
hospital, medical, dental, and other services, and other health-related topics, all based on data collected
in a continuing national household interview survey.
Serbs 11. l)ata From the Health Examination Survey and the Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. –Data
from direct examination, testing, and measurement of national samples of the civilian noninstitu-
tionalized population provide the basis for two types of reports: (1) estimates of the medically defined
prevalence of specific diseases in the United States and the distributions of the population with respect
to physical, physiological, and psychological characteristics and (2) analysis of relationships among the
various measurements without reference to an explicit finite universe of persons.
Series 12, Data Fro m the Institutionalized Population Surveys. –Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports from
these surveys will be in Series 13.
Series 13. Data on Health Resources Utilization. –Statistics on the utilization of health manpower and facilities
providing long-term care, ambulatory care, hospital care, and family planning services.
Series 14. Data on Health Resources: Manpower and Facilities. –Statistics on the numbers, geographic distri-
bution, and characteristics of health resources including physicians, dentists, nurses, other health
occupations, hospitals, nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.
Series 20. Data on Mortality. –Various statistics on mortality other than as included in regular annual or monthly
reports. Special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demographic variables; geographic and time
series analyses; and statistics on characteristics of deaths not available from the vital records based on
sample surveys of those records.
Series 21. Data on Natality, Marriage, and Divorce. –Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce other
than as included in regular annual or monthly reports. Special analyses by demographic variables;
geographic and time series analyses; studies of fertility; and statistics on characteristics of births not
available from the vital records based on sample sutweys of those records.
Smies 22. Data From the National Mortality and Natality Surveys. –Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports
from these sample surveys based on vital records will be included in Series 20 and 21, respectively.
Series 23. Data From the National Survey of Family Growth. –Statistics on fertility, family formation and dis-
solution, family planning, and related maternal and infant health topics derived from a biennial survey
of a nationwide probability sample of ever-married women 15-44 years of age.
For a list of titles of reports published in these series, write to: Scientific and Technical Information Branch
National Center for Health Statistics
Public Health Service
Hyattsville, Md. 20782
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